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SUMMARY

Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council (BwDBC) submitted proposals (planning
reference 1-/05/0499) for the development of an educational academy on land at
Redearth Road and Sough Road, Darwen, Lancashire (centred on SD 6951 2201). A
desk-based assessment (Gifford 2006) revealed that the development encompassed
several sites of cultural heritage significance and, accordingly, Lancashire County
Archaeology Service (LCAS), the county council’s body responsible for advising
local planning authorities on heritage matters, requested that a programme of
archaeological works should be undertaken as a condition of the planning consent.
One of the cultural heritage sites to be impacted upon by the development was that of
the former Redearth Primitive Methodist Chapel and associated burial ground, on
Redearth Road (SD 6953 2190).

The nature of the remains necessitated a specific mitigatory response in those parts of
the chapel and burial ground that would be impacted upon by the development. LCAS
thus required that the archaeological investigation should comprise a logical series of
project stages: open-area excavation, assessment of the quantity, quality and
significance of the data recovered, post-excavation analysis, and publication followed
by the submission of the project archive. Following LCAS and English Heritage (EH)
approval of a project design, Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) was
commissioned by BwDBC to conduct a programme of works to meet the
archaeological planning condition.

This report presents a summary of the excavation (Project Stage 1, undertaken in
2008) and, in accordance with EH and the British Association for Biological
Anthropology and Osteology (BABAO) guidelines, documents the post-excavation
assessment (Project Stage 2) of the results of the fieldwork. The final part of this
document presents a project design for a proposed programme of analysis (Project
Stage 3) to take place immediately following acceptance of the present document.

During the excavation, the remains of several structures were recorded, including
parts of the earliest chapel (built in 1832), its subsequent extension, and a very small
part of the second chapel built between 1875 and 1878. Although it was possible to
ascertain details of their construction, and internal features were identified within the
footprint of the first chapel, an understanding of these buildings would not be
enhanced through further analysis. Any further study of these structures should thus
be confined to a very basic comparison of their physical aspects relative to those of
other early nineteenth-century chapels.

The remains of 131 individuals were recovered from the chapel burial ground during
the excavation. The burial ground appeared to have been well organised, with well-
ordered grave plots, many of which had been used for multiple, presumably family,
interments. Surviving fittings suggested that the coffins had been modest, although a
number of people had been buried with strings of beads, as well as finger rings and
other vestiges of clothing and personal adornment. Assessment of the excavated
human remains, together with those of a further 11 individuals recovered by Gifford
during a watching brief within the burial ground, indicated that a good proportion of
the skeletons were sufficiently complete and well-preserved to allow a detailed
programme of analysis, in terms of demography, epidemiology, pathology, stature and
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non-metric traits. Furthermore, several documents have been identified that will allow
the results of the investigation to be placed within a meaningful historical, cultural,
social and economic context.

The bio-molecular assessment of a small number of samples from selected skeletons
generally gave positive results, indicating good potential for a wider programme of
analysis. Carbon and Nitrogen isotopes, indicative of diet, were well preserved, and
gave results distinct form a number of other, mainly southern cemetery sites. Ancient
DNA was generally well preserved, with the potential to identify genetic links,
pathogens and, to a lesser extent, the sex of individuals.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.1.1 Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council (BwDBC, hereafter the ‘Client’)
submitted  proposals (planning reference 1-/05/0499) for the development of
an educational academy on land at Redearth Road and Sough Road, Darwen,
Lancashire (centred on SD 6951 2201). A desk-based assessment (Gifford
2006) revealed that the development encompasses several sites of cultural
heritage significance and, accordingly, Lancashire County Archaeology
Service (LCAS), the county council’s body responsible for advising planning
authorities on heritage matters, requested that a programme of archaeological
works should be undertaken as a condition of the planning consent. One of the
cultural heritage sites to be impacted upon by the development was that of the
former Redearth Primitive Methodist Chapel and associated burial ground, on
Redearth Road (SD 6953 2190; Fig 1).

1.1.2 The nature of the remains necessitated a specific mitigatory response, and
LCAS required that the archaeological investigation should comprise a logical
series of  project stages which, in terms that will be utilised throughout this
document, have been defined as follows:

• Project Stage 1: archaeological excavation, comprising the
archaeologically monitored removal of topsoil and overburden deposits
across the extent of the archaeological remains within the defined limits of
investigation, followed by detailed investigation and recording. The
principal objective of Project Stage 1 was to identify, expose, investigate
and record the extent and nature of the archaeological remains within the
area of groundwork disturbance and, in so doing, gather information that
would shed light on the function, development, dating and phasing of the
activity and structures identified;

• Project Stage 2: post-excavation assessment of the potential for analysis of
the data generated by the fieldwork;

• Project Stage 3: an appropriate scheme of analysis based on the
assessment results;

• Project Stage 4: publication and dissemination, the submission to the
Lancashire Record Office (LRO)/Lancashire Museum Service (LMS) of
the entire project archive, and the deposition of all human remains.

1.1.3 In order to meet this planning condition, Oxford Archaeology North (OA
North) was commissioned by BwDBC to conduct a programme of
archaeological mitigation within the area of impact, in accordance with an
LCAS- and English Heritage-approved project designs (OA North 2008a;
2008b).

1.1.4 The programme of archaeological excavation (Project Stage 1) within the
Redearth burial ground was carried out by OA North with specialist staff from
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its Oxford office’s Heritage Burial Service (HBS), between May and July
2008. The excavation trench itself was a somewhat irregular shape, extending
for some 60m between Sough Road and the former Crown Hotel along the
north-eastern side of Redearth Road (Fig 1). For much of its length, the trench
was approximately 6m wide, and was focused upon an area that was to be
occupied by a layby for school buses. In the north-western corner of the site,
which was to be affected by the insertion of a series of deep drainage runs, the
trench was expanded to measure approximately 18m east/west by 10m
north/south, although little of this area was open at any one time. In addition to
the excavation undertaken by OA North, a watching brief was undertaken by
Gifford during the winter of 2008/9. This took place during groundworks for
services to the immediate north of the OA North excavation area.

1.1.5 This report presents a summary of Project Stage 1 and documents the results
of Project Stage 2, pertaining to a programme of post-excavation assessment
of the results of the fieldwork, in accordance with the guidance of English
Heritage’s Management of Archaeological Projects, Second Edition (MAP2;
EH 1991) and Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment
(MoRPHE; EH 2006). As such, this stage of the project seeks, in accordance
with the standards of the Institute for Archaeologists (IfA) and the British
Association for Biological Anthropology and Osteology (BABAO; Brickley
and McKinley 2004), to process and assess each of the forms of raw data
recovered during the fieldwork (including the skeletons recovered from the
watching brief undertaken by Gifford) in order to establish their potential,
through detailed analysis, to address the research questions outlined in Section
2.3. The final part of this document presents a project design for that analysis
(Project Stage 3). Although this report is a quality-assured and academically
valid document, suitable for submission to the LRO and Historic Environment
Record (HER), it is not suitable for publication. Similarly, although many of
the tasks that contribute to this assessment will facilitate the production of the
final archive, in itself part of the wider objectives of the project, the specific
production of the final archive for submission to LMS falls outside the present
programme of work for this stage of the project.

1.1.6 This document does not cover any of the historic building investigations
undertaken by OA North within the wider development area (OA North
forthcoming), or of any of the proposed phases of watching brief associated
with the sites of the former Sunny Bank Mill and the Bridge House, which
are/or will be dealt with elsewhere.

1.2 GEOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

1.2.1 Location and modern topography: Redearth lies to the south-east of the
centre of Darwen, just outside of the town’s historic core (Fig 1), and within
an area known historically as Over Darwen. The town is positioned on the
lower slopes of the western Pennines, along the upper Darwen valley, itself a
tributary of the Ribble. It is surrounded by open countryside to the east, west
and south, with upland moors between it and the Manchester conurbation,
around 7km to the south.
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1.2.2 The underlying solid geology of the area consists of Millstone Grit of the
Carboniferous era, which outcrops to the west and forms the basic building
material of the town. This is overlain by the Lower Westphalian Coal
Measures, the exploitation of which contributed to the nineteenth-century
expansion of the area (Countryside Commission 1998, 102). Although there
are considerable glacial drift deposits within the valley, the natural subsoils of
the Redearth burial site have been influenced by the course of a brook that
once ran to the north of the site, and would appear to comprise cross-bedded
fluvial sands overlain by modern made-ground deposits.

1.2.3 Historical and archaeological background: there is virtually no evidence for
prehistoric and Roman activity within Darwen and, whilst there are thirteenth-
century documentary references to settlement and agricultural activity, it was
only in the post-medieval and industrial periods that significant expansion of
the town occurred (Gifford 2006). Cloth-working was the historical mainstay
of the town, but other important industries included coal mining, paper-
making and metal-founding (ibid). The development site lies within a formerly
agricultural area that was developed during the second half of the nineteenth
century, with a typical mixture of domestic and industrial buildings.

1.2.4 Methodism: from its mid-eighteenth-century foundation, the rise of the
Methodist Church was marked and rapid, especially within the working
classes. It was noted that, by the mid-nineteenth century, the Church of
England was failing much of the English working population (Ritson 1909, 7).
A heavily hierarchical structure, and an established opinion of contempt for
the lower classes, combined with the lack of physical provision of churches,
meant that less than half of the working class attended church, contributing to
a perceived moral decline (Wearmouth 1972, 19). This poverty and
disenfranchisement helped push people into the arms of the Methodist church,
which better represented poorer people, and had a more democratic structure,
allowing people to be part of and take responsibility within a community (op
cit, 21).

1.2.5 Primitive Methodism: Primitive Methodism was founded during the early
1800s by Hugh Bourne, a poor farmer from near Stoke-on-Trent, and William
Clowes, a Midlands potter (Kendall 1906). Individually, Bourne and Clowes
found themselves drawn towards the American tradition of open-air preaching
and camp meetings, introduced to England by Lorenzo Dow. Therefore, in
1801 the first Camp Meeting was held a Mow Cop near Stoke-on-Trent (ibid).
Both men carried on their version of Methodism, encouraging open-air
preaching, meetings and prayer, undertaken by laymen and women, as well as
the clergy (Ritson 1909, 191; Wearmouth 1972, 21). This infuriated the
established Methodist Church, which banned the practices, claiming that they
might encourage disorder and civil disobedience (Wearmouth 1972, 14).
Bourne and Clowes refused to stop, claiming that they were harking back to
the original practices of John Wesley and the first Methodists (Ritson 1909, 7;
Kendall 1906). Finally, in 1808, Bourne was excommunicated from the church
and, taking with him a small group of followers, he began to practise what
became known as Primitive Methodism. It was around this time that the
primitives and the Clowesites merged to form one faction. In 1812, the sect
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became an official denomination and took on the name Primitive Methodist.
They then, taking the traditional Methodist structure of Missions, began
missioning across the country (Ritson 1909, 96).

1.2.6 Nearly wholly democratic, with the influence of the laymen outnumbering the
ministers, the Primitive Methodists became very popular in the industrial
North. Over time, the Primitive Methodists became increasingly involved in
civic and social matters, becoming players in the rising Labour Movement and
the Trade Unions (Ritson 1909, 277-8). As many of the preachers were
laymen accustomed to public speaking, they often became leaders or
representatives for the Unions in disputes and actions (ibid).

1.2.7 Primitive Methodism in Darwen: Primitive Methodism was first missioned to
Darwen by John Verity in 1823, who preached across much of Lancashire
(Wright and Colling 1908, 28). Until 1825, services were held in the open-air,
at the bottom of Bury Fold Lane, before a room above a stable was acquired
on Water Street (op cit, 29-32). A major figure in Darwen Primitive
Methodism during this period was Robert Cross, reputed to be a force of
character and heavily involved in the Temperance Movement.

1.2.8 In 1832, Darwen’s first Primitive Methodist chapel was built on Redearth
Road, within an area that was decidedly rural, with a farm, Scholes Fold, just
to the north (Wright and Colling 1908; Shaw 1889, 125). The project was
funded by several trustees, including Robert Cross, as well as a donation of
£60 from James Bourne, the brother of Hugh Bourne (Wright and Colling
1908, 36). A list of trustees reveals that they were all working-class men:
weavers, farmers and block-cutters (ibid). The chapel was constructed utilising
voluntary labour from the congregation, as they could not afford builders. An
area adjacent to the Chapel was dedicated for burials and, in 1845, a school
was erected alongside the chapel (Shaw 1889, 125; Wright and Colling 1908,
37). On the 1849 first edition Ordnance Survey (OS) map, the chapel is shown
as occupying a triangular plot, the northern extent of which is defined by a
distinct east/west-aligned boundary that appears to have remained a feature of
the urban landscape until its removal as part of the present development. The
chapel itself is shown as a simple rectangular structure immediately beside
Redearth Road, with which it shares a north-west/south-east alignment. An
outhouse on the south-eastern side of the chapel may have been the school,
although a small building at the eastern corner of the plot could be another
candidate for this structure. The 1849 OS map would suggest that the
remainder of the plot formed the burial ground and, although this was recorded
as being 2125 square metres (Gifford 2006), the whole chapel plot, including
the building, is only half this size. Between 1847 and 1861, 273 burials are
recorded on the chapel burial register (held in the LRO), but the same
document records that the cemetery was first opened to burials in 1832,
suggesting that there may be a separate ledger for these earlier interments
(Gifford 2006).

1.2.9 Primitive Methodism in Darwen grew throughout the second half of the
nineteenth century, and during the 1860s and 1870s schools and chapels were
constructed on Park Street and Spring Vale, formerly known as Sough. By the
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turn of the twentieth century, a further chapel was built on Bolton Road
(Wright and Colling 1908; Lancashire County Council 2005, 21). The
Redearth Chapel was expanded, but, during 1873 and 1874, money was
gathered for the erection of a new, more substantial chapel on Redearth Road,
large enough to accommodate over 700 worshippers (Shaw 1889, 125). Work
began on this new edifice in 1875, and after many delays was finally opened
on Good Friday 1878 (Wright and Colling 1908, 58). This second chapel was
built in a plot adjacent to the first, and is shown as a cruciform structure on a
north-east/south-west alignment on the 1892 OS map. The original chapel is
not labelled, but two adjoining structures on a similar alignment are labelled as
‘club houses’, and may relate to the conversion of the 1832 building and its
expansion to the edge of the original plot. The area was affected by flooding in
1971, with local anecdotes noting that gravestones and human remains were
washed out of the burial ground and deposited against the wall of the public
house on the opposite side of Redearth Road. The flooding caused irreparable
structural damage to the second chapel, which was pulled down in 1972,
leaving only the clubhouses, one of which was demolished by 1975, the other
becoming a Pentecostal Church, only to be levelled in 1985 (Gifford 2006).

1.2.10 Although anecdotal accounts note the presence of gravestones within the
south-eastern part of the former graveyard until around the second half of the
twentieth century, only one fragmentary grave marker was visible on site prior
to the archaeological investigation. Situated within the north-western corner of
the graveyard, it is uncertain whether the marker was close to its original site
of erection, or was representative of those stones that had been washed out and
redeposited by the flood in 1971.

1.2.11 The Redearth congregation: study of the registers of burials (1849-61; MDA
9/1-3), marriages (1912-60; MMR 16/26-32) and christenings (1899-1963;
MDA 9/1-3), at the Lancashire Country Record Office (CRO) in Preston,
indicated that the congregation of Redearth Chapel was typical of Methodist
churches of the nineteenth century: the very poor working class. The majority
of the worshippers were from Bolton Street (now Road), Bury Fold, Astley
Street, New Road and Duckworth Street (not one of which is in the immediate
vicinity of the chapel), and worked within the cotton industry. The
congregation comprised weavers, spinners, miners, labourers and carters, and
the trustees of the Darwen Mission followed this trend.

1.2.12 The burial registers indicated that over 60% of the deaths were of infants
under the age of ten, and most of those being under six years. In some cases,
families can be identified; for example, the Houghtons on Bolton Street lost
three children under seven in ten days; and in another case, in the Register for
1849-55 (LRO MDA9/1-3), a Margaret Kershaw, aged 39, was buried on 20th
January, the following entry being a John Kershaw, aged three weeks, who
died on 10th February, possibly an instance of death in childbirth. A report in
1853 by the Health Board found that there was a higher than average mortality
rate in Darwen, 26 in 1000, as opposed to 23 in 1000 (Darwen Local
Historical Society 1987, 10). Diseases such as fever, dysentery and typhoid
were common, mainly due to the lack of sanitation, drainage and clean water.
Although there was not the same level of overcrowding identified as in areas
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of Manchester (cellar dwellings were comparatively rare, and most families
had a house to themselves), the lack of hygiene and social welfare would have
been a major contribution to the high infant mortality rate (ibid).
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2.  RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

2.1 RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

2.1.1 To maximise the potential of the heritage resource, archaeological
investigations are strategic in nature, with a series of clearly defined aims,
often posed as research questions, and objectives, the practical means by
which research questions are addressed; both are modified and developed to
meet the requirements of the project and the limits of the available data.
However, the impetus for the investigation is provided by, in English Heritage
(MoRPHE) parlance, a ‘primary driver’ (EH 2006), which, in the case of the
majority of archaeological projects, is dictated by the negative impact of a
development. In consideration of the fact that elements of the heritage
resource at Redearth were to be destroyed by the proposed development, the
basic rationale, or primary driver, of the investigation was the characterisation
and preservation by record of any significant remains of archaeological
interest. The many forms of data generated, together with any further research
undertaken, could be analysed to reconstruct a chronological narrative of
activity on the site and an examination of its social and cultural context.
Following exposure of the archaeology at the start of the excavation, it was
then possible to establish the specific research aims and objectives, as outlined
below.

2.2 RESEARCH CONTEXT

2.2.1 Introduction: in order to formulate the aims and objectives of the project, the
site needs to be placed within the context of the pertinent national, regional
and local research frameworks. These documents have been formulated by
recognised experts in order to guide research, provide a cogent basis for
planning decisions pertaining to archaeology, and to encourage the focused
recovery and analysis of meaningful data that can contribute to genuine
research themes.

2.2.2 National research themes: although technically superseded by EH’s 2003
Exploring Our Past Implementation Plan, its draft Research Agenda (EH
1997) remains pertinent and contains several themes that are relevant to the
study of the data recovered from Redearth. One area highlighted as being of
potentially important archaeological research is the definition of the urban and
rural poor, and attitudes of inclusion and exclusion, through study of diet,
material culture (including its frequency and reuse), and the built environment
(EH 1997, 53). The same document highlights the importance of the use of
scientific techniques, and particularly the analysis of DNA and ancient
biomolecules (op cit, 53, 55).

2.2.3 Regional research themes: in terms of directing research, the North West is
fortunate in possessing a recently formulated Research Framework (Brennand
2006; 2007). Within the research agenda for the industrial period (Newman
and McNeil 2007a), the theme most pertinent to the establishment of a
research context for appropriate analysis of the archaeological remains
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excavated at Redearth, is that of ritual, religion and ceremony. The relevant
initiatives are quoted in full. There is a need to:

• study the relationships between chapels and industrialised communities
and the possible denominational influence on the character of
settlements (op cit, 150);

• record and analyse burial memorials and establish a regional database
(ibid);

• recover and analyse eighteenth- and nineteenth-century skeletal
assemblages where they are to be disturbed through burial ground
redevelopment (ibid).

2.2.4 Local research themes various local borough plans exist, but these are general
and, whilst they highlight the importance of the archaeological resource, they
provide little additional research contextualisation than that outlined above.
However, the importance of the Redearth burial ground to various local
interest groups, including the modern inhabitants of Darwen, the local
Methodists, and also the Darwen Historical Society, should not be
underestimated. Of particular interest at such a level are the identification and
personalisation of any of the burials and a characterisation of the material
expression of Primitive Methodism. Of particular interest here would be an
exploration of specific aspects of the lifestyles of the inhabitants and any
evidence of relationships between these, the development of the site, and the
economic and industrial development of Darwen.

2.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

2.3.1 By considering the above initiatives, it is possible to pose the following
research questions and objectives that are specific to the site and to the
Redearth post-excavation project as a whole (Project Stages 2-4). Not all can
be addressed at the present assessment stage (Project Stage 2), but they should
be considered when assessing the potential of each material category for
analysis (Project Stage 3):
RQ1. Is it possible, firstly, to identify phases of activity and structural

modification of the earliest chapel building, and secondly, to establish
the functions/spatial use of the different excavated parts of the
building during these phases?

RQ2. Is it possible to date more closely any of the burials from Redearth
and establish a chronological sequence of deposition?

RQ3. Is it possible to characterise the practices and material culture of
burial as a rare ‘snapshot’ of the very specific and narrow timespan
represented by Redearth, and identify temporal, or other, differences
within this short period?

RQ4. Can a better understanding of the physical expression of Primitive
Methodism be gained from the structural remains and treatment of the
burials?
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RQ5. It is possible to identify individuals, genetic links or particular
families among the burials?

RQ6. Is it possible to reveal any aspects of the demography, social
composition, status and lifestyles of the excavated portion of those
buried at Redearth?

RQ7. Can an understanding of the epidemiology of the population be
gained?

RQ8. Is it possible to identify patterns of occupation-related pathology
amongst the buried population?

RQ9. Is it possible to identify the sex of non-dimorphic younger individuals
and use that information to reach meaningful conclusions on the
treatment of male and female children relative to those of adults?

RQ10. Can an understanding be gained of the diet of those buried at
Redearth?

RQ11. Is it possible to demonstrate the geographical origin of individuals,
helping to understand the movement of rural folk to the towns?

RQ12. Is it possible to place the results of the above questions within a
wider, comparative framework of historical documentation and other
studied contemporary burials and religious sites?

RQ13. Can the coffin fittings from Redearth be used to expand and refine the
growing body of data on these artefacts and so contribute to an
important resource for future fieldworkers?

RQ14. Is it possible to reconstruct aspects of activity on site in order to
provide a more publicly accessible interpretation of the site?

RQ15. How can the results of the fieldwork and post-excavation programme
be made available to the wider public in an accessible form, whilst
undertaking appropriate reburial of the human remains and associated
artefacts (including all coffin fittings and personal adornments)?

2.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

2.4.1 The following over-arching objectives of the post-excavation programme have
been formulated with reference to the research questions (Section 2.3). Where
appropriate, these objectives have been developed from those presented in the
project design for excavation in respect of the provisional results of that phase
of work, as well as to include elements that are relevant to subsequent project
stages. The fundamental element of Project Stage 2 is the assessment of the
potential for further analysis of all categories of material to fulfill those
elements of the objectives that are relevant to Project Stages 3 and 4. The
manner in which the programme of assessment will address specific elements
of these objectives is detailed in Section 5.

ROa. Process the written, drawn, surveyed and photographic record through
the compilation of a digital database, Harris matrices and
computerised illustrations, so that an assessment, and then any
appropriate detailed analysis, of the on-site stratigraphy can be
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undertaken. This will permit the best possible understanding of the
physical form of, and relationships between, the different elements of
the site (ie, structural remains and graves), provision of a
chronological framework, and also the formulation of an holistic
narrative on the development of the site (RQ1-4 and RQ14).

ROb. Wash/brush, dry, bag, and catalogue the artefacts recovered from the
excavation, submitting any metalwork for x-ray, as appropriate (RQ2-
4, RQ6 and RQ13).

ROc. Undertake assessment and then any appropriate short-term
conservation, recording, cross-referencing with existing catalogues,
and analysis of the excavated artefacts and coffin fittings and,
particularly where datable, integrate them into the stratigraphic
sequence (RQ2-4 and RQ6).

ROd. Wash/brush, dry, package and catalogue the human remains
recovered from the excavation, marking where appropriate (RQ5-12).

ROe. Undertake an osteological assessment, and then any appropriate
detailed analysis, of the human remains from Redearth in such a
manner that the results are statistically meaningful and comparable to
contemporary British assemblages. This would enable the
compilation of comprehensive demographic profiles (age and sex),
identification of any pathological lesions that might provide clues
concerning the lifestyles of these individuals, and the recording of the
presence and prevalence of any non-metric traits that might indicate
genetic relationships (RQ5-12).

ROf. Combined with the other data from the osteological assessment,
appraise the viability for, and then submit, appropriate hair and hard
tissue samples for isotope analysis for the elucidation of diet and
geographical origin, for DNA analysis for the identification of sex
and for the recognition of pathogens, and for the examination of
heavy metal contaminants (RQ9-12).

ROg. Integrate the results of the osteological and bio-molecular analyses so
that the differing forms of evidence are mutually supportive (RQ7-
12).

ROh. Undertake targeted documentary research, with particular emphasis
on Primitive Methodism, the Redearth chapel burial registers,
censuses, local trade directories and other such relevant documents
that would aid a better understanding of the people buried at Redearth
(RQ3-8, RQ10-12 and RQ14).

ROi. Seek out, compile a database from it, and analyse the burial register
for the chapel, so that the relevant data might be used to establish a
demographic baseline for analysis (RQ3-8, RQ10-12 and RQ14).

ROj. Through the combination of the results of the analysis of the
stratigraphy, osteology, and the documentary sources, assess the
potential for, then undertake any identification of, individuals or
family groups (RQ5).
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ROk. Gather suitable published and unpublished reference material and
undertake comparative analysis of the structural and human remains
(RQ12).

ROl. Prepare the results of the fieldwork and post-excavation programme
for public dissemination (RQ 14 and 15).

ROm. Prepare the entire assemblage of material recovered from the burial
ground for appropriate reburial (RQ15), and the original records and
non-funerary finds for archiving.
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3.  METHODOLOGY

3.1 PROJECT DESIGNS AND STANDARDS

3.1.1 The LCAS- and EH-approved OA North project designs (OA North 2008a;
2008b) were followed as fully as possible throughout the investigation. All
work was consistent with the relevant standards and procedures of the Institute
for Archaeologists (IfA) and BABAO (Brickley and McKinley 2004) and
generally accepted best practice. Throughout the excavation, all exposure and
lifting of human remains was undertaken in accordance with directions from
the Ministry of Justice and those of the BwDBC Environmental Health
Officer, who was kept informed of the works and furnished with access to the
site. At all times, at least two qualified and experienced osteologists were
present on site. The archaeological fieldwork was monitored on a regular basis
by Doug Moir of LCAS and also by the English Heritage Regional
Archaeological Science Advisor, Sue Stallibrass. General operations were
monitored by Subhan Ali for BwDBC, whilst a safe working environment was
maintained through John Wade of John Wade Groundwork Contractors, the
principal contractor on the relevant part of the site.

3.1.2 For a variety of practical reasons and, in agreement with the client, LCAS and
EH, the main departure from the proposed scheme of works during the
fieldwork was the abandonment of the rapid assessment of the human remains
on site following their lifting from the ground, in favour of a more detailed
laboratory assessment following the completion of the works. The principal
motivation behind this alteration was that, given the initially relatively small
area from which human remains might be recovered, together with their
expected density according to an extrapolation of the burial register (roughly
one burial every 2.5 square metres, which, in the event, was an underestimate:
one burial was excavated for every square metre of the burial ground that was
investigated), it was considered more efficient not to undertake the assessment
in the field, whilst time constraints, press intrusion and the risk of trespassers
also influenced the decision to concentrate solely on the removal of human
remains.

3.1.3 During the post-excavation assessment, there were two divergences from the
approved project design, both associated with the biochemical assessment of
the remains. In consultation with LCAS, EH and experts at Durham
University, it was established that Strontium and Oxygen isotopes are virtually
always preserved in teeth, and that it would thus not be of any great use to
study these isotopes at the assessment stage. In addition, it was not possible to
find an appropriate institution that could undertake the heavy metal analysis of
the small number of hair samples within the timescale of the assessment.

3.2 FIELDWORK METHODOLOGY

3.2.1 Excavation location, conformation, aims and objectives: at the outset of the
intrusive investigation, the aim of the archaeological works within the zone of
development impact was to define the presence of archaeological remains, and
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then to investigate and record these features; where human remains were
present, they were to be lifted, rapidly assessed, and stored for appropriate
scientific analysis. To meet these aims, a single trench, some 45m long (north-
west/south-east) by 6m, was initially excavated along the north-eastern edge of
Redearth Road, corresponding to the proposed position of a bus layby. The
majority of this trench coincided with the position of the earliest chapel
building, together with the south-western part of the second chapel. These
features were to be investigated down to natural deposits (which, within the
more southerly parts of the trench, were reached at a maximum depth of c
1.2m below the modern ground level (bgl)), before being removed
mechanically in advance of development. The most northerly portion of the
trench, measuring approximately 5m by 6m, encountered human remains at a
depth of c 1.5m bgl. At the request of the client, this north-western part of the
trench was expanded on two occasions, finally to encompass a total area of
18m north-west/south-east by 10m. At the client’s specification, all remains
that lay inside the footprint of the layby within a depth of 2.2m bgl were
excavated, whilst within the northern part of the expanded trench, human
remains within a depth of 2.8m bgl were removed to allow for the insertion of
deep drains. The western portion of the trench (that equating with the former
burial ground rather than the chapel buildings) was stepped to maintain a safe
working environment. This was not possible at the southern limit of
excavation on Redearth Road itself, and there shoring was installed.

3.2.2 Watching brief: as part of the wider programme of fieldwork, OA North
undertook a watching brief during the mechanical reduction by 3m of an area
approximately 3m square close to the junction of what had been Cross and
Franklin Streets. This area was thought to relate to a private burial plot. In
addition, Gifford monitored the excavation of a trench, up to 2m wide and 3m
deep, for a service pipe. This ran between the northern limit of the OA North
excavation and the southern end of Franklin Street.

3.2.3 Archaeological excavation: removal of the uppermost levels of modern turf,
surfaces and made ground down to the top of significant archaeological
horizons was undertaken by a small tracked 360º machine, fitted with a 1m-
wide toothless ditching bucket, operating under archaeological supervision and
aided by a small dumper. As far as possible, maximum use was made of the
mechanical excavator to remove deposits of made ground and overburden and,
where the confines of each section of trench allowed, to get as close to burials
as possible. The machine was also used extensively to make safe the sides of
the trench. Thereafter, any archaeological features or remains were cleaned
and investigated manually to define their extent, nature, form and, where
possible, date. With the exception of obviously modern deposits, all excavated
spoil was monitored for skeletal remains and artefacts.

3.2.4 Once funerary remains were revealed, they were hand-excavated by an
experienced archaeologist or osteoarchaeologist, in accordance with standard
practice (English Heritage 2005; Mays et al 2002; McKinley and Roberts
1993). Each skeleton was cleaned rapidly to reveal the body position and
orientation, and its relationship to underlying burials, so that it could be
recorded as fully as possible. The use of shoring and stepping of the trench
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sides meant that parts of skeletons often extended beyond the excavated area;
these elements were necessarily left in situ and only recovered where they were
revealed or displaced by deeper groundworks. Infant skeletons, along with the
surrounding soil to maximise small bone recovery, were lifted in plastic sample
tubs, whilst the other skeletons were bagged by side and anatomical element
and placed in strong boxes. Together with any associated funerary artefacts and
fittings, these were stored temporarily in a secure, locked container on site
during the day, before being removed to Lancaster at the end of each day.

 3.2.5 Recording: a comprehensive written, drawn, and photographic record was
made in accordance with the Standard and Guidance for Archaeological
Excavation (IfA 2001). All information was recorded stratigraphically on pro-
forma recording sheets, with a continuous unique numbering system for all
features and deposits in operation. In accordance with the rapid recovery
methodology, burials were allocated a grave group context number, which
encompassed the skeleton, coffin, grave cut and backfill pertaining to that one
burial event.  Pro-forma skeleton sheets recorded details of the body position,
orientation, skeletal condition and completeness, presence of soft tissue and
artefacts (such as shroud pins and buttons). Those for coffins (whether
surviving as fragments, a stain, or as fittings) described the materials,
construction, size and shape of the coffin, as well as the decorative metal
fittings (including fixing nails and screws, upholstery and upholstery studs,
grips, grip plates, breastplates, lid motifs and escutcheons). Any motifs on
these fittings were also described.

3.2.6 A fully indexed photographic and drawn record of individual features,
working shots and general views was maintained. Photography was
undertaken using 35mm colour slide and monochrome print film, together
with high-quality digital photography for the purposes of presentation. All
levels recorded on-site were tied into Ordnance Datum, with the positions of
features and burials being established using a total station theodolite (TST).
Skeletons were located three-dimensionally using the survey equipment to
take points on the head, pelvis and ankles. Where discernible, grave cuts were
also surveyed. The rapid clearance technique did not require the compilation
of an exhaustive photographic or pictorial record of individual skeletons,
although in one or two instances, examples were recorded.

3.3 POST-EXCAVATION ASSESSMENT

3.3.1 Introduction: the data recovered during the fieldwork were assessed in
consideration of the project research questions and in accordance with the
project objectives (Sections 2.3-4). Thus, the over-arching objective of the
assessment was to evaluate all classes of data recovered in order to determine
the potential of the dataset for analysis.

3.3.2 Material assessed: the entire paper, digital, photographic, and material archive
deriving from the excavation was examined for the purposes of this
assessment. This included the stratigraphic records (context sheets, plans and
sections), the photographs and the survey data, as well as the osteological
remains and finds.
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3.3.3 Methodology: the method of assessment used varied with the class of
information examined, although in each case it was undertaken in accordance
with guidance provided by MAP2 (EH 1991). During the assessment, the
quantity, range, variety, provenance and condition of all classes of data were
evaluated within the framework of the project research questions and
objectives (Section 2). Section 4 summarises the raw data and results of the
assessment of each data category, full details of which reside within the
project archive.

3.3.4 Stratigraphy: the assessment of the stratigraphy was facilitated by the
digitisation of selected site drawings and their integration with the digital
survey data; all of the context records completed during the excavation were
entered into a specially designed Access database (which has been summarised
as Appendix 1). The assessment of the stratigraphy comprised a quantification
and qualitative appraisal of the data recorded, a brief interrogation of the
complexity of the site and its components, and a consideration of those
research questions that might be addressed, fully or in part, by the stratigraphic
data recovered.

3.3.5 Finds: all finds and ecofacts from each phase of the fieldwork were retained
and were treated in accordance with the guidelines set out by the UK Institute
for Conservation (UKIC 1998) and those of the Museums and Galleries
Commission (1992). All fragments of artefacts were examined by visual
inspection and an outline computer record was created using Microsoft
Access. Data were recorded in a standardised format, noting provenance, type
of object, material, period, and a brief written description. This database will
form the basis for any further work recommended, or will comprise the
archive record, as appropriate. A summary catalogue of all artefactual material
recovered can be found in Appendix 2.

3.3.6 Human Remains: the site archive and skeletal remains recovered during the
fieldwork were examined to determine the quantity, general condition,
completeness, provenance, date and nature of the material. ‘Nature’ refers to
whether the material comprised articulated (disturbed or undisturbed) or
disarticulated remains, and the proportion of adults to juveniles. The potential
of the material to yield biological information, including more precise
estimates of age, as well as other biological parameters, such as sex and
stature, was also explored. In addition, the potential of the collection to yield
information relating to pathology was assessed and, in particular, whether
there were any unusual conditions present that would require detailed
specialist examination and/or analytical techniques beyond standard
macroscopic examination. In light of these findings, the potential of the
collection for further work was evaluated. No attempt was made to estimate
sex, age, or stature, or to explore pathology in any detail, since these are all
factors that are beyond the requirements of an assessment. These procedures
were undertaken in accordance with the national guidelines set out by Mays et
al (2002) and with reference to standard protocols for examining human
skeletal remains from archaeological sites (Brickley and McKinley 2004;
Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994; Cox and Mays 2000).
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3.3.7 Completeness was estimated by recording, as a percentage, how much of the
skeleton had survived and assigning it to one of the following categories:

1 = <25% complete

2 = 25-50% complete

3 = >50-75% complete

4 = >75% complete.

3.3.8 The condition of the bone was assessed according to the degree of erosion of
the bone surface and how much of the epiphyses (the ends of the bones) and
cancellous bone (the spongy bone that is beneath the outer layer) had survived.
Based on these factors, skeletons were assigned to one of the following
categories:

1 = Poor (cortical bone completely eroded. Very limited survival of epiphyses and
cancellous bone);

2 = Fair (moderate erosion of cortical bone. Limited survival of cancellous bone and
epiphyses);

3 = Good (occasional erosion on cortical bone. Cancellous bone complete and frequent
survival of epiphyses);

4 = Excellent (cortical bone undamaged, cancellous bone and epiphyses complete).

3.3.9 All anthropological and palaeopathological observations were made by rapidly
scanning each skeleton. Although these observations provide adequate
guidance to the potential of the material for further work they are, by their
very nature, preliminary and subject to change as a result of any future high-
resolution examination.

3.3.10 Apart from the potential of the skeletons to yield information relating to age
and sex, the skeletons were also assessed for their potential to yield metrical
data such as stature, assessment of ancestry and biological variation, and age
estimation in sub-adults. Potential for metrical assessment was scored on a
scale of 1-5, where ‘1’ denotes skeletons that showed no potential (ie no
elements could be measured owing to fragmentation/poor preservation) and
‘5’ denotes skeletons that showed high potential (ie, the full range of standard
cranial and post-cranial measurements could be taken).

3.3.11 An assessment of the potential for the skeletons to yield non-metrical data was
examined. Non-metric traits are morphological variations in the skeleton,
influenced by both the environment and genetics, but to variable and
unpredictable degrees (Saunders 1989). These traits were scored on a scale of
1-5, where ‘1’ denotes skeletons that showed no potential for non-metrical
analysis (ie the lack of preservation prevented the observation of all standard
cranial and post-cranial sites) and ‘5’ denotes skeletons that showed high
potential for non-metrical analysis (ie all standard cranial and post-cranial sites
could be scored). More readily observable traits were noted (but not formally
scored) to give an indication of the level and range of traits present in the
population. This will inform a data-collection strategy for full analysis.

3.3.12 Isotope Assessment: samples of bone of 200-400mg were taken, and
processed following a modified Longin method (De Niro 1985). Samples were
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demineralised in 0.5M HCl for several days in a refrigerator. The resulting
insoluble collagen was solubilised by gelatinisation at pH4 and 75°C over
night. Low molecular weight contaminants were removed by ultrafiltration
with a 30,000 Da cut-off. The purified gelatin was lyophilised and aliquots of
0.25-0.35mg weighed into tin capsules and sealed. Isotopic measurements of
prepared samples were conducted in the Department of Earth Sciences at
Durham University. As this was an assessment, only single measurements
were made, rather than the standard duplicate measurements. Samples were
loaded into an automatic sampler on a sample preparation module. Carbon and
nitrogen contents were measured using an elemental analyser, and the samples
automatically passed to a Finnigan Delta Plus XL Isotope Ratio Mass
Spectrometer. Measurements typically have standard deviations of less than
0.2‰ for both δ13C and δ15N.

3.3.13 DNA assessment: seven individuals were sampled by Keri Brown for ancient
DNA, a single molar being removed from each mandible. Individuals sampled
were as follows:
• 76 – possible rickets, reasonable preservation, from a stack, sex unknown;

• 104 – older child, good preservation, from a stack, sex unknown;
• 117 – adult male?, reasonable preservation, single interment;

• 129 – older child, good preservation, from a stack, sex unknown;
• 150 – sub-adult, good preservation, single interment, sex unknown;

• 155 – rickets, good preservation, from a stack, sex unknown;
• 161 – adult, reasonable preservation, base of a stack, sex unknown.

3.3.14 The aims of this ancient DNA project were to assess the survival of the DNA,
and to see what information could be obtained. Both mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) testing and sex identification of these individuals was therefore
carried out. A complete description of the methodology used in the assessment
is presented in Appendix 3.

3.4 ARCHIVE

3.4.1 Several tasks facilitating both assessment and the completion of the archive,
such as formulation of a basic database, were undertaken. The full preparation
and deposition of the archive is, however, a task that falls beyond the scope of
the assessment, and is treated in more detail within the updated project design
for analysis, publication and archiving (Section 6.7). A copy of this, and all
subsequent reports, will be lodged with the Lancashire HER. An OASIS form
has been filed and the ultimate place of deposition for the material archive will
be the Museum of Lancashire, Preston, whilst the archive of original records
will be deposited with the Lancashire Record Office, also in Preston (Section
7.7.5).

3.4.2 Artefact conservation and storage: the processed artefact assemblage is well-
packaged according to the Museum of Lancashire’s specifications, in either
acid-free cardboard boxes, or, for otherwise unstable material, in airtight
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plastic boxes. As such, the finds are stored in such a manner that they are in a
stable condition, and require no specialist conservation work. Box lists have
been prepared and are updated when appropriate.

3.4.3 Deposition of human remains: a large assemblage of human remains was
recovered during the fieldwork, and this will need to be deposited following
the completion of the analysis stage of the project. The exact nature, and
location, of deposition will be discussed with all stakeholders following the
programme of analysis.
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4. RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 The following section summarises the results of the assessment of each
category of data recovered during the fieldwork. All classes of data were
assessed in accordance with the methodology outlined in Section 3 and
statements of the significance of the results from each element of the archive
are given below. These statements are based on the assessment work
undertaken, related to the original academic themes expressed in Section 2.
For the sake of brevity and clarity, individual context descriptions are
summarised within Appendix 1, the osteological data within Appendix 4 and
catalogues of the finds and coffin fittings in Appendices 2 and 5, respectively.
The location of the archaeological remains is depicted in plan on Figures 2 and
3, which also presents the basic stratigraphic relationships between the burials.
The results of the individual assessments are integrated with the research
framework in Section 6, from which it has been possible to formulate a method
statement for detailed analysis, publication and archiving (Section 7).

4.2 STRATIGRAPHY

4.2.1 Composition: as is appropriate at the assessment stage, the following
treatment of the stratigraphy seeks to provide an overview rather than an
exhaustive account. Specific features are mentioned where these illustrate key
events, or provide examples of patterns apparent within the raw data.
Provisionally, four broad chronological phases of activity were recognised
amongst the excavated data, as follows:

• Phase 1: natural features and pre-chapel activity (up to 1832);

• Phase 2: activity associated with the first chapel on the site, including all
recognised burial activity (1832-79);

• Phase 3: activity associated with the second chapel (1879- c 1970);

• Phase 4: demolition and abandonment, c 1970-85.

4.2.2 The definition of these phases is determined by two factors: the nature and
date of the archaeological remains themselves and, particularly in the case of
Phases 2-4, reference to documentary sources, including the regression of
historical cartographic sources. Although these maps illustrate the broad,
external, development of the site through the last few centuries, they can be
considered only to provide a guide, and the excavated remains revealed a
greater degree of complexity. Thus, features have been attributed to a phase on
the basis of their equation with mapped features, through the presence of
datable artefacts, and through stratigraphic relationships.

4.2.3 Phase 1 (pre-1832): no evidence of activity pre-dating the construction of the
Redearth Chapel was identified on the site. The earliest identified stratum was
natural alluvial deposit 187, a soft brownish-yellow sand with bands of
yellowish-brown clay running through it. At the north-western side of the site,
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where it was excavated to its greatest depth, it was in excess of 2.8m thick and
at all times extended beyond the vertical limit of excavation. This deposit was
encountered across the entire site and was probably associated with the stream
that once flowed to the north and east of the burial ground.

4.2.4 Phase 2a, the original chapel: structural activity pertaining to this phase
relates to the construction of the earliest chapel (Room A; Fig 2), which
encompassed approximately 25% of the excavated area adjacent to Redearth
Road. The building, which was parallel to the street frontage, was some 12m
long between south-east wall 18 and less well-preserved north-west wall 27
(Plate 1). The chapel was at least 8.5m wide, although any remains of the
north-east wall lay beyond the corresponding limit of excavation. These walls,
of rough sandstone with rubble cores, stood on slightly broader foundation
courses built tightly into rectilinear construction cuts through alluvial deposit
187. The position of a door through wall 18 was suggested by the presence of
later brick blocking 19 (Section 4.2.14). Very few original features were
preserved in Room A, with the exception of basement 20 (Plate 2). This latter
feature, barely more than 1m square, had been built in square-faced sandstone,
up against wall 18, and had been accessed via sandstone steps on its south-
western side. The paved floor, which can only have been about 1m below the
chapel’s ground floor, contained a circular drain in the corner, suggesting that
this may have been a toilet or wash-room, although there was no evidence that
the space had ever been watertight.

4.2.5 Phase 2b, the expanded chapel: documentary and cartographic evidence
record that the chapel was expanded to the south-east and, in archaeological
terms, this was represented by Room B (Fig 2; Plate 3). This measured 9.75m-
long from wall 18 to wall 7, which survived to a height of 0.85m, bore traces
of plaster on its inner face, and was similar in character to walls 18 and 25.
Although a small portion of south-west wall 38 lay within the trench, key
points of union between the two buildings fell beyond the limits of excavation.
Within the limit of excavation, Room B had two further architectural features
contemporary with its construction: fireplace 12 in south-eastern wall 7; and
entrance 43, formed by a large slab on a brick footing to the south-east of
Room A and through the south-western wall onto Redearth Road.

4.2.6 Evidence of the internal fittings was also found, including holes within the
base of wall 7 for floor joists parallel with Redearth Road. These, together
with the base of fireplace 12, and entrance 43, suggested that the original
floorboards in Room B lay c 0.2m above the surface of the natural geology.
Vertical recesses within walls 7 and 38 suggested that a frame for wooden wall
panelling, or perhaps for internal stud walls, had also been present and, in the
case of wall 7, was supported by these joists.

4.2.7 Phase 2, the burial ground: the chapel’s burial ground was identified to the
north-west of the building (Fig 3). A 7.56m-long stretch of the boundary wall
(71; Plate 4) along Redearth Road was identified at the south-western limit of
excavation, with the surviving six courses found to be of similar construction
to the chapel itself. Within the burial ground, evidence of 133 burials was
identified during the excavation. Of these, 22 contained human remains only,
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109 had skeletons and evidence of coffins (many with heavily corroded and
no-longer legible plates) whilst two more solely bore evidence of coffins. In
addition, the commingled remains of a further 11 individuals were identified
during the watching brief undertaken by Gifford at the northern edge of the
OA North excavation area. The inhumations were broadly orientated south-
west/north-east, and thus roughly perpendicular to the chapel and Redearth
Road itself. All of the inhumations that could be clearly observed were laid in
a supine position, with their limbs extended and their hands either on the
pelvic region or proximal femurs. These burials were distributed between up to
74 grave plots; however, many of the burials had been made close together and
individual cuts were at times hard to differentiate during the excavation, a
feature not assisted by the intensity of burial and the loose natural substrate.
Indeed, it is quite possible that the original gravediggers may have experienced
similar difficulties in the very soft sand, particularly when the first interment
within a plot was that of a child. Many cuts were therefore interpolated, and it
is possible that analysis of the stratigraphy will reduce the present number of
plots. Within the excavation area there were up to five ranks of grave plots in
about twelve files, although only at the easternmost part of the excavation was
the fifth rank exposed. Skeletons 203-214, recovered during the Gifford
watching brief (not illustrated), would also appear to derive from the fifth
rank.

4.2.8 Those grave plots closest to the chapel (within the first 7.5m or so) were the
most neatly arranged and the most intensely utilised, with between seven and
nine plots in each rank. These plots were not necessarily distributed evenly,
however, with lateral distances between skeletons varying between 0.6m and
2m. Similarly, each rank appeared to have been arranged slightly en echequer
and, particularly in the case of Ranks 3 and 4, there was a small degree of
overlap between the heads of one rank and the feet of the next. With the
exception of plots closest to the Redearth Road street boundary, burial activity
in the north-western part of the excavation area was less intense and less
regular. There, a high proportion of the graves exhibited a tendency towards a
slightly more east/west alignment, perhaps reflecting the edge of the burial
ground, which ran due east, at an acute angle to the street front. The overall
sense of order is reflected by the fact that no charnel deposits were
encountered (indicative of the disturbance and relocation of existing burials),
whilst there were only occasional disarticulated bones in grave backfills.
Similarly, only rarely did earlier burials seem to be cut through, rather than
overlain, by later burials: the group comprising skeletons 174, 180 and 183
(Rank 5) representing a rare example.

4.2.9 Approximately half of the plots held a single occupant, with the remainder
generally containing between two and four skeletons, but as many as seven in
once instance (that in Rank 4 containing sub-adult burials 84, 90, 100, 105,
106, 107 and 109). These multiple occupancies covered a wide range of ages,
with some plots holding only adults or children, but perhaps more yielding a
mixture.

4.2.10 In a number of instances, the juxtaposition of burials within the same plot
suggested that they may have been interred at the same time (for example
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neonate Skeleton 94 appeared to have been laid across the pelvic region of
skeleton 92 as if cradled in its arms (Rank 3), whilst sub-adults 122 and 123
(Rank 1) would appear to have been placed head to toe in an adult grave).
Skeletons 106 and 107 (Rank 4), and also 105 and 109 (Rank 4), may have
been paired within coffins, whilst the relative head-to-toe arrangement of these
pairings might again imply that, like 122 and 123, the coffins had been placed
end to end within the base of an adult-sized grave cut. In other places, burials
were slightly commingled due to the fact that the decomposition of coffins had
led to the collapse of their contents in amongst those lying beneath; in the
cases of skeletons 108 (Rank 1) and 112 (Rank 3), it was apparent from the
angle of the skeleton that this collapse had occurred so soon after burial
(perhaps once the grave had been reinstated) that the skeleton remained in full
articulation. Such events suggest that even though burials may not have been
made contemporaneously, the coffin of the then penultimate burial was likely
to have been extant at the time of the burial of its immediate successor.

4.2.11 Phase 3 (1870 - c 1970): the principal feature belonging to this phase was the
new chapel. However, only a small fragment of the corner of this building was
exposed within the south-western part of the site (Fig 2; Plate 5). Although
built of similar materials to its predecessor, the stones of walls 3 and 4, resting
on foundations 5 and 6 within cut 36, were more neatly cut and regularly lain.

4.2.12 Whilst lacking close dating, a number of modifications to the original chapel
building can be attributed to Phase 3 on the basis that they are likely to have
coincided with the building’s change of function. For instance, a brick-lined
cellar (group 55) was inserted into the north-eastern half of Room B.

4.2.13 At some point, many of the internal fittings within the chapel appear to have
been stripped-out. In Room A, a levelling layer of sand (31) was deposited
before two low brick and sandstone joist supports (25 and 30) were
constructed on top of it at an alignment perpendicular to the original
conformation. Removal of the wall panelling may have led to the insertion of
brick blocking (ie, 9, 10, 11 and 41) into recesses in walls 7 and 38 in Room
B. A small brick base (26; Room A), possibly for a gas fire, was also
constructed on top of the levelling layer. Fireplace 12 (Room B) was modified
and reduced in size by the insertion of a brick structure (13), and stove footing
52 was installed into the corner of walls 7 and 38, against the bricks blocking
the wall panel recess there (41).

4.2.14 Later still, cellar 55 was backfilled with rubble deposit 204, into which was cut
foundation trench 34 for concrete wall 16, which was built up against the
south-east face of original wall 18. The door between Rooms A and B seems
likely to have been blocked with brick structure 19 at this point.

4.2.15 Phase 4: during this phase, the chapel buildings were demolished, with the
walls of the new chapel being levelled neatly, and those of the old chapel
rather less so. The resultant demolition rubble, 2, was up to 0.85m thick,
levelled so that it was consistent with the gradient of Redearth Road and
covered the remains of the chapels as well as the space between.
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4.2.16 Quantification: the fieldwork has allowed a full characterisation of those
features within the investigated area, which, on the basis of the map
regression, stratigraphic relationships and the artefact assemblages, have been
allocated to two provisional activity phases, dating from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. No stratigraphic elements were identified that pre-dated
the foundation of the chapel in 1832. The amount of primary documentation
pertaining to the excavation to be assessed is summarised in Table 1.
Type of record Quantity of Records
Context, object, level, drawing and photographic indices 20
Context records/room/coffin sheets 328
Skeleton Assessment sheets 131
Drawn plans 4
Drawn Sections/elevations 4
Colour slide photographs 69
Black and white photographs 61
Digital images 96

Table 1: Stratigraphical archive from the excavation

4.2.17 Assessment: the archive of primary fieldwork data is a comprehensive and
well-organised record of the stratigraphical information recovered, with
significant archaeological remains recorded graphically, textually and
photographically. As such, it provides the analytical basis for an understanding
of the sequence of historical events that took place on the site, and a flexible
framework within which the analysis of the other forms of data can take place.
Exclusively amongst the data categories, the recorded stratigraphy has, in
itself, the potential to address a number of research questions, but it is only
through the integration of the entire project archive that a fully synthetic
approach can be used to address all of the research questions in a meaningful
and academically valid manner. The stratigraphical assessment thus makes
occasional and brief consideration of the other forms of analytical data.

4.2.18 The excavation has successfully captured data relating to each of the chapel
buildings. That pertaining to the earliest chapel, in its original and expanded
forms, is most complete, and includes evidence of the addition and removal of
internal structures, features and fittings, reflecting the building’s changing
functions through time. On the other hand, the north-eastern extent of the old
chapel lay beyond the excavation area (although only by about 1-2m, on the
basis of historical maps), and the proportion of the new chapel revealed during
the excavation was very small indeed. In the case of both buildings, there is
evidence to indicate how they were constructed, and the materials that were
utilised. However, it was not possible to ascertain how Room B had been
appended to Room A, as the key junctions between the walls lay outside the
limits of excavation. Whilst internal features and modifications were preserved
within the walls of the old chapel, the internal area of the chapel, particularly
the north-western part of Room B, which may have been truncated quite
heavily, contained very little of archaeological interest. Although the recesses
within walls 7 and 38 may represent the positions of stud walls dividing up the
internal spaces, without a corresponding floor, it is very difficult to see how the
building could have been sub-divided, or to gain an understanding of finer
details of its organisation and usage. Moreover, the extant remains would
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appear to indicate domestic rather than intrinsically religious activity, which
may have been hosted on the first floor.

4.2.19 The data pertaining to the funerary remains are very much different in
character from those of the buildings, comprising as they do a multitude of,
albeit simple and very similar, but often subtly different, records. The rapid
recovery technique utilised means that there is not as much detail on peripheral
matters as might be expected from a (slower and more expensive!) traditional
approach, but the loss of minor details in skeleton position, etc, are far
outweighed by the greater volume of usable data. There is thus a large body of
data on the location, inter-relationships and juxtaposition of the vast majority
of the burials, on the presence, form and fittings of coffins, as well as of
various other funerary fixtures and fittings.

4.2.20 Potential: although certain details of the remains of the chapel may merit some
analysis (such as a rapid examination of their overall form, dimensions and
means of construction in comparison with those of other non-conformist
chapels), it seems that detailed analysis of the dataset will not prove
particularly fruitful in yielding more detailed information than we presently
have. Conversely, the data pertaining to the funerary remains have very good
potential to address various of the project’s research questions, particularly
when integrated with the other forms of data. Thus, at a basic level, it should
be possible to further an understanding of the organisation of the burial ground
and the intensity of activity therein. With minor refinement, the data should
also be able to contribute to the definition of family groups within grave plots,
as well as patterns in the use and variety of funerary apparatus; in so doing, it
will firmly couch specialist analyses of the osteology, finds, and documentary
records within an interrogatable framework.

4.3 OSTEOLOGICAL MATERIAL

4.3.1 Quantification: during the course of the assessment, the remains of 142
individuals were assessed. These represented 131 articulated individuals
recovered during the OA North excavation, and 11 more that were recovered
during the Gifford watching brief. In addition, there was a small quantity of
disarticulated human bones recovered during the OA North excavation.

4.3.2 Completeness of the articulated skeletons: the levels of completeness varied,
from over 75% complete to less than 25%. This was due to the variable soil
conditions and the regular flow of water through the site, as well as some
limited intercutting of the graves (Table 2).

Completeness Total
1 -  <25% 53
2 -  >25-50% 26
3 -  >50-75% 23
4 -  >75-100% 40
Total 142

Table 2: Completeness of articulated skeletons
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4.3.3 Condition of articulated skeletons: overall, the surface condition of the bones
was either good or fair (Section 3.3.8; Table 3). However, this does not
entirely represent the unusual taphonomic conditions to which the Redearth
remains were exposed. There was a tendency for elements to be cracked, with
the cortical bone flaking, and in some cases the bone was warped out of its
original shape.  This was probably caused by the acidity of the soil and the
repeated wetting and drying which the remains would have undergone while
interred. Whilst only a third of adult skulls were complete enough for
immediate and full detailed analysis, many more had enough of the cranial
vault surviving intact which could be reconstructed to allow some level of
detailed analysis. Fragmentation of the post-cranial skeleton was variable,
ranging from skeletons with only a few broken ribs to others with every bone
being highly fragmented; however, the majority of skeletons exhibited some
post-mortem breaks to the bones.

Condition Total
0 4
1 20
2 55
3 55
4 5
5 2
5+ 1
Total 142

Table 3: Condition of articulated skeletons

4.3.4 Estimation of biological age: all skeletons had one or more relevant age
indicator surviving. For 86 of the skeletons (65.6%), the major epiphyses had
not fused, indicating that adulthood (>18/20 years old) had not been attained
by the time they died. Of these 86 sub-adult skeletons, 77 had a range of traits
that would enable a more accurate estimate of age at death. Preliminary results
reveal that all ages of sub-adults were present in the assemblage, from foetus
to adolescent and, of those, approximately two-thirds were infants (the
majority) or neonates.

4.3.5 Amongst the 56 adult skeletons, 24 did not have relevant indicators surviving
that would allow a more precise age estimate, other than that they were over
18 years old at death. However, the remaining 32 skeletons had a range of
traits preserved that could facilitate a more precise estimate of age to within
ten years (Table 4). Estimating the age of adult skeletons is more accurate if
observations are based on a range of traits or methods, rather than a limited
number (Bedford et al 1993). This means, therefore, that reliable age
estimation is maximised for all the samples, as shown in Table 4.

Sub-adults Adults Total
Number of skeletons 77 32 109
% of sample* (n/N) 89.5% (77/86) 57.1% (32/56) 76.8% (109/142)

Table 4: Summary of skeletons with potential for the estimation of biological
age; percentage of the sample that had one or more indicators surviving

4.3.6 Estimation of biological sex: the majority of adult skeletons and one older
adolescent (skeleton 108) had features preserved that would allow the
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application of standard techniques to estimate their biological sex (Table 5;
Cox and Mays 2000; Brickley and McKinley 2004). Both sexes were
represented in the assemblage. A cursory inspection of the material indicates
that there were 32 definite or possible females and 16 definite or possible
males. However, further detailed analysis is required to confirm this. It will
not be possible to estimate the sex of four adult skeletons, owing to the fact
that no diagnostic features were preserved.

Sexable skeletons
Number of adult skeletons 56
% of sample 92.9% (52/56)

Table 5: Summary of skeletons suitable for the estimation of biological sex

4.3.7 Metrical analysis: preservation of cranial and post-cranial bones in a
sufficiently complete state for accurate measurement was variable (Table 6).
Some 58.5% of the skeletons had very few or no bones from which metrical
data could be gathered. The remaining 41.5% of skeletons would allow for
some, most, or all metrical data to be recorded. Stature estimation involves
applying the maximum length of any available major long bones of individuals
of known sex (the femur being the most accurate indicator), to sex-specific
regression equations (Trotter and Gleser 1952; Trotter 1970). Conveniently, all
the Redearth skeletons with measurable limb long bones also can be sexed.
Thus, estimation of stature via limb long bone measurements will be possible
for 35 adult skeletons. The distorted, incomplete or fragmentary nature of
many of the skulls from Redearth does limit the amount of data which can be
gathered in regards to craniometrics.

Metric data score Number of skeletons
1 (no bones measurable) 42
2 41
3 27
4 30
5 (all bones measurable) 2
Total 142

Table 6: Summary of potential for metrical analysis

4.3.8 Non-metric trait analysis: the poor or fragmentary condition of many of the
skulls and long bone epiphyses limited the preservation of the number of sites
on the bones where non-metric traits might be observed; indeed, only three
skeletons, 86, 120 and 151, were assigned a maximum score for their potential
to yield non-metrical information (Table 7). However, 47.2% of the skeletons
from Redearth still had the potential for some, if not most, non-metrical data to
be obtained from them. Adequate cranial and post-cranial remains survive to
allow the application of standard protocols to examine the human remains for
non-metrical traits (Brothwell and Zakrzewski 2004).

4.3.9 The preliminary examination of the skeletons indicates the presence of a range
of non-metric traits in the population. For example, the retention of the
metopic suture was observed on the cranium of skeletons 73, 95, 168, 179,
205, 206 and 210, and lambdoid ossicles were present on the back of the
cranium of skeleton 117.  Both of these traits are thought to be influenced
more by inheritance than the environment (Hauser and de Stefano 1989). It
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will therefore be interesting to explore the frequency of these traits in the
population and to examine whether they are present on individuals who were
buried within the same burial plot or close to one another.

Non-metric trait score Number of Skeletons
1 (no n-mt sites preserved) 41
2 34
3 33
4 31
5 (all n-mt sites preserved) 3
Total 142

Table 7: Summary of potential for the analysis of non-metric traits

4.3.10 Palaeopathological information: the majority of the skeletons were in a good
enough condition to allow macroscopic analysis and documentation of typical
pathological conditions that would be expected in an assemblage of this nature
and would contribute to an understanding of certain aspects of the health of the
population. Only eight skeletons were unsuitable for the examination of post-
cranial lesions: seven of these because the condition of the cortical bone was
so poor and one, skeleton 171, from which only the teeth were preserved. A
total of 30 skeletons (21.1%) bore post-cranial pathological lesions. The range
of conditions noted in passing broadly fell into five categories: joint disease
(such as osteoarthritis); non-specific infection and inflammatory change;
metabolic disorder (such as childhood rickets); trauma; and congenital or
developmental abnormalities. Whilst no quantification or detailed description
of these conditions has been undertaken, overall impressions suggest that joint
disease was typically common (Roberts and Manchester 1995, 105). A number
of factors contribute to this disease, including activity, obesity, inheritance and
age. Therefore, different lifestyles and occupations should be reflected in the
differences in prevalence and distribution of osteoarthritis between
populations (op cit, 107).

4.3.11 A single case of septic arthritis was found on the right wrist of skeleton 210.
Albeit rare in archaeological assemblages, septic arthritis is caused by an
infection of the joint cavity and can be a non-specific infection spread via the
blood, skin or bone (op cit, 154), but can also be seen in people with
tuberculosis. Further examination would thus be required in this case.

4.3.12 The taphonomic warping that affected many of the bones made the
observation of rickets quite difficult, although evidence of possible childhood
rickets was observed in five individuals. Rickets is caused by a deficiency in
vitamin D, and is required for the absorption of calcium through the intestine.
The resulting lack of calcium causes the production of the parathyroid
hormone which frees calcium from the skeleton to be used elsewhere in the
body (Roberts and Cox 2003, 144).  Rickets was rare in medieval England, but
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it had a considerable effect on
the urban poor (ibid).

4.3.13 A further case of possible dietary deficiency was seen in skeleton 206, which
showed signs of scurvy (Vitamin C deficiency, mainly from a lack of fresh
produce, particularly fruit; Roberts and Manchester 2005, 236). Although
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typically associated with sailors, and rare in archaeological assemblages,
symptoms were observed in the skeletons of eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century children from London (Roberts and Manchester 2005, 237; Lewis
2007).

4.3.14 Only three healed fractures were observed in the Redearth assemblage. They
involved hand bones (skeleton 157), both radii (skeleton 101) and a crush
fracture of a lumbar vertebrae (skeleton 117). Fractures may be caused by
direct trauma, such as an assault, or indirect trauma, such as a fall. Analysis of
fracture types and locations may indicate which of these was the most likely
cause. Further, consideration of factors such as secondary infection and
alignment may suggest whether the fractures had healed successfully or not,
and may indirectly reflect the individual’s overall health. Radiological
investigation would be required to do this.

4.3.15 There was also evidence for sinusitis, identified as new bone deposits on the
maxillary antra (nasal sinuses). Upper respiratory infection, dental disease,
congenital abnormalities, specific infections (such as tuberculosis), pollution
and poor living conditions are associated with this skeletal lesion (Lewis
2007). Further analysis would explore these differential diagnoses in the
present assemblage.

4.3.16 Of special note was the unusual pathology observed on the right scapula of
skeleton 73. Five irregular rounded bony growths were observed, with that on
the inferior border of the glenoid fossa the most developed. Their nature was
unclear at assessment, but it was possible that they are ossified cysts. The
aetiology was also unknown, no trauma being visible on the bone, but possible
origins could be soft tissue trauma, infection or disease.

4.3.17 Particularly unusual was evidence for a polydactyl toe (an extra digit)
observed on the fifth left metatarsal of skeleton 67. Whilst this congenital
condition is often associated with a number of lethal syndromes, this is
unlikely in this case: they usually cause death soon after birth or are a cause of
dwarfism (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998) and skeleton 67 was an
adult of normal stature. Further investigation of this skeleton and of this
condition will be necessary to determine the nature of this anomaly.

4.3.18 A sufficient number of dentitions had survived that would allow the full range
of dental conditions to be assessed, including caries, periodontal disease,
calculus, ante-mortem tooth loss, and abscesses. Indeed, oral pathology was
quite frequent, with 38.7% (55/142) of the skeletons affected. Differential
attritional tooth wear in two instances were attributed to the habitual holding
of a tobacco pipe between the teeth (ie, pipe facets). Wear to both left canines
of skeleton 205 was quite characteristic, but the attrition of the occlusal
surfaces of the right first and second mandibular molars of skeleton 78, which
sloped down and outwards in a shallow U shape, was more unusual.

4.3.19 Disarticulated human bone: human remains from a mixture of adults and
sub-adults were identified in the disarticulated bone assemblage. Although
each context commonly had one individual represented, others, such as deposit
151, contained a minimum of two infants. Due to the lack of identifying
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characteristics, age was not defined in the adults beyond them being above 18,
and sex could not be assigned. Due to commingling or, where elements were
not duplicated, the inability at this stage to confirm that they represent one
discrete individual, completeness was not assessed for this material. However,
the two similarly aged sub-adults in deposit 151 would be worthy of further
study, as a preliminary assessment showed that at least one of the individuals
was fairly complete. No pathological conditions were observed on the
disarticulated remains.

4.3.20 Assessment of potential for specialist analyses: an assessment was made,
from a purely osteological (rather than a biochemical) perspective, of the
contribution that specialist analysis might make to an understanding of the
assemblage. Two other forms of data (hair and fungi) were also considered
that, whilst not technically osteological, are too intimately associated with the
bones to render their separation desirable. Biochemical assessments of
selected human bones are presented in Section 4.4.

4.3.21 Radiography: radiography is an important component of osteological analysis
because it facilitates the diagnosis of diseases and allows inferences to be
made about certain conditions that cannot be made through the examination of
dry bone alone.  For example, it can be used to confirm the presence of a
fracture, to help establish if such trauma resulted from direct or indirect force
and, sometimes, the mechanism through which that force was applied.
Radiography can also show the nature of the healing process, indicating
whether or not the affected individual received adequate treatment (Grauer and
Roberts 1996). Whilst the practical application of radiography to the
assemblage is relatively limited, given the small number of fractures
identified, it is possible that it could identify more subtle or better healed
fractures. Further, it could also be of use in helping to identify the ossified
cysts found on skeleton 73.

4.3.22 Stable isotope analysis: analysis of carbon and nitrogen (C/N) stable isotope
ratios may indicate whether a diet was high or low in marine, meat or
vegetable protein. Other isotopes (for example, oxygen and strontium (Sr/O))
may indicate the location of the drinking water that was ingested when the
individual was a child and, by inference, where they spent their childhood.
Teeth are the preferred sample for Sr/O analysis and the condition of teeth
from the Redearth assemblage would easily allow for Sr/O analysis to take
place, with a wide variety of individuals to select tooth samples from. C/N
analysis can utilise any bone (although commonly the ribs are used). Although
the condition of the bones varied, there are sufficient that are in good
condition to allow a good range of samples to be taken. Moreover, there is
some value in examining the degree to which isotope preservation varies
relative to the condition of the bone itself.

4.3.23 DNA analysis: DNA analysis has a number of archaeological applications,
including the identification of sex (particularly useful in the case of skeletons
of individuals too young to display sexual dimorphism) and also to trace the
DNA of viruses such as TB which can often kill without leaving osteological
evidence (Brown 2000). DNA samples were taken during the excavation at
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Redearth following a particular methodology devised to reduce contamination
and maximise the potential dataset. Once a skeleton was identified as sub-
adult, the mandible (in the case of older sub-adults) or the entire skull (for
younger sub-adults) was carefully lifted and placed in a zip-lock plastic bag
and then sealed in a plastic container, before being transported off site. In
order to prevent contamination, dust masks and latex gloves were worn during
the sampling process. The skull or mandible was taken for sampling in order
to allow for the extraction of a fully formed molar, which are preferred, as the
pulp cavity provides a sealed sample of DNA.

4.3.24 Given that 58.8% of the Redearth assemblage is sub-adult and the majority of
them had some dentition preserved, there are large numbers of samples
available. However, given that two-thirds of the sub-adults are infants or
younger, the number of molars with complete roots is drastically reduced.
Despite this, the assemblage can still provide more than enough teeth to be
utilised in an appropriate programme of DNA analysis.

4.3.25 Heavy metal analysis: heavy metal analysis may be used to identify the degree
to which an individual absorbed/ingested heavy metals (such as lead and
mercury) through active and passive interaction with their domestic, working
and wider environment. A minimum of ten individuals in the Redearth
assemblage, both adult and sub-adult, were found to have some hair preserved
that could contain traces of heavy metals.

4.3.26 Fungal analysis: an unusual pink staining was observed on many of the
skeletons from the Redearth assemblage. Unlike mineral staining, which tends
to be found on the cortical surface of the bone (pers obs), this pink staining
was found only on bones where the cortical surface had peeled or flaked away,
exposing the stained trabecular bone. It has been suggested that this stain
might be a fungal colony (C Rogers pers comm).

4.3.27 Potential: the human remains recovered from the Redearth Primitive
Methodist burial ground represent an important and sizable sample. Whilst
many of the skeletons are relatively incomplete, a significant proportion are in
good condition, and most will contribute to both age and sex profiles, together
with the identification of any particular mortality peaks. The proportion of
children, particularly infants, is very high in the assemblage, and there is thus
good potential to address questions pertaining to practices of childbirth,
rearing and weaning. Such basic analysis can be easily integrated with the
stratigraphic data to further an understanding of the organisation of the burial
ground in terms of the distribution of any particular demographic groups, and
can also further the interpretation of family grave groups. A basic
understanding of the demographic components of the assemblage is also vital
for couching each of the other forms of analysis, both generally, and in terms
of individual skeletons.

 4.3.28 Beyond a calculation of individual statures, the potential for undertaking
metrical analyses (particularly of the crania) among the adults is rather more
limited and, although these may contribute to the rather small corpus of
information for the region, it is considered that such data will add little to an
understanding to the individuals within the cemetery. Conversely, some
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analysis of metrical data from the long bones of the sub-adults would be
highly valuable in examining aspects of growth, particularly when combined
with ageing information, dietary indicators and pathology. The potential of
data pertaining to the distribution of non-metrical traits is reasonable (indeed,
it is apparent that there is a high incidence of metopism associated with the
burials recovered from the Gifford’s watching brief), and could yield valuable
results when combined with other forms of data. This data may be employed,
for example, to explore whether family members were buried together within
the area of the cemetery excavated by analysing the spatial distribution of
skeletons with traits.

4.3.29 Pathological lesions are well represented in the assemblage, and analyses
based upon a calculation of the true prevalence of each pathological condition
(a calculation that takes into account the differential preservation of the
skeletons which may otherwise over-inflate the disease prevalence) would
have good potential for reconstructing past living conditions and lifestyle. This
will also allow findings to be set in a wider context by comparison, at a
statistical level, with other appropriate assemblages (Roberts and Cox 2003)
and might allow questions pertaining to the frequency of certain conditions
within the assemblage to be addressed with regard to the occupations and
proclivities of the Redearth congregation.

4.3.30 In terms of the preservation of key elements, there is, from an osteological
perspective, good potential for biochemical analyses. These could provide
valuable information regarding protein intake, and complement the historical
literature on diet, especially when combined with biological and
palaeopathological parameters (Budd et al 2004). When combined with these
biological and palaeopathological parameters, the sexing of the sub-adults by
DNA could be used to reach conclusions on the treatment of male and female
children. Examination of heavy metals within the preserved hair and the local
soils may allow the establishment of baseline levels and differential absorption
through variations in exposure associated with the frequenting of differing
domestic and working environments.

4.3.31 Although the disarticulated material alone has little potential to further an
understanding of the Redearth congregation, deposit 151, which is likely to
represent the remains of several individuals, has the potential to contribute to
the demographic profile of the site.

4.3.32 The assembled and integrated results of the analyses should have an excellent
potential for characterising the Redearth congregation, and for comparative
analysis with contemporary assemblages from a range of origins.

4.4 BIOCHEMICAL ASSESSMENT

4.4.1 Stable Isotopes: six samples of bone were submitted for an assessment of
potential for isotopic analysis of human remains from the Redearth Primitive
Methodist Chapel. Few isotopic studies have been undertaken on post-
medieval British populations, so this assemblage offers the opportunity for
significant extension of our knowledge of diet and migration as evidenced in
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isotopic values. Previous and current studies have focused on Chelsea,
Southwark, Spitalfields, and Whitechapel in London (Beaumont 2010; Millard
et al in prep; O'Connell and Hedges 1999; Trickett 2006) and Birmingham and
Coventry in the Midlands (Richards 2006), and only one small-scale study has
been undertaken in the north of England, comparing hair and bone from
Hanging Ditch in Manchester with Matterdale in Cumbria (Jennings 2006).
This assessment consists of two parts: firstly, a laboratory assessment of
collagen survival and preliminary isotope measurements on the six submitted
samples; and secondly, an assessment of the research potential of isotopic
analysis of the Redearth Primitive Methodist population.

4.4.2 Assessment: the samples analysed and the measurements obtained are shown
in Table 8. The quality of all the results is satisfactory, each sample yielding
well above the minimum of 1% collagen, and, indeed, the sample from
skeleton 155 yielded very close to the 20% expected for fresh bone. The
expected carbon content of extracted collagen is 45% (Mook and Waterbolk
1985), and all samples yielded close to this, except skeleton 150, which,
though a little high, is still acceptable. The C:N ratios are all within the
acceptable range of 2.9 to 3.6.

Sample
reference
RPM08

Age Skeletal
element

Preservation Collagen
Yield (%)

C% δ13C ‰ N% δ15N ‰ C/N
(atomic)

Sk76 sub-adult right rib middling 12.56 45.4 -20.9 16.1 10.3 3.3
Sk95 adult left-hand

phalanx
good 14.06 44.8 -20.9 15.5 11.2 3.4

Sk102 sub-adult
(adolescent?)

left rib middling 14.28 45.6 -20.7 16.1 10.4 3.3

Sk110 adult right rib well preserved 11.12 43.3 -20.9 14.9 11.3 3.4
Sk150 adult right rib well preserved 4.99 54.2 -20.3 18.4 11.7 3.4
Sk155 sub-adult left rib good 20.55 44.2 -21.0 15.7 10.9 3.3  

Table 8: Summary of raw C:N isotopic data from assessed samples from the
Redearth burial ground

4.4.3 Comparisons with previous studies are given in Table 9, showing that the
preliminary values from Redearth are distinct from those obtained from
London and the Midlands. The Redearth data are distinct in both isotopes from
all the other sites, except that there is an overlap in δ15N with Redcross Way,
Southwark (Millard et al in prep). This indicates a difference in diet between
the Redearth population and the more southern cities, which may be a
difference due to regional variations in diet in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries (Jennings 2006), or to differences in social status, as Redcross Way
represents one of the poorest communities in London (Millard et al in prep).

4.4.4 Potential: the assessment of the state of preservation of the collagen in bones
from Redearth has shown that there is good preservation, and the reliable
carbon and nitrogen isotope measurements can almost certainly be made on all
of the material excavated. Laboratory assessment of the potential for isotopic
measurements of strontium and oxygen on tooth enamel was not undertaken,
as it is believed that where enamel survives it preserves an unaltered signal.
Teeth are preserved in many or all of the skeletons, so there is suitable
material for analysis. Hair was preserved on some individuals, although it
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seems to have been trimmed quite short. Again, where hair survives, it is
almost always suitable for carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis, so no
laboratory assessment has been undertaken.

Site Reference n δ13C ‰
mean± sd

δ15N ‰
mean± sd

Primitive Methodist, Darwen this study 6 -20.8±0.3 11.0±0.5
St Luke, Chelsea Trickett (2006) 32 -18.9±0.9 12.7±0.6
St Mary and Holy Trinity,
Coventry

Trickett (2006) 13 -19.5±0.4 12.1±0.5

St Martins, Birmingham Richards (2006) 18 -19.2±0.4 12.0±0.7
Christ Church, Spitalfields O’Connell and Hedges

(1999)
16 -18.9±0.6 12.5±0.5

Redcross Way, Southwark Millard et al (in prep) 141 -18.9±0.5 11.9±1.0  
Table 9: Comparison of the Redearth data with those from other post-

medieval sites

4.4.5 The preliminary isotope results show that there is a distinct possibility of
differences in isotope ratios from sites in London and the Midlands, to those
from Redearth, indicating a difference in diet in the north-west of England.
Regional differences in diet which lead to different isotopic signals have not
been explored in the post-medieval period, though one study suggested that
there is sufficient historical evidence to expect them (Jennings 2006), and
there is some evidence that differences in husbandry practices led to regional
differences in animal isotope values in the Anglo-Saxon (Hull 2008), and later
medieval, periods (Millard et al in press). Further study of the material from
Redearth could contribute to this emerging picture, and help address questions
about regional variation in diet. Carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis of hair
samples could provide a comparison of the diet in the weeks before death to
the long-term average diet represented in the bone.

4.4.6 Strontium and oxygen isotope analysis of tooth enamel would allow the
identification of migrants within the cemetery. About 1 in 7 of the inhabitants
of Darwen registration sub-district in 1851 were born outside Lancashire
(from a preliminary analysis of an index to the 1851 census
(http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/records/census-records.htm)). Long-
distance migrants should be identifiable from oxygen isotope analysis, and
migrants from lowland areas to the Pennine region (including within-county
migrants) should be identifiable using strontium isotopes. Comparison with
historical data for the area, and with any records relating to identifiable
individuals, would allow further development of the interesting comparisons
of isotope data and historical data initially developed by Trickett (2006), and
extend their geographical scope to northern England. Once migrants are
identified then questions on which the historical record is only able to provide
limited information can be addressed, notably about the relationships between
migration, diet and health.

4.4.7 DNA: seven samples were assessed for preservation of ancient DNA, using
each of the four amplification techniques outlined in Appendix 3. The potential
for the assignation of MtDNA Haplotypes was also analysed, as was the
identification of sex.
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4.4.8 Assessment: the extent of ancient DNA (aDNA) preservation can be judged
from the success rates for the various polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
amplifications (Table 10). The mtDNA is present at high copy number (c 8000
copies per cell), so failure of these PCRs would indicate that little aDNA is
preserved. The amelogenin PCR targets nuclear DNA (two copies per cell)
and success with this PCR indicates that more detailed studies, such as genetic
profiling and detection of disease pathogens, might be feasible. The PCR
results (Table 10) show very good mtDNA preservation, as might perhaps be
expected in bones of recent age (c 150 years old) and recently excavated. Only
one mtDNA PCR failed, that of the mtD region in skeleton 129. As expected,
the amelogenin PCRs were less successful, but the results compared well with
those for other bone assemblages tested in the past (40% success rate).

Sample mtC
PCR

mtD
PCR

mtF
PCR

Amelogenin
PCR

Haplotype Osteological
Sex

Sex identified
by PCR

76 √ √ √ x -
104 √ √ √ x -
117 √ √ √ x H
129 √ x √ √ H Female
150 √ √ √ √ H Unknown Female
155 √ √ √ x K
161 √ √ √ √ U5A1 Unknown Male

Table 10: DNA assessment results. Success rate for PCRs (√ = positive result;
x = no result), Haplotypes and Sexing

4.4.9 The ability to assign mtDNA haplogroups tests whether the aDNA is
sufficiently well preserved to be sequenced, and also assesses the extent to
which the samples are contaminated with modern DNA. This work was
successful, and haplogroups could be assigned for five individuals (Table 10).
Modern contamination was not excessive and most of this could be removed
by soaking the teeth in bleach. The amelogenin PCRs enabled sex to be
identified for three individuals.

4.4.10 Potential: five out of seven individuals sampled could be assigned to a
mtDNA haplogroup. For the two other individuals, the PCR products could
not be cloned, which has to be done as part of the procedure for obtaining the
DNA sequence. This could be repeated in a future project; the positive PCR
results for these two individuals suggest that ancient DNA is present. The
remaining five burials, 117, 129, 150, 155 and 161, were identified as having
European mtDNA haplogroups as follows:

• 117, 129 and 150 – haplogroup H (= Cambridge Reference Sequence; this
is the most common haplogroup in Europe with 50% frequency in modern
European populations);

• 155 – haplogroup K (only 2-4% of European population have this);

• 161 – haplogroup U5a1 (another European haplogroup; 11% of population
belong to this).

4.4.11 At this stage, there are too few results to make any inferences as to possible
family relationships between these individuals. In any case, they come from
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different stacks of burials; it is most probable that these stacks represent family
graves and familial relationships should be looked for within the burials in the
stacks. The mtDNA haplogroups follow the modern European population
frequencies, with H (= CRS) being the most frequent. DNA analysis of all the
individuals in a stack would probably show kinship patterns, especially if the
nuclear DNA survives as well as the mtDNA.

4.4.12 It would be interesting to see how the positioning of individuals in the stack
relate to the mtDNA results. Dudar et al (2003) showed how changes in
mtDNA haplogroup frequencies every two generations correlate with
exogamous marriage patterns and patrilocality. This could be combined with
Sr analysis to give a picture of population mobility. The mtDNA preservation
is very good, so a bigger project on the site would be feasible. Although
nuclear DNA is not so well preserved, this is not unexpected and the two
amelogenin results show that at least some burials will have nuclear DNA
present. The 40% success rate for sex identification is normal for ancient DNA
studies.

4.4.13 Another potential and exciting research project would be to study the
incidence of tuberculosis (TB) and other infectious diseases in this population.
Several of these can be identified from the presence of the aDNA of the
infectious bacteria or viruses in bones or teeth. This would probably be
possible with the good DNA preservation at this site, and the burials as a
whole would form a good model population for studying the incidence of
infectious disease in an poor urban community. A broader aDNA study would
be justified at this site and would be an excellent complement to equivalent
work that has been, or is being, done on late and post-medieval sites in
London.

4.5 COFFIN FITTINGS, GAVE MARKERS AND FUNERARY FURNITURE

4.5.1 Quantification: evidence of wooden coffins was found in association with 111
of the 133 burials recorded. These remains comprised mainly iron nails, grips,
breastplates, preserved wood, window glass and occasional fabric fragments.
In addition, two fragments of gravestones were also recovered, neither of
which were in their original positions.

4.5.2 Assessment: in all cases, the wood of the coffin had largely, or more often,
completely decomposed, leaving simply a stain, a friable pulp, or, in 46 cases,
small fragments of preserved timber. Where it was possible to gain an
identification of these fragments, they were found to be elm, with planks
20mm thick in places. The iron nails used to hold the fittings and/or the coffin
together were also corroded, though, where observable, there were the square-
cut, flat-head type. Evidence of iron and tinplate fittings was widespread,
although universally these were heavily corroded and, particularly in the case
of the thin embossed breastplates (which had been present on the majority of
coffins), illegible, encrusted and highly fragmented as a result. Types and
patterns amongst the iron grips could be distinguished, and these tended to be
simple and rather small (c 50mm diameter) rings screwed or nailed to the
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coffin timbers without recourse to decorative grip plates. Frequently, there
appeared to be a single grip at each of the head and foot of the coffin.

4.5.3 In four cases fragmentary coffin lace, a decorative strip of painted/black-
enamelled metal (pressed tin), was observed. Applied either on the lid or sides
of the coffin, it was often used in place of upholstery pins to hold exterior
fabric to the coffin. At Redearth, two forms of coffin lace were identified; one
was a repeated pattern of embossed circles, the other, occurring in three cases,
was a raised gothic script, perhaps forming a biblical reference or apposite
phrase. Fabric was identified as adhering to coffin wood in a few instances
and, despite commonly being tacked to the interior and exterior of
contemporary coffins (Cox 1996), was not well evidenced at Redearth. It is
possible that plain wooden coffins were draped with a removable fabric cover
during the funeral, perhaps leaving only the head and foot ends exposed where
the grips could be seen. Window glass was found in the skull region of
skeletons 151 and 158. This was most probably from a viewing pane, a glass
plate which allowed the face of the deceased to be viewed without the coffin
having to be open.

4.5.4 Both gravestones were made of grey sandstone (similar to that used for the
chapel). ORN (Object Record Number) 1 lay on the modern turf and measured
its full original width of 0.9m, by 1.16m high (Plate 6). The remaining portion
suggested that the stone originally had a fairly simple curved top, which was
occupied by the names of the stone’s erectors, and bore little, or no,
decoration. The inscription read as follows:

MARK   ………….HA
ToWNL(E)..

Of Over Darwen
Mary their daughter died

Feb’y 10th 1823 aged 4 Years
and 3 months. Ebinezer Mark
their son died Sep 9th 1825
aged 1 year and 8 months
Richard Henry their son
died March 28th 1833

aged 3 weeks. Nancy their
Daughter died Dec 7th ….

Aged 2 Months

As well as providing a clear indication of the high rate of infant mortality
prevalent at the time, it is interesting to note that the first two children died
prior to the foundation of the Redearth chapel burial ground. Although
commemorated with their siblings, it is highly likely that only Richard and
Nancy would have been buried at Redearth.

4.5.5 Although more fragmentary, gravestone ORN2 was cruder (in terms of the
stone itself, the standard of engraving and of the biographical information
presented), and appeared to represent a simple rectangular stone 0.54m wide
(Plate 7). The surviving portion was 0.49m high; the lower part was clearly
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missing, as may have been the first few lines of the inscription. The remainder
read:

Emma ()illel &
Ann Houghton
J.H. died April 8th
1852 aged 6 Yrs

R.H. died 11th….
    H.      17th

4.5.6 Potential: this assemblage of coffin furniture is only the second known from a
Methodist burial ground. The ring grips in particular are unique to this site and
would benefit greatly from full recording and further research. The other grips
are comparable to those found at the Carver Street Methodist burial ground,
Sheffield (McIntyre and Willmott 2003), but a few are new types which need
recording. Although the breastplates are mostly fragmented, one or two have
survived enough to require further investigation and cleaning to discern the
pattern, which can then be compared to known types. Unfortunately, it appears
that the biographical information, which was most likely painted onto the
surface of these plates, has been lost. The coffin lace would benefit from
closer inspection, to determine the letters and perhaps wording. It also requires
recording. Radiography of selected grips, nails and, where appropriate, the
breastplates will allow the full interpretation and provide a record of the item.
The glass viewing panes are of interest, and have been found at other sites,
including cast-iron burial caskets from the United States, dating from around
the 1850s (Owsley and Compton 1997), and potentially the Carver Street
Methodists (McIntyre and Willmott 2003), where five graves had clear
window glass. Their use might stem from a desire to view a corpse afflicted
with an infectious disease that might have been considered safely contained
within a sealed coffin. It is also possible that such windows may have been
considered by those afraid of live burial. Indeed, coffin windows are still in
use today (Coop Funeral Care: the panelled oak casket; http://www.co-
operative.coop/funeralcare/).

4.5.7 The small amount of coffin wood that is preserved has little potential for
analysis in terms of coffin shape or methods of construction, although there
are sufficient pieces to render the results of an examination of the material
useful. A careful examination should be also undertaken to identifiy of any
further coffin lace and fabric. The gravestone fragments are interesting in their
own right, but the fact that they were divorced from their original location
means that they are not as informative as they might have been otherwise.
Gravestone ORN1 is particularly useful in making reference to several burials
prior to the extant burial register.

4.6 ARTEFACTUAL EVIDENCE: POTTERY

4.6.1 Quantification: only a small amount of pottery (38 fragments) was recovered
from the excavation, with seven from made-ground deposit 2, and a further
five unstratified pieces. The remainder came, in the main, from grave fills,
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although very little was recovered from any particular context, the greatest
amount being six fragments from grave group 69.

4.6.2 Assessment: most of the vessels represented are utilitarian forms and fabrics,
particularly kitchen wares in relatively locally made black-glazed redwares,
and late grey stonewares, of the type used for kitchen storage. There are, in
addition, a small number of fragments of transfer-printed white earthenwares
and late, industrially produced slipwares.

4.6.3 Potential: none of the vessels is closely datable, but their presence in grave
fills might aid in establishing or confirming the sequence of interment in the
case of intercutting graves.

4.7 ARTEFACTUAL EVIDENCE: METALWORK

4.7.1 Quantification: in all, 12 fragments of copper-alloy objects, 17 of iron or
steel, and one of silver were recovered during the OA North excavation.
Except for an unstratified copper-alloy token, all the objects can be directly
associated with the burials.

4.7.2 Assessment: five of the copper-alloy objects (six fragments) were small,
simple clasps, obviously associated with beads (Section 4.8). Two more were
simple stamped buttons, of a type most probably associated with male under
garments. There were, in addition, two small dress pins, one with a wound
head, suggesting, perhaps, an eighteenth-century date. It is likely that the pins
were used to fix funeral clothing, and one was recovered from skeleton 123.
All but one of the iron (or more probably steel) fragments were from small
stamped pins, again probably from funeral clothing, although only one was
directly associated with a skeleton (196).

4.7.3 A plain, narrow copper-alloy band came from the ring finger of skeleton 200;
whilst it may have been the original wedding band, it is possible that it
represents a substitute. A similar silver ring was associated with skeleton 201.
Although the hallmarks are not clear, it was marked by the Birmingham Assay
Office, the year mark probably indicating 1853 (Banister 1970).

4.7.4 Potential: as the metalwork assemblage is small, and contains only a limited
range of simple artefact types, its potential for further research is severely
limited. X-radiography would, however, clarify the appearance of the necklace
clasps, and could facilitate identification of the unstratified token. The
jewellery provides a number of clues about the tastes and wealth of the
Redearth congregation and, in the case of the hall-marked ring from grave
201, provides important dating evidence close to the end of the cemetery’s
period of use.

4.8 ARTEFACTUAL EVIDENCE: THE BEADS

4.8.1 Quantification: in all, 2330 complete or almost complete beads were
recovered, mostly from grave fills, or in close association with the skeletons
within the graves. This seems to imply strongly that the beads were associated
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with the clothing or jewellery of the deceased, and, bearing in mind the social
mores of the Victorian period, it would be reasonable that the strung beads, or
beaded items, were placed within the grave either as part of the female
deceased’s attire, or as a memento by a female mourner.

4.8.2 Assessment: as far as could be ascertained during the assessment, all beads
were made of glass, and not only were there black examples, following the
vogue for black (and more specifically jet) mourning jewellery (Cumming
1991, 60), but there were opaque white, dark and light blue, turquoise, green
and red examples. Most of those examined were simple small globular or
cylindrical beads, but there was some variation in size, and form, with a
number of larger barrel-shaped examples, and somewhat poorly cut square-
sectioned faceted examples, the latter being mainly black or dark blue, and
presumably imitating jet (Table 11).

Bead form
Context Turq

glob
Red
glob

Black
glob

Black
face

R-c
glob

Whi
glob

Dbl
glob

Dbl
face

Amb
glob

Purp
face

Bl/whi
cyl

Black
cyl

Total

85 2 2
94 83 83
116 17 1 1 5 4 36 64
122 164 164
123 1 125 201 327
124 210 210
129 158 158
132 475 475
140 11 5 48 64
146 1 29 27 57
151 4 4
171 128 42 170
178 28 39 67
179 118 118
180 13 1 18 32
182 25 25
197 6 29 5 27 147 214
199 93 2 95
202 1 1
Total 12 94 8 159 1 82 36 131 1 45 147 35 2330

Key: colours: Turq=turquoise, R-c=red-cased, Whi=white, Dbl=dark blue, Amb=amber, Purp=purple,
Bl=blue; shapes: glob=globular, face=faceted, cyl=cylindrical

Table 11: The distribution of bead types

4.8.3 It is clear, from the presence of copper-alloy fasteners in grave groups 124,
129, 132, 179, and 197, that considerable numbers of the beads were probably
threaded as necklaces or bracelets, but their recovery, during sieving, means
that the order in which they were threaded is irrecoverable. Many of them
were, however, extremely small, and it seems more likely that they came from
beaded fabrics, or other beadwork, for instance beaded purses, veils, and
similar. As the cemetery was specifically intended for Methodists, the
likelihood that any of the beads originated in rosaries can be discounted.

4.8.4 Potential: despite the large number of beads, the potential for further research
is limited. Many of the beads were very small, and for the most part, their style
makes it unlikely that they could be dated, or identified with a particular
source. This possibility might, however, be explored for two bead-types: small
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opaque white cylinder beads with marvered or millefiori blue stripes; and
distinctive red globular beads comprising a white opaque core, cased in a
transparent orange-red metal. It must, however, be borne in mind that the
beads could have been imported from elsewhere in the British Empire, for
instance India, and thus they would be effectively of ethnographic origin. In
addition, it is clear that the beads accompanied the deceased, and some
exploration might be made of the circumstances surrounding this.

4.9 ARTEFACTUAL EVIDENCE: OTHER GLASS

4.9.1 Quantification: 19 fragments of slightly greenish sheet glass could be
reconstructed to form two small panels, both c 200 x 150mm. Their
association with grave groups 151 and 158 suggests them to be viewing panes,
originally set in the lid of coffins, allowing the deceased to be seen in a closed
coffin (Section 4.5). Only six glass vessels were recovered, all of them
complete, and all from made-ground deposit 2.

4.9.2 Assessment: of the vessels, one, a colourless bottle with slight pouring lip,
remains stoppered with a small cork. It contains a thin, translucent red liquid,
which on visual inspection alone, appears to be red ink. The simple form
cannot be closely dated, but is likely to be of very late nineteenth- to mid-
twentieth-century date. Two of the remaining bottles are machine-blown
bottles of early twentieth-century date, two are mineral-water bottles of mid-
to late twentieth-century date (one bears a screw cap identifying the contents
as Tango), and one is a one-pint milk bottle, of a type still in use (Palatine
Dairies).

4.9.3 Potential: the glass vessels have no potential for further research.

4.10 ARTEFACTUAL EVIDENCE: BUTTONS

4.10.1 Quantification: a small group of 12 buttons was recovered; one was bone, one
Mother of Pearl, and the remainder opaque white glass. Two further buttons
were of copper alloy (see Section 4.7, above),

4.10.2 Assessment: almost without a doubt, these originated in the grave clothes of
the deceased, the small glass examples being of the kind that might be found
on underclothes or specialised funerary wear, similar to night gowns. Four of
the white glass buttons were identical, and might point to some link between
the grave groups, 82 and 92, from which they were recovered.

4.10.3 Potential: the potential for further research is limited by the size of the group.
It is again clear, however, that the buttons accompanied the deceased, and
some exploration might be made of the circumstances surrounding this.

4.11 TEXTILES AND OTHER ORGANIC MATERIALS

4.11.1 Quantification: a few small fragments of textile were recovered from two
grave groups, 66 and 146.
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4.11.2 Assessment: in both cases, initial examination suggested than to be a coarse
tabby weave, and their most likely origin is from the fabric linings of coffins.
Small fragments of wood were also recovered from a number of contexts,
presumably representing the last vestiges of coffins. Indeed, one fragment,
associated with skeleton 132, had a glass bead adhering. Shavings and sawdust
from grave group 92 were probably placed within the coffin to help absorb the
fluids of decay.

4.11.3 Potential: there is little potential for further research, except to contribute to
an illustration of the nature of the coffins, and their internal treatment.

4.12 DOCUMENTARY RESEARCH

4.12.1 Assessment: the provisional programme of documentary research has
identified a number of sources that will merit further examination, as a result
of their ability to provide information that will aid an understanding of the
archaeological data recovered. These comprise primary records pertaining to
the Redearth chapel (such as the registers of burials, marriages and baptisms),
and to the congregation (such as census returns). Other primary records, such
as trade directories, are not especially informative with regard to the Redearth
congregation, as the majority of working-class occupations were not recorded
in such documents. Secondary sources of value include various books on local
history, as well as books on Primitive Methodism and nineteenth-century
funerary practices.

4.12.2 Potential: overall, the specific and general primary and secondary sources
pertaining to the Redearth Primitive Methodist chapel can make an excellent
contribution to an understanding of the site if used properly. The principal
lacuna within the sources, however, is the missing register covering the first
half of the use of the burial ground. It is possible that further avenues of
research will reveal either the location of that document, or information that
could provide clues as to its contents, particularly in terms of the number of
burials recorded.
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 5. STATEMENT OF POTENTIAL

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 The following section seeks to synthesise the results of the assessment
(Section 4) and to establish an appropriate level of detailed analysis of the
project archive once it has been integrated, and combined with documentary
research. As such, it will determine the validity of the original research
questions (Section 2.3) and, where appropriate, adjust them as updated
research questions (URQ) to be addressed by updated research objectives
(URO; Section 5.4). It is these URO that will form the basis of the updated
project design for analysis (Section 6).

5.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FINDINGS WITHIN AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

5.2.1 The use of the Redearth chapel and burial ground dates to a period in British
history when the process of industrialisation was accelerating exponentially.
Nowhere was this experienced more intensely than in England’s North West
(McNeil and Newman 2006). In this region, the expansion of the cotton
industry, and of those extraction processes necessary to fuel it, led to a
commensurate demand for immigrant labour that outstripped both the original
and improved provision of accommodation, basic water supplies and
sanitation services. These huge economic and social changes are reflected in
the rapid expansion of mills and houses shown on the historical maps of
Darwen between 1770 and 1892 and, indeed, the ten-fold expansion of the
former village of Darwen can be seen as reflection of industrialisation of
Lancashire as a whole (DDX 1062/1 1770; DDX/459/2/3 1806; BLDL
ZAL/67 1823; OS 1849; OS 1892).

5.2.2 A large volume of various forms of data has been recovered during the
fieldwork at Redearth. All of the data can be considered to be of some
significance, but the attribution of that importance is variable, depending not
so much on the class and category of that data, but on their context. Thus, the
data recovered can be divided into two categories: those pertaining to the
chapel buildings themselves, and those relating to the funerary remains. Whilst
these two groups of data are related and benefit from a degree of integration
and mutual consideration, lacunae within one dataset do not diminish the
significance or potential in the other.

5.2.3 The remains of the chapels: from a local historical perspective, the remains of
the earliest chapel (Room A) at Redearth are extremely important, as they
represent the first purpose-built Primitive Methodist chapel to be built in
Darwen. Just as significantly, from a social historical perspective, they reflect
the communal efforts of a self-motivated group of people who sought, and
managed, to overcome the barriers that society places before those born into
financially impoverished circles. As such, it is a symbol of increased
independence, self-improvement and control over one’s life achieved through
communal discipline, graft, education, faith, and perhaps not a little
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temperance. Moreover, from a regional perspective, the significance of non-
conformist religious institutions in connection with growing industrialisation
is recognised as an important avenue of research within the Archaeological
Research Framework for North West England (Brennand 2007). Very little
work has been undertaken on standing non-conformist chapels, and virtually
none on their below-ground remains (Newman and McNeil 2007a, 147). As
such, the Redearth site provides a rare opportunity to examine aspects of the
construction and modification of such a site.

5.2.4 The funerary remains: those sections of the archive pertaining to the Redearth
funerary remains are volumetrically the largest, the most varied (incorporating
stratigraphic records, osteological material, coffin fittings and artefacts
directly associated with individual people) and the most important. Indeed, the
significance of these data resonates at local, regional and national levels for a
variety of reasons. First among these is the rarity of the assemblage: across
Britain there are currently few archaeologically excavated post-medieval and
industrial-period burials. Until the 1980s, the archaeological excavation of
these contexts was extremely limited and cemetery clearance companies
undertook the work largely without any archaeological recording (L Loe pers
comm). Since then, the value of such material in the understanding of the past,
and to scientific enquiry in general, has been recognised, but has still not
gained the wide appreciation it deserves. To date, the total number of
archaeologically excavated post-medieval burial contexts remains very low
when compared with those from earlier time periods. Most examples are from
London and comprise largely the middle to upper classes of Georgian and
Victorian society. Few of these investigations have been published, notable
exceptions including Christchurch, Spitalfields (Molleson et al 1993); St
Martin’s Church, Birmingham (Brickley et al 2006); The Royal Naval
Hospital, Greenwich (Boston et al 2008); and All Saints, Chelsea Old Church,
Kensington (Cowie et al 2007). Fewer still represent those from non-
conformist sects, with the Quaker Burial ground at Kingston upon Thames
(Bashford and Pollard 1998) and the Carver Street Methodist Chapel,
Sheffield (McIntyre and Wilmott 2003), being rare exceptions.

5.2.5 If the body of data pertaining to post-medieval and industrial-period burials is
limited at a national level, that for the North West is very sparse indeed. In
particular, post-medieval and industrial-period funerary practices and
population composition are poorly understood, there having been no or only
limited opportunities to undertake even basic research on human populations
from the region. This is largely due to the continued use of post-medieval
cemeteries and the highly acidic soils, which militate against the preservation
of bone. The extremely limited archaeological investigation of post-medieval
and industrial-period cemeteries from the North West (Newman and McNeil
2007b, 125-6; 2007a, 149-50), of which the much smaller sample from
Goodshaw Chapel, Rawtenstall, Lancashire, would appear to be the only other
comparator (Brandon and Johnson 1986), means that the Redearth assemblage
of human remains is probably the largest of this date to have been
archaeologically excavated from the region, and the manner in which it is
treated will set the standard and basis for comparison for future works. As
such, it is highly significant and has the potential to address a number of the
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research initiatives outlined in the Archaeological Research Framework for
North West England for the post-medieval and industrial periods (Newman
and McNeil 2007a, 150: Initiative 7.31). Of particular significance is the fact
that several of the Borough’s other historic cemeteries, each representing a
different religious group, could be subject to archaeological investigation
within the near future. Collectively, if these assemblages are excavated,
assessed and analysed to the same high standard, they will have enormous
potential to provide valuable information about the lives of a cross-section of
the local townsfolk, tracing the physical effects of industrialisation within the
heartland of the Industrial Revolution.

5.2.6 The Redearth assemblage represents a large number of individuals and would
appear to include relatively complete skeletons in good or fair condition.
Moreover, there is a large amount of relevant primary and secondary
information available that will help a better understanding of the context of
their origins and their daily lives, as well as the nature of Primitive Methodism
and early Victorian funeral practices. Unlike so many cemeteries, where
burials span several centuries, inhumation at Redearth dates to a relatively
short time period (1832-61). Contrasting with the preponderance of published
assemblages of middling to upper class populations, preliminary research
would indicate that those buried at Redearth represent working-class people
likely to have been engaged in local industries connected with the
manufacture, extraction and processing of products such as textiles, paper,
metal and coal. Contemporary documentary evidence indicates that
industrialising populations such as this experienced poor air and water quality,
overcrowding, inadequate housing, contaminated food and harsh working
conditions (Roberts and Cox 2003).

5.2.7 Housing development in Darwen appears largely to have kept pace with
population expansion (Section 1.2), which may have been facilitated by the
sale of the local moorland at a price far greater than any profit achieved
through sheep grazing. Yet, in 1847, the Commissioners noted that Darwen’s
death rate was approximately 15% greater than the acceptable level (The
Commissioners for the Board of Health 1853). It might be surmised that poor
health in Darwen derived not so much to overcrowding, therefore, but to poor
water quality and inadequate sanitary provision. Many of Darwen’s cotton and
paper mills stood on the banks of the town’s waterways, which were also
tapped for drinking water (ibid). These factors had an impact on health by
increasing levels of infection, trauma and nutritional deficiency, and resulted
in increased mortality, particularly among young infants (Roberts and Cox
2003). This high level of infant mortality is particularly noticeable in the
Redearth assemblage, which presents the rare opportunity to explore aspects of
maternal health, as well as to contribute to current theories on weaning and
burial practice associated with this age group (Molleson et al 1993).
Moreover, it is likely that the high numbers of children within the assemblage,
who would have rapidly succumbed to disease before there could be any
manifestation of skeletal changes, have skewed the pathological data to
suggest that a relatively low burden of chronic disease was experienced by the
Primitive Methodists of Darwen.
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5.2.8 During the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, it was regarded as
paramount to one’s social standing and very respectability that the dead were
given as good a ‘send off’ as one could possibly afford. The rise of
Evangelicalism during the nineteenth century had a significant impact on the
established church and Methodist belief alike, and laid the cornerstone of
burial practices in the general population (Litten 1991; Richmond 1999; Rugg
1999). A mixture of piety, duty, seriousness and discipline was combined with
ostentatious exhibitionism, leading to the often physically extravagant yet
emotionally restrained funerals associated with the Victorian era. These
attitudes and practices were at their most visible in the growing middle class,
who were determined to forge and solidify their place in society. This was not,
however, wholly a facet of the higher echelons of society, and the working
class also attempted to have decent funerals, for which they did not have to
rely on the humiliation of the increasingly punitive Poor Relief (ibid). Whilst
there is a growing understanding of the burial accoutrements of the wealthy,
many questions remain unanswered regarding changing burial fashions and
practices amongst the less affluent (Richmond 1999). Few, however, must
have been willing to countenance the ignominy of a pauper’s burial (Laqueur
1983) nor, after the passing of the 1832 Anatomy Act, the risk of dying
destitute and unclaimed at the Workhouse, and thereby passing into the hands
of the dissectionists.

5.2.9 In the highly stratified society of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century England, the
socio-economic status of the deceased and their family was thus reflected in the
elaboration of the coffin. Despite their lowly status, there was evidence from
virtually all of the Redearth graves that their occupants had been buried in
coffins. These were likely to have been simple wooden cases decorated with few
fittings (usually just iron grips, although plates may have been more widespread
than the surviving evidence might suggest), with limited evidence for elaboration
in a number of instances (coffin lace, cloth coverings and viewing panes). It is
even possible that, in the spirit of self-reliance that had seen the members
hand-build the first chapel (Section 1.2.8), the distinctive circular grips,
unparalleled in any other archaeological assemblage, may have been
manufactured by a suitably skilled member of the congregation. The general
pattern is thus one of austerity and there are no signs of the multi-layered,
upholstered or lead-lined coffins prized by the middle and upper classes (L Loe
pers comm).

5.2.10 One of the many functions of the chapel may have been to act as a burial club
or society of the type that became more popular during the nineteenth century
(Jordan 1987, 83), allowing subscribers a form of insurance against death in
penury and the humiliation of the dissector’s slab. Indeed, the apparent
uniformity of many of the coffins, with their distinctive ring grips, and the
neatly but densely arranged grave plots, with their presumed contents being
members of the same family, indicates a high level of organisation and
communal solidarity. The burials also reflect a certain element of practicality:
very little attempt seems to have been made to follow the established east/west
orientation of Christian burial, but rather, the graves are aligned to the
cemetery boundaries. This is typical of non-conformists (Bashford and Pollard
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1998) and is particularly apparent at the northern end of the Redearth burial
ground.

5.2.11 Traces of the Primitive Methodist concern for children, manifested in life
through the provision of education, are suggested by the fact that children
would appear to have been afforded very similar rites to adults, and their
graves are distributed evenly across the churchyard. They, like the adults,
seem to have been buried clothed, and with jewellery, a feature that is most
touchingly demonstrated by burials 122 and 123. An infant and a neonate,
these were buried within the same grave with strings of over 150 beads around
each of their necks (Section 4.8).

5.2.12 Overall, the Redearth assemblage provides a rare and highly significant
opportunity to explore a temporal ‘snapshot’ of the former lives and practices
of early Victorian Darwen’s industrialised working classes in terms of the
social demography, population composition, health and mortality. These can
then be compared with those deriving from studies of contemporary
assemblages from other areas, such as those from Coronation Street, South
Shields (OA North 2011), St George’s, Bloomsbury (Boston et al 2009), St
Martin’s, Birmingham (Brickley et al 2006), Newcastle Infirmary (Nolan
1997), the Quaker burial ground in Kingston-upon-Thames (Bashford and
Pollard 1998; Start and Kirk 1998), the Carver Street Methodist Church,
Sheffield (McIntyre and Wilmott 2003), and from the forthcoming OA
excavation at Hammersmith, which shares a remarkably similar date to that of
Redearth (OA forthcoming).

5.3 POTENTIAL FOR ANALYSIS

5.3.1 This section discusses whether, and how, any or all of the original research
questions for assessment (Section 2.3.1) can be addressed by the dataset and
thus remain appropriate aims for analysis (Project Stage 3). The research
context for the present investigation, including appropriate frameworks and
regional studies, has been outlined in Section 2, and will not be reiterated here.
Suffice it to note, the data from Redearth are extremely important additions to
the very small existing corpus of industrial-period cemetery data excavated in
the North West. They help not only to redress the limited investigation of such
sites in general, but also to further an understanding of industrial-period
populations in Lancashire, which is less complete than in virtually every other
part of the country.

5.3.2 The most basic elements of several of the research questions have been
addressed already in Sections 4.1-5.2, and, it has become apparent that the
majority of the research questions remain pertinent. Thus, it has been possible
to identify phases of  activity and structural modification of the earlier chapel
building and to capture elements of the physical expression of Primitive
Methodism (RQ1 and RQ4). However, it will not be possible to gain an
understanding of the internal usage of the structures from the limited amount
of poorly preserved internal features, and RQ1 no longer remains relevant in
terms of directing detailed analysis of the stratigraphy.
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5.3.3 Whilst generally it is conceived that the majority of the research questions can
be addressed to various degrees through analysis of the dataset, further
enhancement and integration of the archive, coupled with targeted research,
will be required to meet that potential fully. For example, although the
preservation of organic and metallic remains was limited or poor, it is possible
broadly to characterise basic practices and material culture of burial at
Redearth (RQ3); the identification of temporal trends in this expression,
however, is dependent on the determination of a more refined chronology.
This close dating of the burials and establishment of a chronological sequence
of deposition (RQ2) may be possible in a number of, but not all, cases.
Clearly, the relative sequence of burials within each grave can be ascertained,
but the horizontal distribution is harder to adjudge (for example, although a
logical progression outward from the chapel might be expected, the intervals
of the burials in each rank imply that some plots may have been left empty,
perhaps suggesting that they had been reserved, but not necessarily utilised).
Nor can one assume that those graves with the heaviest usage are also the
oldest.

5.3.4 However, there are a number of means by which individuals within graves
might be dated once the stratigraphic, cartographic, finds and documentary
data have been integrated. A few are associated with intrinsically datable
artefacts (for example, the hall-marked sliver ring from grave 200) but, in
other instances, it might be possible through examination of the burial register
to identify particular burials. This would not be possible in those cases where
only one individual had been placed within a grave but, where there were
multiple interments, particularly of children who could be aged quite closely
on osteological grounds, it might be possible to identify the occupants of
several, albeit not all, of the graves. It should be noted that there is no potential
for scientific dating of individuals within the assemblage: the radiocarbon
calibration curve for the post-medieval and industrial periods is subject to a
series of fluctuations, whilst the degree of error associated with even the most
accurate radiocarbon dates exceeds the 30-year span to which the period of
burial at Redearth belongs (Bowman 1995).

5.3.5 Such information would feed into RQ5 (identification of individuals, genetic
links and particular families), which would be further aided by the undertaking
of analysis of the well-preserved ancient DNA and the osteological analysis of
non-metric traits. A high incidence of metopism was identified amongst those
skeletons recovered during the Gifford watching brief, but unfortunately their
potential for providing a very good understanding of any family groups so
represented is reduced somewhat by their less detailed provenience. Although
items, such as the beads and less frequently occurring coffin fittings (such as
the coffin lace and the viewing panes), are not intrinsically datable, a study of
their distribution may further the identification of particular family groups,
with their own tastes and traditions.

5.3.6 Research Questions 6-8, pertaining to demography, social composition, status,
epidemiology and pathology, certainly can be addressed to some greater or
lesser degree through the analysis of the osteological remains, and the
integration of the results with investigation of relevant documentary sources.
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Indeed, the low incidence of physical lesions derived from chronic illness can
be contrasted with the substantially higher number of individuals rapidly
succumbing to acute illnesses, as recorded within primary documentation.
DNA analysis could also assist in understanding the epidemiology of the
population. The artefacts and coffin fittings can help address those elements of
the questions relating to status and social composition, helping to establish
relative levels within the fairly limited range indicated by the documentary
evidence.

5.3.7 Research Question 9, which seeks to identify the sex of non-dimorphic
individuals, is dependent predominantly on the results of biochemical analysis,
which, according to the assessment, has a decent 42% success rate (3 out of 7
samples returning a positive result; Section 4.4.8). Some assistance may be
gained from the provision of bead sets. The assumption that beads are
associated solely with females could be tested through DNA, but, even if
proved, the reverse hypothesis, that those without beads were male children,
could not be substantiated without a significant amount of biochemical study.
From the results of the C:N stable isotope ratios, it is apparent that RQ10 can
be addressed, both in terms of aiding the reconstruction of aspects of diet, but
also as a basis of comparison with data from other sites. RQ11, that sought to
examine the geographical origin of individuals, was not tested at the
assessment stage, since it was considered that suitable isotopes would be
preserved in the teeth. The potential for such work remains amongst the adult
members of the congregation. The results of the assessment suggest,
provisionally, that male and female children were treated in a similar manner
to adults (RQ9), but definitive results are dependent on the results of the
osteological and stratigraphic analysis.

5.3.8 Together with the more general and theoretical works, several recent
excavations of post-medieval and industrial-period burial grounds have been
undertaken, and there is a growing body of potential comparanda available,
such as those from Coronation Street, South Shields (OA North 2011), St
George’s, Bloomsbury (Boston et al 2009), St Martin’s, Birmingham
(Brickley et al 2006), Newcastle Infirmary (Nolan 1997), the Quaker burial
ground in Kingston-upon-Thames (Bashford and Pollard 1998; Start and Kirk
1998), the Carver Street Methodist Church, Sheffield (McIntyre and Wilmott
2003), and from Hammersmith (OA forthcoming). Very little of this pertains
directly to Lancashire, but the Carver Street Methodists from Sheffield are
also non-conformists, and these, together with the assemblages from
Coronation Street, South Shields and from the Newcastle Infirmary, represent
contemporary assemblages from industrialising northern towns and cities.
Moreover, there is likely to be some value in contrasting the results of the
analysis of data pertaining to Redearth with an examination of contemporary
burial registers from Darwen’s other chapels and churches. Such study could
well establish any extent to which Primitive Methodism had a positive impact
on the lives of its followers. Where the data from Redearth can be analysed
and compared with that from appropriate sites, there is excellent potential to
further the interpretation of the Redearth assemblage itself and provide a
greater understanding of industrialising urban populations in a manner that is
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academically valid and accessible to the public (RQ3, RQ4, RQ6 and RQ12-
15).

5.4 UPDATED AIMS AND OBJECTIVES FOR ANALYSIS

5.4.1 Updated research aims: on the basis of the assessment results, the updated
research questions (URQ) are presented below. Questions that have been
partly, or wholly, addressed are indicated in Section 5.3. As far as possible, to
avoid confusion, the original numbering and wording of those research
questions, set out in Section 2, has been retained. Modifications to the
questions have been made in italics, whilst completely new questions have
been added at the end of the sequence.
URQ1. Is it possible, firstly, to identify phases of activity and structural

modification of the earliest chapel building, and secondly, to establish
the functions/spatial use of the different excavated parts of the
building during these phases? Assessment has indicated that this RQ,
cannot be addressed further through detailed analysis.

URQ2. Which burials from Redearth can be dated more closely, and how can
these be used to establish a chronological sequence of deposition?

URQ3. How can the practices and material culture of burial be characterised
as a rare ‘snapshot’ of the very specific and narrow time span
represented by Redearth, and can temporal, or other, differences
within this short period be identified?

URQ4. Within the constraints of the available data, how can the physical
expression of Primitive Methodism be defined and understood from
the structural remains and treatment of the burials?

URQ5. Which individuals, genetic links or particular families can be
identified among the burials?

URQ6. How can aspects of the demography, social composition, status,
occupations and lifestyles of the excavated portion of those buried at
Redearth be revealed, more fully understood, and related to the
spatial organisation of the cemetery and to data presented in
contemporary documentary sources?

URQ7. What understanding of the epidemiology of the population can be
gained from the physical remains and from documentary evidence
(such as childbirth, rearing and weaning practices) and how can this
be used to explain the observed preponderance of children and
infants, and the relatively low levels of osseous lesions?

URQ8. Is it possible to identify patterns of occupation-related pathology
amongst the buried population? How do these data compare with the
evidence presented in contemporary documentary sources and can
they be related to the known history of any of the individuals?

URQ9. Where the sex of non-dimorphic younger individuals can be
identified, can meaningful conclusions be reached on the treatment of
male and female children relative to those of adults?
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URQ10.  What understanding can be gained of the diet of those buried at
Redearth?

URQ11.  Is it possible to demonstrate the geographical origin of individuals,
helping to understand the movement of rural folk to the towns?

URQ12.  How can the results of the above questions be placed within a wider,
comparative framework of local and wider historical documentation
and other studied contemporary burials and religious sites that will
allow a much more meaningful interpretation of the archaeological
findings?

URQ13.  How can the unique coffin fittings from Redearth be used to expand
and refine the growing body of data on these artefacts and so
contribute to an important resource for future fieldworkers?

URQ14.  How can aspects of activity on site be reconstructed in order to
provide a more publicly accessible interpretation of the site?

URQ15.  How can the results of the fieldwork and post-excavation programme
be made available to the wider public in an accessible form, whilst
undertaking appropriate reburial of the human remains and associated
artefacts (including all coffin fittings and personal adornments)?

URQ16.  How does the means of construction, size and form of the Redearth
chapel compare with other non-conformist chapels in the region, and
can any of these characteristics be defined as being peculiar to
Primitive Methodism?

5.4.2 Updated Objectives: the following over-arching objectives of the post-
excavation programme were formulated with reference to the updated research
questions (Section 5.4.1). Although some of the original objectives remain,
many have changed quite substantially, while a number of new ones have been
added. Unlike the URQ, the updated research objectives (URO) are presented
completely anew, coded in the most logical order.

UROa Undertake a detailed literature search, review and collation of available
primary and secondary, specific and general, modern and contemporary
sources at the LRO, HER, local and university libraries, including:

♦ the chapel registers of burials and baptisms and marriages for the years
1832-61; relevant census returns for 1841, 1851 and 1861; the burial
registers of other churches and chapels in Darwen for the years 1832-
61;

♦ primary, secondary and unpublished documentary and pictorial sources
on the history and archaeological investigation of contemporary chapel
sites and burial grounds;

♦ reports on archaeological excavations and historic building
investigations relating to non-conformist chapel buildings and
industrial-period burial grounds.
Such literature will be used to provide:
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♦ an analysable database of the Redearth Chapel burial register so that
the relevant data might be used to establish a demographic baseline for
further analysis;

♦ a greater understanding of the specific and wider history, society and
economy prevalent during the period 1832-61 at Darwen;

♦ an examination of the appearance, spatial arrangement and organisation
of non-conformist chapels and burial grounds (URQ1-16).

UROb Undertake a suitable programme of osteological analysis of the
assemblage of human remains recovered from Redearth, including:

♦ establishment of the age and sex of individual skeletons in order to gain
as complete and as accurate a reconstruction of the demographic profile
of the assemblage as possible;

♦ investigation of non-metric traits that would allow the identification of
genetic relationships between burials;

♦ measurement of selected bones that will allow the estimation of stature
and contribute to a database of metric information;

♦ recording and interpretation of pathological lesions, particularly the
aetiology of the ossified cysts found on skeleton 73, and the manner
that polydactylism and any associated syndromes might have affected
the lifestyle of skeleton 67;

The above analyses will be integrated to provide:

♦ an examination of the health of the population, in terms of presence
and proportions of different types of pathological conditions, but also
the age at death and stature and robustness of the children;

♦ a study of occupation- and lifestyle-related pathological conditions,
particularly where the distribution of trauma, degenerative joint disease
and musculo-skeletal stress markers in the population may be
suggestive of activity patterns and industrial involvement;

♦ attitudes towards (typically oral) hygiene and access to medical
treatment, from which might be inferred levels of education and
relative status;

♦ differential longevity and exposure to disease based on sex;

♦ comparisons with osteological assemblages from contemporary sites,
particularly where these allow contrasts between populations that were
Episcopalian or non-conformist, rural or urban, and heavily
industrialised or not (URQ4-8).

UROc Combined with the data from the other assessments and analyses,
submit appropriate hair and hard tissue samples for isotope analysis, for
the elucidation of diet and geographical origin, for DNA analysis for the
identification of genetic relationships, sex and for the recognition of
pathogens, and for the examination of heavy metal contaminants. Integrate
the results of the osteological and bio-molecular analyses so that the
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differing forms of evidence are mutually supportive (URQ7 and URQ9-
11).

UROd Using appropriate reference material, undertake appropriate
identification, description cataloguing, and any suitable analysis and
representative illustration of the stratified artefacts (metalwork, beads,
glass, buttons, fabric and ceramics) associated with the burials in order to:

♦ establish as accurately as possible the frequency, date, geographical
origin, quality and function of the individual components of the artefact
assemblage;

♦ attempt to provide accurate spot dates for the burials;

♦ trace changes in status and access to goods over time (URQ2-4 and
URQ6).

UROe Undertake appropriate identification, description cataloguing and any
suitable analysis, x-radiography and representative illustration of coffin
fittings, particularly those that are unique, in order to:

♦ establish as accurately as possible the frequency, and date, of the
fittings;

♦ identify the species of wood used for the coffins;

♦ augment the existing gazetteer of coffin fittings (URQ3-4 and URQ13).

UROf For the burial ground, integrate the stratigraphical (comprising context
records, plans, sections, survey data and photographs), osteological,
finds and coffin data and undertake appropriate analysis to:

♦ define and understand better the relationships between individual
deposits and elements of the site, including the establishment of feature
groups and their relative sequencing;

♦ aid the refined dating of the stratigraphic sequence and the
establishment of the date and duration of activity phases;

♦ refine the definition of grave plots and their occupants (URQ2-6).

UROg Undertake integrated analysis of the excavated data from Redearth, the
results of the osteological analyses, the specific and general
documentary research, and the comparative site data to:

♦ identify individuals and family groups within grave plots;

♦ gain an understanding of the organisation of the burial ground and of
the sequence of its use;

♦ examine the spatial distribution of the burials, with regard to
demography, epidemiology, indications of relative wealth and status,
familial connections, and any specific practices (such as burial with
beads, use of particular coffins, etc);
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♦ relate any specific and datable events observed at Redearth with
documented changes and historical trends in the wider townscape and
economic system;

♦ briefly examine the motivation behind the rise of Primitive Methodism
in Darwen during the nineteenth century (all URQ).

UROh Collate all results of the above objectives and prepare the results of the
fieldwork and post-excavation programme for public dissemination
(URQ14-15).

UROi Collate and submit the project archive of original documents and
specialist reports to the LRO (URQ15).

UROj Prepare the entire assemblage of funerary material recovered from the
burial ground for appropriate reburial (URQ15).
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6. DESIGN FOR PROJECT STAGE 3: ANALYSIS AND
PUBLICATION

6.1 METHOD STATEMENT

6.1.1 Scope of the analysis: the proposed programme of analysis, Project Stage 3, is
a vital stage in achieving the full potential of the data generated during the
fieldwork at Redearth Road, as assessed by the present document. It will seek
to address the updated research aims (Section 5.4.2) as completely as possible,
in order to place the data from Redearth within a wider chronological, local,
and regional framework, and make the fullest contribution feasible to an
understanding of early nineteenth-century urban life, death and burial in the
North West. Project Stage 3 will be undertaken in accordance with the
guidance of MAP2 (EH 1991) and MoRPHE (EH 2006a), and will have three
outcomes, comprising:

• the preparation of a final archive report on the analysis of results, including
appendices of specialist information and summarised data (although this
will be an academically valid document, it will not be in a format suitable
for publication);

• the completion and submission of the project archive of original records,
and of the artefacts, to the appropriate repositories (see Section 7.7);

• the preparation of an appropriate publication text on the salient results of
the programme of analysis, with background, contextualisation and a
suitable discussion at the end.

6.1.2 Stages, products and tasks: the tasks necessary to complete the post-
excavation analysis (labelled ‘PAT’ – Post-excavation Analysis Tasks), the
staff by whom they will be undertaken, and the final product of each task, are
summarised in Table 12, and considered in more detail below, whilst the
estimated duration, order and interdependencies of each task are illustrated
within the accompanying gantt chart (Appendix 6). For the sake of clarity, the
tasks within Table 12 have been grouped in thematic order, although
practicalities will dictate that a more integrated progression will be utilised for
their enactment. Moreover, to avoid duplication of numbers for tasks allocated
during assessment, those for analysis will run from 6-14 inclusive.

6.1.3 Interfaces: as part of the current project, it will be important to develop
consultational interfaces with the external specialists vital for the completion
of PAT10, as well as representatives of the local Methodist community. It will
also be necessary to maintain close liaison with BwDBC (including the final
reburial of the human remains and associated funerary material), LCAS and
Lancashire Museums Service, which will be the recipient of any significant
artefactual material not related to the burials. Where appropriate, provisional
results can be disseminated to the public through outreach.
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PAT Description Product Staff
6 Management
6.1 Management, liaison and review General management, including liaison

with team members and ongoing quality
assurance

SPR
RN

6.2 Project Briefing Project team fully briefed SPR

7 Documentary Contextualisation
7.1 Examine and collate sources relevant to

Redearth between 1832 and 1861,
including registers of baptisms, weddings
and burials; and census returns

A better understanding of the Redearth
congregation, their occupations and
baseline demography

KB

7.2 Consult the identified general literature on
nineteenth-century Darwen, Primitive
Methodism, industrialised urban living and
funerary practices (both in the North West
and, if appropriate, more widely)

A better understanding of the historical,
economic, religious and social context of
Redearth, of Darwen, and of the identified
archaeological processes

KB

7.3 Collate excavated and documentary data
from identified comparative sites

Raw data in digestible form from suitable
sites that can be used as a basis for
interpreting the results from Redearth and
comparative analysis

RM

8 Stratigraphical analysis
8.1 Assimilate spot dates and stratigraphy, test

statigraphic relationships and attribute
contexts to grave groups

MG

8.2 Undertake a rapid comparison of the plans
and construction methods of the chapels
relative to those of other non-conformist
chapels in the region

Integrated database. Thorough
understanding of site sequence and
establishment of final site phasing. An
appreciation of typical and unique
characteristics of the chapel buildings

MG

9 Osteological analysis
9.1 Undertake analysis of all articulated

remains, with particular consideration of
burials within the same grave

RM/
JG/ SC/
MG

9.2 Undertake radiography of selected bones Spec
9.3 Undertake comparative analysis of the

Redearth data and those from identified
sites

RM/
JG/ SC/
MG

9.4 Compile osteological report, including
appropriate photographic plates

RM/JG
/SC/
MG

9.5 QA osteological report

A quality-assured and illustrated report
presenting the best possible understanding
of the demography, physical and genetic
characteristics, epidemiology and
pathology of the Redearth congregation,
and their comparison with such data from
other sites

LL

10 Biochemical analysis
10.1 Select and remove 15 samples for each of

DNA, C and N isotopes and Sr and O
isotopes

RM/
JG/ SC/
MG

10.2 Undertake DNA analysis CB/TB
10.3 Undertake C and N isotope analysis AM
10.4 Undertake Sr and O isotope analysis

A greater understanding of the structure,
origins, diets, epidemiology and
relationships of the Redearth population

AM

11 Funerary fitting analysis
11.1 Describe, record and catalogue funerary

fittings
Database generated of salient details of the
funerary fittings, with supporting
photographs where appropriate

SC

11.2 Undertake x-radiography of selected
fittings

The best possible image of highly corroded
fittings

Spec
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11.3 Illustrate unique fittings Hand-drawn scaled images of unique
forms of coffin fittings that can be added
to the national database

MER

11.4 Identify wood species on coffins An understanding of the materials used in
the manufacture of the Redearth coffins

DD

11.5 Produce a report on the funerary fittings An understanding of the similarities and
differences between the assemblages from
Redearth and other excavated sites

SC

12 Artefactual analysis
12.1 Describe, date more closely (where

possible), record and catalogue the finds,
with particular emphasis on those from a
funerary context

CHD

12.2 Undertake x-radiography of selected metal
artefacts

JJ

12.3 Compile report, including
recommendations for retention or disposal,
in accordance with museum standards

Full catalogue and a report for inclusion in
the archive. Greater understanding of the
artefactual assemblage, recorded in a
format easily comparable with other
assemblages. Closer dating of the
stratigraphic sequence

CHD

12.4 Illustrate selected artefacts MER

13 Integrated analysis
13.1 Identify any patterns of spatial

organisation in the burial ground according
to age, gender, epidemiology and intensity
of usage

13.2 Identify any patterns in the distribution of
distinctive artefacts (such as jewellery and
dress fittings) and funerary fittings

13.3 Undertake identification of family groups
and any individuals

The results of the documentary research,
the analysis of the osteology,
biochemistry, funerary furniture, finds, and
stratigraphic interrogation, will be
integrated to allow a deeper and more
holistic understanding of the site with its
socio-economic and temporal context,
allowing questions to be addressed
concerning the organisation of the burial
ground, aspects of demography,
epidemiology, physical characteristics,
relative health and status, diet and origins,
across the burial ground as a whole and
perhaps also within family groups

MG

13.4 Undertake comparative analysis An understanding of Redearth in terms of
its typicality and place within local,
regional and national socio-economic and
religious frameworks

MG

14 Synthesis, presentation and archive
deposition

14.1 Assemble and edit specialist reports Formatted reports for integration into
archive report

SPR

14.2 Complete client report Report with contract, historical, and
research backgrounds; methodologies,
results, bibliography and appendices,
plates, and the discussion of results within
the research framework

MG

14.3 Prepare illustrations for client report Scaled and plated digitised drawings
showing general and detailed elements of
the site to illustrate the report

MER

14.4 Edit and QA report Corrections to report returned to original
authors

SPR
RMN

14.5 Make corrections Corrections to text
Corrections to illustrations

MG
MER
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14.6 Copy-edit Final correction to text LM
14.7 Submit client report Report submitted to client SPR
14.8 Prepare text for publication SPR,

LL
14.9 Prepare illustrations for publication

Text and illustrations prepared for
insertion into an appropriate medium

MER
14.10 Edit, correct, and provide quality

assurance
Publication fully-checked and quality
assured

SPR,
RMN

14.11 Submit publication text Text submitted for publication SPR
14.12 Prepare popular publication A well-illustrated, concise document

appropriate for a wide readership and
produced in colour on good quality-paper

SPR
MER
RMN

14.13 Prepare archive of primary fieldwork
records, including marked slides, contact
prints and negatives

Comprehensive fieldwork archive Ass

14.14 Prepare non-funerary artefactual and
ecofactual archive, including appropriate
conservation, storage, and packaging, for
recipient museum and discard those finds
unsuitable for retention

Archive prepared and packaged in line
with recipient museum guidelines

SB,
CHD

14.15 Submit finds archive to museum and paper
archive to the LRO

Archives received by museum and LRO SB

14.16 Submit client report and summary of the
archive to the LHER and LRO

Report received by LHER and LRO SPR

14.17 Liaise with stakeholders in order to
establish deposition of human remains

SPR

Table 12: Task list for post-excavation analysis and publication

6.2 PAT6, MANAGEMENT

6.2.1 This element facilitates the completion of all Updated Research Objectives
(URO) and ensures the efficient execution of this stage of the project to time
and budget. OA North operates a project management system, whereby the
team is headed by a Project Manager, who assumes ultimate responsibility for
the implementation and execution of the Project Design and for the
achievement of performance targets, be they academic, budgetary, or
timetable-related. The Project Manager may delegate specific aspects of the
project to other key staff, who both supervise others and have a direct input
into the compilation of the report. The Project Manager will define and control
the scope and form of the post-excavation programme, whilst the Project
Executive will provide academic leadership and any necessary high-level
liaison.

6.2.2 General Management (PAT 6.1): general management time will be required
to deal with the organisation of non-specific tasks, administration, and
correspondence. Time will also be required by the Project Executive to
provide academic advice and assure quality at all stages. Basic project review,
including the tracking of task completion and logging of resource expenditure,
will be undertaken internally on a weekly basis.

6.2.3 Project Briefing (PAT 6.2): it will be necessary to brief each member of the
project team concerning the aims and objectives of the project, expected
outcomes, and their specific roles, responsibilities, products, and timetable.
Where possible, the briefing will be undertaken collectively. Following the
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completion of each task sub-division, the responsible staff member will inform
the project manager, preferably through a brief email, with details of the work
that was undertaken, the time taken, and any positive or negative issues arising
that may affect further works. Should any issues arise during the undertaking
of a task, the responsible staff member will inform the project manager by
whatever convenient method guarantees that the information is transmitted and
received.

6.2.4 Communication between all concerned in the post-excavation programme is of
paramount importance, and it is essential that all team members working on
different aspects of the project liaise closely in order that comparable data are
obtained. To this end, regular meetings and reviews are envisaged between all
project staff and between particular groups of specialists.

6.3 PAT7, DOCUMENTARY CONTEXTUALISATION

6.3.1 A rapid and targeted programme of background research is required to help
contextualise the archaeological findings and provide a firm and academically
valid context within which they can be analysed, interpreted, understood and
made truly meaningful. The research will focus on those documents identified
during the assessment stage of the project and will use them to develop an
overview of the temporal, social, economic and religious context of the
Redearth Chapel, its congregation, and of Darwen itself. It will also identify
and collate excavated data from contemporary English burial grounds that can
be used in direct comparison with the data from Redearth. Principally, this
contextualisation will concentrate on sources pertaining to the archaeological
remains within the burial ground and, to a much lesser extent, those of the
chapels. PAT7 will be essential in order to complete UROa and UROg.

6.3.2 Documentary research (PAT 7.1-3): those documents identified during the
assessment-stage literature search and held at various libraries, the LHER and
LRO, will be consulted and all pertinent information for the period 1832-61
will be extracted in an appropriate manner. This will include the review of the
Redearth registers of baptisms, weddings and burials (selected data from the
latter of which will be transcribed into a database for ease of manipulation)
and their cross-referral against contemporary census returns. Any other
documents specific to the early history of the Redearth chapel and its
congregation will be incorporated where these inform the project aims.
General literature on Primitive Methodism, Darwen, and the process of
industrial urbanisation (particularly in the North West, but more widely, where
appropriate), will be consulted and information from the investigation of
contemporary sites will be collated within a format that permits ready
comparative analysis with those from Redearth.

6.4 PAT8, STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

6.4.1 Although basic collation of the stratigraphy has been undertaken as part of the
production of the post-excavation assessment, a thorough analysis of the
stratigraphy within the burial ground will be undertaken in order to develop a
refined understanding of the data and, therefore, provide a context within
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which to facilitate, and consider the results of, the specific and comparative
analyses. This will ultimately contribute to most of the Updated Research
Objectives, but specifically will address UROf-g.

6.4.2 Analysis of three-dimensional stratigraphic sequence (PAT8.1 and 8.2): to
help understand more fully the recorded stratigraphy, and break it down into
coherent analytical units (ie, grave plots), it will be necessary to review further
the results of the excavation within the burial ground in some detail. Utilising
the integrated finds data (Section 6.8), this process will examine specific
groups of records in order to test/construct key relationships, enhance the
existing matrices, and refine and assign the final chronological phases. The
process may require the allocation of new context numbers and the
modification of the site database. Overall, it will use the available data to
enable the formulation of an appropriate explanatory text, describing the
chronological development of the site components and the manner in which
they relate to each other during each identifiable phase. Stratigraphical
analysis of the chapel building will be restricted to an abstraction of its form
and means of construction, and the comparison of these with those from
contemporary non-conformist chapels.

6.5 PAT9, OSTEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

6.5.1 In order to address UROb-c, and UROf-g, the human osteological material
recovered from the fieldwork will undergo a full programme of osteological
analysis in accordance with the recommendations set out by Mays et al (2002)
and Brickley and McKinley (2004), and as permitted by the completeness and
preservation of the individual skeletons.

6.5.2 Analysis of articulated skeletons (PAT 9.1-5): the programme of analysis will
involve standard processes of observation, measurement and recording in
order to identify and digitally catalogue data allowing an identification of sex,
age (Bedford et al 1993), stature, general bone physiology and proportions (ie,
the platymeric (degree of flattening on the femur front to back), platycnemic
(degree of flattening of the tibia front to back) and cephalic (cranial shape)
indices; Trotter 1970; Bass 1987), non-metric traits (Saunders 1989; Tyrell
2001), and pathological lesions (Aufderheide and Rodriguez-Martin 1998;
Hillson 1996; Ortner 2003). Where appropriate (for example, where there is
evidence of certain pathological conditions), selected bones will be
radiographed. The data generated by the assessment will be statistically
manipulated, both in terms of looking at patterns within the site (for example
patterns within and between individuals within the same grave plot), but also
in comparison with data from other appropriate sites. The details of these
analyses will be presented within an illustrated and quality-assured specialist
report.

6.6 PAT10, BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS

6.6.1 Biochemical analysis will be undertaken to address a number of issues that
cannot be resolved by the physical examination of the skeletons. This will
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include an exploration of diet, of evidence for pathogens, and for the sexing of
non-dimorphic individuals. Specifically PAT10 addresses UROc.

6.6.2 Select and remove samples (PAT10.1): the results of the stratigraphical and
osteological analyses will be reviewed, and suitable skeletons (those which
have the right skeletal elements preserved and have the potential to address
specific parts of research questions) will be sought. From these, up to 15
samples will be removed. Tooth (the second molar) and bone samples
(preferably from ribs) will be extracted for strontium/oxygen (identification of
childhood origin) and carbon/nitrogen (dietary components) analysis
respectively. In addition, teeth will be removed from sub-adult burials for sex
determination by DNA and assessment for evidence of TB. Such analyses are
destructive processes, and the elements removed would need to be fully
recorded and then extracted by an osteologist (and, in the case of the DNA
samples, in association with the DNA specialist), wearing suitable protective
clothing to prevent contamination. The material would be packaged
appropriately and sent to the relevant specialists with the correct completed
paperwork.

6.6.3 Undertake DNA, C and N, and Sr and O isotope analysis (PAT10.2-4): the
removed samples will be subject to analysis utilising appropriate and standard
techniques (Section 3.3).

6.7 PAT11, ANALYSIS OF FUNERARY FITTINGS

6.7.1 The complete recording and analysis of the funerary fittings will address
UROe, assisting in the answering of research questions pertaining to the date
of burials, issues of relative status and the distribution of characteristic
funerary fixtures.

6.7.2 Record and catalogue funerary fittings (PAT11.1-5): each of the funerary
fixtures and fittings recovered during the fieldwork will be individually
examined, described, recorded and entered into a digital catalogue; digital
photographs will be taken where these assist with recording and presentation.
X-radiographs will be made of selected metallic fittings where it is believed
that corrosion deposits have obscured finer and diagnostic details, whilst
fittings unique to the Redearth burial ground (such as the simple ring-shaped
grips) will be hand-drawn to scale, scanned, and digitised for inclusion within
the national coffin fitting database. A sample of coffin timber from each grave
where such material has been preserved will be identified. Comparative
analysis and stylistic dating of fixtures will be undertaken as appropriate and
the results of this analysis will be presented within a brief report
(incorporating a discussion and bibliography) for inclusion within the project
archive.

6.8 PAT12, ARTEFACTUAL ANALYSIS

6.8.1 Those artefacts buried with the members of the Redearth congregation have
the potential to provide important information about the chronology of
individual burials, as well as about aspects of their status, personal tastes, and
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possible associations and cross-links, both within the congregation, and more
widely. No further work will be undertaken on those finds directly associated
with the chapel buildings or from demolition deposits, as the potential of the
finds to be informative about these structures (given our knowledge of the
dating of these structures) is much more limited. Analysis of the artefacts
specifically addresses UROd, but also contributes to UROf-g.

6.8.2 Record, X-ray, report upon and illustrate the finds (PAT12.1-4): each of the
artefacts (or groups of artefacts, such as the beads, where there are large
numbers of uniform objects from the same context) will be examined,
described, recorded and catalogued within a digital database. Selective x-
radiography will be undertaken of metal artefacts, such as the clasps for the
bead necklaces, where this confirms identification and provides information
on form and technique of construction. Selected finds (including
representative examples of the beads) will be hand-drawn to scale and
digitised, or photographed (using a suitable background, scale and light
source), as appropriate. An analytical report for incorporation into the project
archive will be prepared on each component of the finds assemblage,
providing details of identification, interpretation, dating and comparative
analysis, together with an appropriate discussion (tied into the results of the
stratigraphical, osteological and documentary analyses) and bibliography. The
report and catalogue will also contain relevant information on the manner in
which various types of artefact will need to be prepared for deposition with the
human remains, with a museum, or disposed of.

6.9 PAT13, INTEGRATED ANALYSIS

6.9.1 The integrated analysis is the most important aspect of Project Stage 3. It will
pull together each of the threads of research and processed data to form a
coherent whole that will allow the best understanding of the archaeological
remains at a range of levels. Thus it will be possible to examine holistically
those components that comprise first, individual burials, then family groups
within graveplots and, thirdly, the congregation and the burial ground as a
whole. Moreover, it will allow the results of the integrated analyses and the
developed comprehension of the Redearth Burial Ground to be placed within a
wider historical, economic and social context. PAT13 will contribute to
virtually all of the UROs, but is particularly relevant to UROg-h.

6.9.2 Integrated analysis (PAT13.1-3): the results of the documentary
contextualisation, artefact, coffin furniture and osteological analyses, and the
stratigraphical interrogation, will be integrated to allow a deeper and more
holistic understanding of each of the individual burials, family plots and of the
burial ground as a whole. This will be achieved by establishing, as far as
possible, any patterns in the distribution of burials in terms of date,
demography, epidemiology, material remains and modes of burial, and the
correlation of that data with documentary information.

6.9.3 Comparative analysis (PAT13.4): the results of the analyses of the data
recovered from the Redearth Burial Ground will be compared with those from
identified contemporary post-medieval and industrial-period burial grounds,
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with a particular emphasis on those that pertain to non-conformist, working-
class and industrial urban populations. This will consider themes such as
organisation and spatial arrangement of the burial ground, chronology of
change and development, status, modes of burial, and aspects of the
demography and epidemiology of the Redearth population. It will explore the
degree to which they differ from those of comparative sites, and the factors
particular to the Redearth congregation that might influence such patterns.

6.10 PAT14, SYNTHESIS, PRESENTATION AND ARCHIVE DEPOSITION

6.10.1 One of the primary aims of the project (URQ14, fulfilled through UROh and
UROi) is to make the results of the investigation available to the wider public,
thus fulfilling the planning condition. This will be achieved through the
compilation and submission of a client report and the deposition of the site
archive with the Lancashire Museum Service and the LRO. The deposition of
a properly ordered and indexed project archive in an appropriate repository is
considered an essential and integral element of all archaeological projects by
the IfA in that organisation’s code of conduct (IfA 2001). The collated results
of each stage of the project will form the basis of a full archive compiled to
professional standards in accordance with EH and other guidelines (EH 1991;
EH 2006; UKIC 1990; Walker 1990). An OASIS form has been filed and, in
the cases of the documentary and non-funerary material archives, the ultimate
places of deposition are respectively the LRO and the Museum of Lancashire,
both in Preston. The final place of deposition for the funerary remains
(including all personal items) will be established through consultation during
Project Stage 4.

6.10.2 The client report will comprise the collation of the detailed data deriving from
each stage of analysis and will include a synthesised conclusion. It will be an
excellent reference to any future researchers seeking a detailed account of the
works undertaken at the Redearth Primitive Methodist Burial Ground and the
results achieved. Although the client report itself will not be suitable for
publication, it would, at the completion of the project, form the basis for a text
to be published in a journal article or within a synthetic volume. Such a
publication would synthesise the results of the completed project, and would
aim to present a high degree of integration between the multi-thematic
analyses and the wider economic and social history of the region.

6.10.2 Assemble and edit specialist reports (PAT14.1): each specialist report will be
edited for consistency with the stratigraphic sequence, and in terms of style
and content. Liaison will be maintained with the specialists, who will receive
edited drafts for final comment. In this form, the specialist reports will be
ready for incorporation into the project archive and subsequent texts.

6.10.3 Compile client report (PAT14.2): the client report will present:

• an introduction, detailing the contract background, site location, historical
and research context, as well as the updated aims and objectives presented
in this document;
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• a section presenting the methodologies employed on site, as well as those of
the specialist analyses;

• a summary of the detailed documentary research undertaken and the
sources examined;

• a stratigraphic text arranged by phase and site component;

• individual sections presenting details of specialist analyses;

• a synthetic discussion of the results of the investigation as a whole, and an
appraisal of the extent to which the URQ and URO could be, and were,
addressed by the project;

• a bibliography;

• appendices of raw data, together with key documents and a summary of the
archives for deposition with the LRO and Lancashire Museums Service;

• selected illustrative figures and plates.

6.10.4 Prepare illustrations (PAT14.3): suitable illustrations for the client report will
be devised, and prepared in CAD or a similar computer package, at an
appropriate scale, with additional digitisation of fine detail as required.
Selected artefacts will be illustrated by hand, scanned-in, and enhanced
digitally using Adobe Illustrator or a similar such package.

6.10.5 Editing, quality assurance and submission of client report (PAT14.4-7): the
report text and illustrations will be edited by the project manager and QA’d,
with corrections returned to the original authors.

6.10.6 Preparation of illustrated text for publication (PAT14.8-11): the assessment
has indicated that, following the completion of the project, the results of the
Redearth project would be worthy of publication. An appropriate text will be
compiled, supported by a number of illustrations, comprising drawings
(prepared in Adobe Illustrator) and photographs, tables to summarise data and,
where appropriate, interpretative phase drawings. The complete, illustrated,
text would be edited by the project manager and quality-assured by the project
executive to check and ensure that it is complete, appropriate for the purpose
intended, and academically legitimate. Any corrections arising from the QA
will be addressed by the project manager before the document is signed-off by
the project executive. Following sign-off, the project manager will submit all
components of the draft for publication. It is envisaged that the draft will be
submitted to Post-Medieval Archaeology, the journal of the Society for Post-
Medieval Archaeology, the editors of which have expressed an interest in the
Redearth Project on the basis of a brief synopsis. Such a publication is likely
to be around 30-40 pages long, and include details of the following elements:
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1. Introduction
1.1 Site location
1.2 Circumstances of project and nature of the investigation

2. Background
2.1 Brief historical background

2.2 Summary history of the development of Primitive Methodism, with
particular reference to Lancashire

2.3 Documentary evidence for the Redearth Primitive Methodist Chapel

3. Results of the Archaeological Project
3.1 Phased description and interpretation of the principal structures and

features encountered during the archaeological investigations

3.2 Results of the osteological and biochemical analyses
3.3 Overviews of the results of the analysis of the material remains,

including finds and funerary fittings

4. Discussion
4.1 Chronological, economic and social discussion
4.2 Thematic context and wider examples

Bibliography
Acknowledgements.

6.10.7 Preparation of popular publication (PAT14.12): the results of the programme
of fieldwork and analysis will also be presented within a concise popular
publication. This will be well illustrated, written in an accessible style suitable
for a wide readership, properly typeset, and will be produced in colour on
good-quality paper.

6.10.8 Preparation of primary archive (PAT14.13-14): the complete project archive
generated during the fieldwork and post-excavation stages, which will include
records, plans, both monochrome print and colour slide photographs, artefacts,
and digital data, will be prepared following the guidelines set out in
Environmental standards for the permanent storage of excavated material
from archaeological sites (UKIC 1990, Conservation Guidelines 3) and
Guidelines for the preparation of excavation archives for long-term storage
(Walker 1990). All photographic media, including slides, contact prints and
negatives, will be marked for identification, and digital photographs will be
stored on CD. Paper records, including context sheets, field notes and the
various indices, will be ordered and filed, as will original drawings and
sections. The archive will also include printed documents and CDs containing
ASCii and other digital files (as appropriate). These records will be stored in
standard acid-free cardboard archive boxes.

6.10.9 Conservation and storage: the finds, funerary remains and human bones will
continue to be well packed according to standard practice and the LRO’s and
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the Museum of Lancashire’s specifications, ensuring as far as possible that
they remain in a stable condition. For the majority of items, this comprises
acid-free cardboard boxes, or, for otherwise unstable material, airtight plastic
boxes. Metalwork constitutes the only category which is potentially unstable
and, although any such items to be retained will be packaged in airtight plastic
boxes, they will need to be stored in controlled conditions once deposited. Box
lists are prepared and will be updated from the database once the full
cataloguing of the archive is complete.

6.10.10Discard policy: in accordance with the museum’s policy for finds’ retention, it
is likely that all unstratified nineteenth- and twentieth-century pottery, glass,
ceramic building material and undiagnostic metalwork will be discarded
following cataloguing and the completion of the project for publication. The
same is likely to be true of the zooarchaeological assemblage.

6.10.11Submission of non-funerary archive (PAT14.15-16): the Museum of
Lancashire, and the LRO, both in Preston, will be the ultimate places of
deposition for the paper, digital and non-funerary material archive, as these
are the nearest repositories that meet the Museums’ and Galleries’
Commission criteria for the long-term storage of archaeological material
(MGC 1992):

Museum of Lancashire
Stanley Street
Preston
PR1 4YP
01772 534075

Lancashire Record Office
Bow Lane
Preston
PR1 2RE
01772 533039

A copy of all reports on the archaeological work undertaken at the site,
together with the archive report and an index to the archive, will be deposited
with the Lancashire HER.

6.10.12Liaison for deposition of funerary remains (PAT14.17): it is important that
proposals for, and the action of, depositing the funerary remains are done in an
appropriate manner. It is proposed that liaison should be undertaken with
genuine interest groups so that the best solution for deposition can be
established. In the meantime, the funerary remains will be maintained within a
stable environment, so that when the time comes, the entire assemblage,
including coffin fittings and personal effects, can be reinterred.

6.11 PROJECT TEAM

6.11.1 The provisional project team to undertake the programme of post-excavation
analysis is detailed in Table 13.
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Team member Responsibility Principal role

OA North/South staff

Rachel Newman (RN), BA (Hons),
FSA

Project
Executive

Project Executive responsible for quality
assurance and academic leadership

Stephen Rowland (SR), BSc
(Hons), MSc

Project Manager Project organisation and budget management;
liaison; preparation of management documents
and editing of reports

Chris Wild (CW), BA (Hons) Geomatics -
Expert

Processing, assimilating and plotting survey
data

Chris Howard-Davis (CHD), BA
(Hons)

Finds Manager -
Expert

Analysis of finds, conservation advice;
detailed academic input

Louise Loe (LL), BA (Hons), PhD Head of HBS -
Expert

Management and quality assurance during
analysis of human remains

Sharon Clough (SC), BA, MSc;
Mark Gibson, BA (Hons), MSc;
John Griffiths (JG), BSc (Hons);
MSc, Roisin McCarthy (RM), BSc
(Hons), MA

Osteologists -
Experts

Analysis of coffin fittings and other funerary
artefacts

Sandra Bonsall (SB), BSc (Hons) Supervisor Management of the finds room, laboratory and
store; organisation and collation of the
material archives

Kathryn Blythe (KB), BA (Hons) Historical
research -
Expert

Identification, retrieval and collation of
documentary material

Christina Robinson BA (Hons) IT Support IT support and database formulation.
Assimilation and presentation of digital data

Marie Rowland (MR), BA (Hons),
MA

Illustrator Presentation of site drawings and artefact
illustration for reports and publication

Archivist Archiving Organisation, collation and submission of the
documentary archive

Project Assistant (Ass) Support tasks Project Assistants will undertake support
tasks, including filling in database records,
washing osteological material and finds,
bagging material, etc

External Experts

Andrew Millard, DPhil (AM) Durham
University

Isotope analysis

Terry and Keri Brown (KTB) Manchester
University

DNA analysis

Table 13: Summary of the project team
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APPENDIX 1: CONTEXT SUMMARY
Context Interpretation Description

1 Topsoil Mid-brown loam covering the entire site
2 Made ground Dark brownish-black sandy silt, covering the area of the old and new

chapels
3 Wall Western limestone wall of the new chapel, aligned north-west/south-east.

Full extent not revealed
4 Wall Northern limestone wall of the new chapel, aligned north-east/south-west.

Full extent not revealed
5 Foundation Limestone foundation for wall 3
6 Foundation Limestone foundation for wall 4
7 Wall Southern sandstone wall of the old chapel, aligned north-east/south-west.

Full extent not revealed
8 Foundation Sandstone foundation for wall 7
9 Repair/blocking Brick fill of a void in wall 7. Void may have been for a wooden chapel

fitting which was not required in the later phases of the chapel
10 Repair/blocking Brick fill of a void in wall 7. Void may have been for a wooden chapel

fitting which was not required in the later phases of the chapel
11 Repair/blocking Brick fill of a void in wall 7. Void may have been for a wooden chapel

fitting which was not required in the later phases of the chapel
12 Fireplace Fireplace set within wall 7. Base consisted of several courses of sandstone

flag, upon which  two vertical stones stood to form the sides of the
fireplace

13 Fireplace
modification

Brick structure within fireplace, probably a later modification to the
fireplace to make it smaller

14 Fireplace base Two courses of roughly hewn sandstone slabs forming a base to fireplace
12

15 Flagstone Possible remains of flagstone floor of old chapel
16 Wall Replacement facing for the internal wall of the old chapel. Aligned north-

west/south-east, made from sandstone rubble faced with concrete blocks
17 Foundation Poured concrete foundation for wall 16
18 Wall Original internal wall of the old chapel, aligned north-west/south-east
19 Repair/blocking Structure of machine-made frogged bricks, either blocking a door through

internal wall 18 or repairing damage to it
20 Room group Small basement in northern half of the old chapel, adjacent to the internal

wall
21 Wall North-east wall of 20. Made from sandstone, faced internally and bonded

to walls 22 and 29
22 Wall North-west wall of 20. Made from sandstone, faced internally and bonded

to wall 21
23 Steps Steps that make up the south-west side of 20, overlying floor 24 on its

south-west side
24 Floor Floor of 20, made from sandstone flags. Butted against walls 21, 22 and 29
25 Beam support North-east/south-west-orientated structure of roughly hewn sandstone and

reused bricks. The remains of a charred beam suggests it may have been a
support for a floor or raised platform

26 Gas fireplace Brick structure with a gas pipe.  Probably the housing for a gas fireplace
27 Foundation Roughly hewn sandstone foundation for northern external wall of the old

chapel
28 Foundation North-west/south-east-aligned foundation for western wall of the old

chapel
29 Wall South-east wall of 20. Made from sandstone, faced internally and bonded

to wall 21
30 Beam support North-east/south-west-orientated structure of roughly hewn sandstone and

reused bricks, probably a support for a floor or raised platform
31 Levelling layer Thin layer of sand at floor level of the old chapel, covering internal area of

the northern half of the old chapel
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Context Interpretation Description
32 Foundation Foundation for wall 18, north-east/south-west. Appears to have been built

at same time as wall 29 which was keyed into it
33 Burnt layer Dark grey-red burnt layer in fireplace 12
34 Construction cut Cut for foundation 17
35 Construction cut Cut for foundation 32
36 Construction cut Cut for foundations 5 and 6
37 Backfill Backfill of construction cut 36
38 Wall Sandstone wall aligned north-west/south-east. Part of western wall of the

old chapel.  Internal surface had traces of plaster
39 Construction cut Cut for foundation 8
40 Backfill Backfill of construction cut 39
41 Repair/blocking Brick fill of a void in wall 38. Void may have been for a wooden chapel

fitting which was not required in the later phases of the chapel
42 Foundation Roughly hewn sandstone foundation for wall 38
43 Doorway Doorway built into wall 38
44 Construction cut Cut for foundation 42
45 Wall North-east wall of cellar 55
46 Wall South-east wall of cellar 55
47 Wall South-west wall of cellar 55
48 Wall Wall dividing cellar 55, butting walls 45 and 47
49 Wall Wall dividing cellar 55, keyed into walls 45 and 47
50 Floor Partial flagstone floor on southern side of cellar 55
51 Layer Dark grey charcoal-rich sandy silt deposit associated with stove footing 52
52 Stove footing Possible stove footing
53 Construction cut Cut for foundation 27
54 Construction cut Cut for foundation 28
55 Room group Cellar in the southern half of the old chapel, adjacent to the internal wall.

Stepped in 1.5m from southern end so it is only 1m wide there
56 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
57 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
58 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
59 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
60 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
61 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin

62-4 - Not used
65 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
66 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
67 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
68 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin

69-70 - Not used
71 Foundation Foundation of western cemetery wall
72 Construction cut Cut for foundation 71
73 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
74 - Not used
75 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
76 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
77 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
78 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
79 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
80 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
81 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
82 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
83 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
84 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
85 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
86 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
87 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
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Context Interpretation Description
88 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
89 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
90 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
91 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
92 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
93 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
94 Skeleton Sub-adult skeleton, buried with skeleton 92
95 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
96 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
97 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
98 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
99 - Not used
100 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
101 Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
102 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin

102b Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
103 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
104 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin

104b Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
105 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
106 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
107 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
108 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
109 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
110 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
111 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
112 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
113 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
114 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
115 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
116 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
117 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
118 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
119 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
120 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
121 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
122 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
123 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
124 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
125 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
126 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
127 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
128 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
129 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
130 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
131 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
132 Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
133 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
134 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
135 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
136 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
137 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
138 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
139 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
140 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
141 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
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Context Interpretation Description
142 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
143 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
144 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
145 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
146 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
147 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
148 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
149 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
150 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
151 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
152 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
153 Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
154 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
155 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
156 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
157 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
158 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
159 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
160 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
161 Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
162 Grave group Coffin and grave; no skeletal remains survived
163 Grave group Coffin and grave; no skeletal remains survived
164 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
165 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
166 Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
167 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
168 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
169 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
170 Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
171 Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
172 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
173 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
174 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
175 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
176 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
177 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
178 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
179 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
180 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
181 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
182 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin

182b Grave group Adult skeleton and grave
183 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
184 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton and grave
185 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
186 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
187 Natural Geology Layers of yellowish-brown clay and brownish-yellow sand with occasional

patches of blue clay and bands of more iron-rich clays
188 Wall Probable cellar wall of a terrace house in watching brief area. Made from

unfrogged bricks, aligned north-west/south-east
189 Wall Rough-hewn limestone wall orientated north-west/south-east. Probably

part of a cellar, keyed into walls 190 and 191. In watching brief area
190 Wall Rough-hewn limestone wall orientated north-east/south-west. Probably

part of a cellar, keyed into walls 192 and 189. In watching brief area
191 Wall Rough-hewn limestone wall orientated north-east/south-west. Probably

part of a cellar, keyed into wall 189. In watching brief area
192 Wall Rough-hewn limestone wall orientated north-west/south-east. Probably
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Context Interpretation Description
part of a cellar, keyed into wall 190. In watching brief area

193 Wall Rough-hewn sandstone wall, orientated north-west/south-east, only seen in
section. Probably part of a cellar. In watching brief area

194 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
195 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
196 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
197 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
198 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
199 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
200 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
201 Grave group Sub-adult skeleton, grave and coffin
202 Grave group Adult skeleton, grave and coffin
203 Construction cut Construction cut for cellar 55
204 Backfill Backfill of cellar once it had fallen out of use. Dark deposit of demolition

rubble
205 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 1
206 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 2
207 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 3
208 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 3a
209 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 3b
210 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 4
211 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 5
212 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 6
213 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 6a
214 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 6b
215 Skeleton Skeleton from Gifford watching brief - Burial 7
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APPENDIX 2: ARTEFACT CATALOGUE

Context ORN Material Category No Description
2 - Bone Animal 1 Butchered
2 - Bone Animal 1 Butchered
2 - Ceramic Brick 1 Glazed brick
2 - Ceramic Tile 3 Concrete and wall tiles
2 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Late grey stoneware?
2 - Ceramic Vessel 3 Underglaze transfer-printed white earthenware
2 - Ceramic Vessel 3 White-slipped redware
2 - Glass Vessel 2 Bottles
2 - Glass Vessel 3 Bottles: two Tango, one Palatine dairies sterilized

milk
2 - Glass Vessel 1 Bottle with pouring lip. Full of thin red liquid,

possibly ink. Corked
64 - Bone Animal 2 Butchered
64 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Black-glazed redware
64 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Black-glazed redware
65 - Ceramic Tobacco pipe 3 Two undiagnostic stem and one bowl fragment
65 - Ceramic Vessel 1 White-slipped redware
66 - Ceramic Vessel 3 Small fragments white earthenware
66 - Textile - 2 Coarse tabby weave - coffin upholstery?
66 - Wood - 2 Dry
69 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Rim. Late slip-decorated redware
69 - Ceramic Vessel 4 Black-glazed redware
69 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Blue and white underglaze transfer-printed white

earthenware
70 - Bone Animal 5 Teeth
82 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Blue-painted earthenware
82 - Glass Button 2 White glass
82 - Wood - - Small fragments
85 - Glass Bead 2 Turquoise globular; plus small fragments
87 - Ceramic Tobacco pipe 2 Undiagnostic stem fragments
87 - Ceramic Vessel 2 Industrial slipware
87 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Black-glazed redware
87 - Iron Pin 3 Fragments, probably one steel pin
92 - Glass Button 2 White glass. Same as in 82
92 - Wood 20 Mixed timber and shavings
94 - Glass Bead 83 All very small and very thin-walled turquoise

globular
110 - Bone Animal 3 -
116 - Glass Bead 1 Red globular bead
116 - Glass Button 1 White glass
116 1003 Glass Bead 27 Medium opaque black barrel beads
116 1003 Glass Bead 1 Large opaque black barrel bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 1 Large opaque black cylinder bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 6 Opaque black cylinder beads
116 1003 Glass Bead 1 Black faceted bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 1 Dark blue barrel bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 2 Dark blue globular bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 1 Faceted turquoise bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 2 Pale blue globular bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 17 Turquoise globular bead
116 1003 Glass Bead 5 Flattened white globular bead
118 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Late brown stoneware
121 - Bone Button 2 Joining fragments
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Context ORN Material Category No Description
121 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Blue and white earthenware
122 1004 Glass Bead 164 Small black globular bead
123 1005 Copper alloy Pin 1 -
123 1005 Glass Bead 125 Black globular bead
123 1005 Glass Bead 201 Red cased globular bead
123 1005 Glass Bead 1 Large turquoise globular bead
124 - Bone Animal 1 Teeth
124 - Copper alloy Clasp 1 Cylindrical clasp with wire loops at each end
124 - Glass Bead 210 Small beads, turquoise globular
125 - Ceramic Vessel 1 White-slipped redware
129 1006 Copper alloy Clasp 1 -
129 1006 Glass Bead 158 Black/brown glass, black faceted bead
129 - Iron Pin 6 Fragments, probably three pins
129 1006 Wood - - -
132 - Copper alloy Clasp 2 Fragmentary
132 - Glass Bead 475 Red-cased globular beads
132 - Wood - 1 Dry, red-cased bead adhering
137 - Ceramic Vessel 1 White earthenware cup handle
137 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Black-glazed redware handle
137 - Ceramic Vessel 2 Painted white earthenware
140 - Bone Animal 14 -
140 - Copper alloy Button 1 Flat with loop to rear?
140 - Glass Bead 48 Opaque white globular bead
140 - Glass Bead 5 Red-cased globular bead
140 - Glass Bead 11 Turquoise globular bead
141 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Rim, black-glazed redware
143 - Iron Sheet 1 Fragment
146 - Glass Bead 1 Large dark blue globular bead
146 - Glass Bead 26 Small royal blue globular beads
146 - Glass Bead 1 Large turquoise globular bead
146 - Glass Bead 29 White opaque globular beads
146 - Iron Pin 3 Fragments, probably two pins
146 - Shell Button 2 Mother of Pearl
146 - Textile 2 Coarse tabby weave - coffin upholstery?
151 - Bone Animal 2 -
151 - Glass Bead 4 Red-cased globular bead
151 - Glass Button 1 White glass
151 - Glass Sheet 12 Viewing panel?
156 - Ceramic Tobacco pipe 1 Undiagnostic stem
156 - Ceramic Vessel 1 Black stoneware
156 - Copper alloy Pin 1 Pin with wound head
158 - Glass Sheet 7 Joining fragments forming a square sheet 200 x

150mm. Viewing panel?
160 - Wood - 6 Dry
160 - Wood - 7 Dry. Small fragments
168 - Copper alloy Button 1 Stamped
171 - Bone Animal 4 -
171 - Glass Bead 128 Black globular beads
171 - Glass Bead 42 Red-cased globular beads
178 - Bone Animal 2 -
178 - Glass Bead 28 Small black globular beads
178 - Glass Bead 39 Red-cased globular. Inner case is opaque pink
178 - Glass Button 1 White glass
179 - Copper alloy Clasp 1 Fragment only
179 - Glass Bead 118 Blue faceted. Some cased over pale blue
180 - Bone Animal - -
180 - Glass Bead 1 Two joining fragments, amber globular beads
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Context ORN Material Category No Description
180 - Glass Bead 13 Dark blue faceted. Probably cased over opaque pale

blue
180 - Glass Bead 18 Purple faceted. Manganese purple?
182 - Glass Bead 25 Red-cased globular, plus 13 small fragments
188 - Glass Button 1 White glass
188 - Iron Pin 3 Fragments, probably one pin
196 - Iron Pin 1 Fragment
197 - Bone Animal 1 -
197 - Bone Animal 2 -
197 - Copper alloy Clasp 1 Too corroded for comment
197 - Glass Bead 6 Black globular beads
197 - Glass Bead 136 Blue and white cylindrical beads, opaque white with

four marvered opaque blue stripes
197 - Glass Bead 11 Blue and white cylinder beads
197 - Glass Bead 4 Dark blue globular beads
197 - Glass Bead 1 Dark blue globular bead
197 - Glass Bead 27 Red-cased globular beads with opaque white core and

bright red outer skin
197 - Glass Bead 2 Red-cased globular beads
197 - Glass Bead 27 Four-sided red faceted manganese purple cylinder

beads
199 - Glass Bead 2 Black globular beads
199 - Glass Bead 13 Copper red globular beads
199 - Glass Bead 80 Very small, red globular, many fragmentary
200 - Copper alloy Ring 1 Plain narrow copper-alloy band
201 - Silver Ring 1 Hall-marked silver band
202 - Bone Animal 11 -
202 - Ceramic Vessel 1 White-slipped redware
202 - Glass Bead 1 Red-cased globular, very poor condition

Unstrat - Ceramic Vessel 1 Blue and white underglaze transfer-printed white
earthenware. Obviously a second

Unstrat - Ceramic Vessel 3 Industrial slipware
Unstrat - Ceramic Vessel 1 Underglaze transfer-printed white earthenware
Unstrat - Copper alloy Token 1 Worn, no obvious design
Unstrat - Shell Marine 2 One oyster, one cockle
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APPENDIX 3: DNA METHODOLOGY

A1.1 ANCIENT DNA EXTRACTION

A1.1.1 The extractions are carried out in a laminar flow cabinet in an ultraclean room
dedicated to ancient human DNA work. Each tooth is first cleaned externally
by being placed in a very small beaker with the roots up, and a bleach solution
added until a level just below the rootholes is reached. After five minutes the
tooth is removed, and dried on paper towel to remove any surface soil. The
tooth is then placed in a second beaker and rinsed in Millipore water, again
without inundating the rootholes. Some 37% phosphoric acid is applied to the
tooth’s surface with an applicator and left for one minute, then wiped off. The
tooth is rinsed in Millipore water again, the dried for five to ten minutes.
Dental drill bits in graded sizes are inserted into the roothole (starting with the
smallest size). The hole is gradually enlarged, and the drill rotated to powder
the dentine, which is collected over aluminium foil. This is placed in a pre-
weighed 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. An extraction buffer is then prepared,
consisting of 1ml of 0.5M EDTA pH 8, 0.5% SDS and 100µg Proteinase K,
and added to the sample. This is incubated on a shaking incubator at 650rpm at
55°C for 24 hours. The sample is then centrifuged at 2000rpm for five
minutes, and 0.5ml of the supernatant is transferred to a small Falcon tube and
2.5ml of PB buffer (QIAGEN) added and then mixed. Exactly 0.5ml of this
mixture is transferred to a silica spin column (QIAGEN) and centrifuged for
one minute. The DNA in the supernatant binds to the silica membrane in the
column, and the flow-through is discarded. This step is repeated until all of the
contents of the Falcon tube are used. Then 0.75ml PE buffer (QIAGEN) is
added to the spin column, and centrifuged for one minute. The flow-through is
discarded and the spin repeated to get rid of any last traces of ethanol from the
PE buffer. The DNA is then eluted from the spin column by adding 50µl EB
buffer (QIAGEN) and being centrifuged as usual after one minute of
incubation. The flowthrough now contains the DNA and is kept for the next
stage.

A1.2 POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR)

A1.2.1 PCR is a method of copying a pre-determined sequence from a DNA sample.
It can work from very few starting molecules of DNA, and as the sequences
can be short, it is ideal for use with ancient DNA, which is usually highly
fragmented, damaged and survives in very small amounts. The target of choice
for ancient DNA analysis is the mitochondrial DNA, as this exists in many
thousand copies per cell (called high copy number), therefore it has a higher
chance of surviving than nuclear DNA in the chromosomes.

A1.2.2 Human mitochondrial DNA is well studied and PCR systems for ancient
mtDNA are well established in our laboratory. As ancient DNA is fragmented,
PCR for ancient mtDNA amplifies sequences usually less than 150 base pairs
long.
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A1.2.3 The PCR systems that were used were as follows:

mtC (amplifies positions 16147–16294 of the mtDNA)

PCR product length 148bp

55°C annealing temperature

2.0mM MgCl2

Primer sequences: 5´–CCACCTGTAGTACATAAAAACCCA–3´;

5´–GTGGGTAGGTTTGTTGGTATCCTA–3´

Reference sequence:

5´-
CCACCTGTAGTACATAAAAACCCAATCCACATCAAAACCCC
CTCCCCAT
GCTTACAAGCAAGTACAGCAATCAACCCTCAACTATCACAC
ATCAACTGCAACTCCAAAGCCACCCCTCACCCACTAGGATAC
CAACAAACCTACCCAC–3´

mtD (16271–16420)

PCR product length 150bp

56°C annealing temperature

2.0mM MgCl2

Primer sequences: 5´–TAGGATACCAACAAACCTACCCAC–3´;

 5´–TGATTTCACGGAGGATGGTG–3´

Reference sequence:

5´–
TAGGATACCAACAAACCTACCCACCCTTAACAGTACATAGTA
CATAAA
GCCATTTACCGTACATAGCACATTACAGTCAAATCCCTTCTC
GTCCCCATGGATGACCCCCCTCAGATAGGGGTCCCTTGACCA
CCATCCTCCGTGAAATCA

mtF (16210–16340)

PCR product length 131bp

57°C annealing temperature

2.0mM MgCl2
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Primer sequences: 5´– ACAGCAATCAACCCTCAACTATCA–3´;

5´–TGTGCTATGTACGGTAAATGGCTT–3´

Reference sequence: ACAGCAATCA ACCCTCAACT
ATCACACATC AACTGCAACT CCAAAGCCAC
CCCTCACCCA CTAGGATACC AACAAACCTA CCCACCCTTA
ACAGTACATA GTACATAAAG CCATTTACCG
TACATAGCAC

A1.2.4 Sex identification is carried out by targeting sequences of the amelogenin
gene, which is located on the X and Y chromosomes. However, a small
deletion of DNA is present on the X chromosomal version of the gene. PCR
therefore results in PCR products of slightly different lengths for the X and the
Y chromosomes.

AMELY

PCR product length 112bp

55°C annealing temperature

2.0mM MgCl2

Primer sequences: 5´–CCTGGGCTCTGTAAAGAATAGT–3´;

5´–CAGCTTCCCAGTTTAAGCTCTGAT–3´

AMELX

PCR product length 106bp

55°C annealing temperature

2.0mM MgCl2

Primer sequences: 5´–CCCTGGGCTCTGTAAAGAATAGT–3´;

5´–CAGCTTCCCAGTTTAAGCTCTGAT–3´

A1.2.5 A standard PCR of 50µl contained 2.5µl of tooth extract, 1 x buffer (150mM
Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 500mM KCl), the appropriate amount of MgCl2, 200mM
each dNTP, 100ng each primer, 1% bovine serum albumin and 1.25 units
AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems). Cycling conditions
were: four minutes at 94°C; followed by 44 cycles of one minute at the
appropriate annealing temperature, one minute at 72°C and one minute at
94°C; followed by one minute at the annealing temperature and ten minutes at
72°C. PCR products were visualized by electrophoresis in 3% agarose gels.
Bands of the appropriate PCR product were excised and purified using
QIAGEN silica spin columns.
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A1.3 CLONING AND SEQUENCING OF THE PCR PRODUCTS

A1.3.1 It is possible that more than one DNA sequence may be present in a PCR
product as a result of previous contamination. Cloning of the PCR product
allows the various sequences to be separated out and examined. We have
found that the QIAGEN PCR Cloning Kit gives good results with ancient
DNA amplicons. The PCR product is ligated into a vector and incubated for
two hours at 4°C.

A1.3.2 The vector is then inserted into specially prepared competent cells through a
heat-shock procedure. The cells are spread thinly onto an LB agar plate
containing ampicillin. After 24 hours, transformed colonies of cells can be
identified and picked off the plate. At least five to ten colonies per PCR
product are ideal for assessing cloned sequences. A control plate with no PCR
product in the ligation mix is also prepared. Twenty individual colonies are
placed in separate 0.5ml Eppendorf tubes with 22.875µl of master mix. The
master mix has been prepared previously for 20 reactions, consisting of 55µl
reaction buffer, 33µl Mg Cl2, 11µl M13 forward primer, 11µl M13 reverse
primer and 393.25µl water. A second master mix containing 48µl dNTPs and
3µl Taq polymerase is made, and 2.125µl of this mix is aliquoted into each
0.5ml Eppendorf tube. The tubes are placed in a thermocycler with the
following cycles: ten minutes at 94°C; 25 cycles with one minute at 55°C, one
minute at 72°C and one minute at 94°C; then two minutes at 55°C, ten minutes
at 72°C and 15 minutes at 15°C. These PCR products are visualized on a 3%
agarose gel, and the results show whether the PCR product has been
successfully inserted into the vector or not. Successfully cloned PCR products
are then purified with QIAGEN silica spin columns and sent to GATC
BIOTECH for sequencing.
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APPENDIX 4: SUMMARY OF OSTEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT DATA
Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

56 y y 3 2 n 3 3 n 27 Ca, P, EH Extra bone growth on atlas. Hair
found. All second molars in good
condition for sampling.

57 y n/a 4 0 n/a 4 4 n 0 - -
58 y n/a 1 3 n/a 2 2 n 12 C -
59 y n/a 2 3 n/a 3 3 n 0 - -
60 y y 4 1 y 3 3 y 21 Ca, P, C, A,

amtl
DJD in LV and TV. Ossified thyroid
cartilage. Green staining on frontal
and temporal. Three second molars,
adequately preserved.

61 y n/a 1 3 n/a 2 2 n present - -
65 y n/a 2 3 n/a 3 3 n 14 - A-P bending in both femora and

tibiae, rickets.
66 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n present - -
67 y y 4 2 y 4 4 n 11 P, C, amtl Possible polydactylic left metatarsal

V. Periostitis on all lower-limb long
bones and both os coxae. Septal
Aperture on right humerus.

68 y y 2 2 n 2 3 n 11 Ca, P, amtl Red staining on inside of skull.
73 y y 2 2 y 3 3 y 4 amtl Ossification of cysts? in right

shoulder. OA in left talus, navicular
and calcaneus. Asymmetery in the
cranium, secondary to shoulder
trauma? Metopic suture. Sub-adult
disarticulated bones found. Green
stain on bregma.

75 y n/a 4 0 n/a 4 4 n 14 - -
76 y n/a 4 3 n/a 4 4 n 22 - Possible rickets. Green stain on distal

right humerus.
77 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n 11 - Metopic suture.
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

78 y y 4 1 y 4 4 n 23 Ca, P, C, A,
amtl

OA in hips and vertebral rib ends.
DJD in LV and TV. Unerupted
maxillary canine. Extreme and
unusual wear on right mandibular M1
and M2 - pipe notch?

79 y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 0 - -
80 n n 1 3 n 2 2 n 0 - Hyperostosis frontalis interna.
81 y n/a 4 3 n/a 3 4 n 20 - -
82 y n/a 2 3 n/a 2 3 n 0 - -
83 y y 3 2 y 4 4 y 12 Ca, P, A, amtl Asymmetry in cranium. DJD in spine.

OA in left acromial clavicle and a
lytic lesion on joint surface of right
sternal clavicle. Enthesophytes on left
calcaneus. New bone growth on atlas.

84 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n present - -
85 y n/a 4 2 n/a 3 3 n 11 - Green stain on two vertebral bodies

and one arch.
86 y y 4 1 y 4 5 y 23 Ca, P, C, amtl Hyoid bone. Green stain on left

Temporal + left zygomatic. Upper M2
not good for isotopes.

87  n y 4 3 y 2 3 y 26 P, amtl Marginal osteophytes on TV. Green
stain right frontal and sphenoid, left
metatarsal, right proximal humerus
and midshaft + left humerus midshaft.

88 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n 12 - -
89 y n/a 1 5 n/a 1 1 n 2 - -
90 y n/a 2 4 n/a 2 2 n 0 - -
91 y n/a 2 3 n/a 1 2 n 1 - Additional adult distal humerus +

proximal ulna (left).
92 y y 2 3 n 3 3 n 30 Ca, P,

crowding
-

93 y n/a 1 3 n 1 1 n 24 - -
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

94 y n/a 1 3 n 1 1 n 0 - Green staining on ribs. Lying on top
of skeleton 92.

95 y y 4 1 y 4 3 y 17 Ca, P, C, A,
amtl

Mandible central incisor not present,
agenesis. Metopic suture. Some bones
missing.

97 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n 0 - -
98 y n/a 1 2 n/a 2 2 n 6 - -
100 y n/a 2 2 n/a 2 2 n 1 - -
101 y y 4 2 y 4 3 n 0 - Possible fractures to both distal radii.

Right radius had secondary OA. Extra
bone growth on sternal end of left
first rib. Porosity on posterior of
manubrium. Possible right femoral
neck fracture. Green staining on left
clavicle, distal left radius and left os
coxae.

102 y n/a 3 3 n 3 3 y 30 - Periostitis on lower limb long bones.
102b y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 0 - -
103 y n/a 4 1 n/a 4 3 n 6 - -
104 y n/a 4 1 n/a 4 4 n present - -

104b y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 1 - -
105 y n/a 4 2 n/a 3 3 n 0 - Green stains on left tibia and fibula

midshaft and left temporal. Hair,
possibly not from this individual.

106 y n/a 4 2 n/a 3 3 n - -
107 y n/a 4 2 n/a 4 4 n 4 - -
108 y y 4 3 y 4 4 n 26 P, EH, amtl -
109 y n/a 3 1 n/a 4 4 n 8 - -
110 y y 4 1 y 4 4 y 14 Ca, P Schmorl’s nodes. Second molars well

preserved for isotope
111 y y 4 1 y 4 4 y 26 P, amtl Schmorl’s nodes in TV. Second

molars good for isotope.
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

112 y n/a 2 2 n/a 2 1 n present - Two adult manual phalanges found.
113 y n/a 4 2 n/a 3 3 n 12 - Green stain on C2, distal left femur.
114 y n/a 4 1 n/a 3 3 n 20 A Ossified circoid cartilage found, part

of skeleton 116.
115 y y 3 2 y 3 3 n 3 amtl DJD in CV. Metopism. Sinusitis.

Green stain on proximal left humerus
and midshaft, right fermoral midshaft
and right temporal.

116 n y 4 2 y 3 4 n 2 Ca, amtl OA in both hips. Ankloysing
spondylitis. Left fibula fracture. Right
distal fibula and tibia fused.
Enthesopyhtes across most long
bones. New bone growth on right
mandibular condyle, TMJ?

117 y y 4 2 y 4 4 y 25 Ca, amtl Osteophytes on acetabulum, likely to
be secondary to fracture in LV and a
crush fracture. Ossicles on lambdoid
suture. Second molar good for
isotopes.

118 y y 3 2 y 3 4 n 7 - Slight periostitis on left femoral
midshaft. Childhood rickets. Right
upper second molar good for isotope.
Green stain on left proximal
phalange, left mastoid process and
left proximal femur.

119 y n/a 3 3 n/a 2 2 n 14 - -
120 y y 4 0 y 5 5 y 5 amtl Green staining on medial aspects of

both ossa coxae.
121 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 2 n 28 Ca, C, EH Teeth good for isotope.
122 y n/a 3 4 n/a 2 2 n 0 - -
123 y n/a 3 3 n/a 2 2 n 0 - Shroud surviving on parietal.
124 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n 0 - -
125 y n/a 3 2 n/a 2 2 n 10 - -
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

126 y n/a 2 2 n/a 2 2 n present - -
127 y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n present - -
128 y n/a 2 2 n/a 1 1 n 3 Defect on

developing
molar enamel
(upper)

-

129 y y 4 0 y 4 4 y 28 - Hair with skull.
130 n y 2 2 y 4 4 n 23 C, A, amtl.

Upper right
third molar

pegged.
Crowding

-

131 y n/a 2 3 n/a 2 2 n 12 - Hair on left temporal.
132 n y 1 3 n 2 2 n 7 - Green staining on metatarsals and

maxillary central incisors. Sub-adult
bones found and bagged separately.

133 y n/a 1 2 n/a 2 1 n 7 - -
134 y n/a 3 1 n/a 3 1 n 0 - Green staining on proximal right

humerus and distal right tibia.
135 y n/a 1 3 n/a 2 2 n 0 - Green staining on illium, ribs and

vertebrae.
136 y n/a 3 2 n/a 3 4 n present - -
137 y n/a 1 2 n/a 2 2 n present - Green staining on ribs.
138 n n 1 2 n 1 1 n 0 - -
139 n y 4 1 y 4 4 y present A?, amtl Green staining on posterior sagittal

suture.
140 y y 3 2 y 2 3 y 1 amtl Ossicles on lamboid suture. Green

staining on left and right parietal and
occipital.

141 y n/a 2 3 n/a 2 2 n 7 amtl Green staining on ribs.
142 n y 3 3 y 3 3 n 3 Ca, P, C, amtl Hair on right parietal.
143 y y 4 2 y 4 4 y 0 atml -
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

144 y y 4 2 y 3 4 y 0 amtl Enthesophytes on retro-auricular
surface - age related? Very straight
femora - warping? Ethnicity? Medial
femoral condyles appear to extend
lower than the lateral ones. Green
staining on left temporal, right
parietal and at Lambda.

145 y n/a 2 2 n/a 2 2 n 2 - -
146 y n/a 3 3 n/a 2 2 n 16 - -
147 y y 4 2 y 2 3 n 7 amtl Maxillary second molar good for

isotope.
148 y n/a 3 2 n/a 2 3 n 5 - Green staining on midshaft of both

tibiae and both distal femora.
149 y y 4 1 y 5 4 y 23 Ca, P, C, amtl Slight periostitis on both femora.

Compression of inferior body of L5.
Upper left second molar good for
isotopes.

150 n y 4 2 y 4 4 y 29 Ca, P, amtl.
Left maxillary

third molar
turned

lingually

Green staining on left zygomatic.

151 y y 4 1 y 4 5 n 0 amtl -
152 y n/a 4 1 n/a 4 4 n 5 - Green staining on two manual

phanlanges. Probably same finger.
153 y y 3 3 n 2 3 n 0 amtl Cranial morphology dimpled from old

age.
154 y n/a 2 1 n/a 3 2 n 1 - -
155 y n/a 2 1 n/a 2 3 n 6 - Both femora show A-P bending -

rickets. Green staining on right
scapula.

156 y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 0 - Vertebral arch stained green.
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

157 y y 4 2 y 4 4 y 4 amtl Spinal OA. OA in both hips and
manual phalanges. Possibly fractures
in manual phalanges. Periostitis on
proximal third of right fibula.
Osteophytes in spine. Green staining
on ight deltoid tuberosity.

158 n y 1 4 n 2 2 n 5 P, C, A, amtl Red staining on right temporal.
159 y n/a 2 2 n/a 1 1 n 15 C -
160 y y 1 3 n 1 2 n present Ca Ear bones. Green staining on left

maxilla. Contained two sub-adult
metacarpals and two partial femora.

161 y y 4 2 y 4 4 n 28 Ca, P, C, amtl Possibly OA in right hip. Compact
bone on medial midshaft of left tibia.
Green staining on left distal radius
and left os coxae.

164 n y 1 3 n 1 1 n 4 C Hair sample taken.
165 y n/a 2 3 n/a 2 3 n 5 Crowding,

possibly
Agenesis of

Right
maxillary

second molar

Tibial periostitis.

166 n y 2 3 n 1 2 n 6 C Second maxillary molar right in good
condition for isotopes.

167 n y 2 3 y 3 2 n 0 - Green staining on right sacrum.
168 y y 3 3 n 2 3 n 2 - Metopic suture. Green stain left

parietal.
169 n n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n - -
170 n y 1 3 n 2 2 n - -
171 y n 1 5+ n/a 1 1 n 8 - Only teeth survive.
172 n n 1 3 n 1 2 n 3 amtl Maxillary right second molar OK for

isotopes.
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

173 n y 3 3 y 3 3 n 0 - Osteophytes on right acromion fossa.
Green staining on right temporal, left
and right parietal, left humerus
proximal and midshaft and right tibial
midshaft.

174 y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 y 8 - -
175 n y 3 2 y 3 3 n 10 P, C, amtl Humeral twisting due to heavy

musclature. Green staining on distal
right radius joint surface.

176 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n 16 - -
177 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n present - Not cleaned, very difficult to assess.
178 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n present - Not cleaned, difficult to assess.
179 n y 3 2 y 3 3 n 12 C, EH Metopic suture. Extra bone growth on

opposing parts of the interosseous
crest of left ulna and radius. Large
amount of hair on left frontal secured
with a pin.

180 y n/a 1 2 n/a 2 2 y 17 P, C -
181 y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 8 - -

182a y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 11 - Originally thought to be single adult,
separated into adult and child.

182b n n 1 4 n 1 1 n 0 - -
183 y n/a 3 2 n/a 3 3 n 2 - Hair preserved on skull.
184 y n/a 4 2 n/a 4 4 y 24 C, A, amtl.

Agensis of
maxillary

lateral
incisors. Right

mandibular
canine twisted

medially

Very green stain on right distal femur.

185 y n/a 1 3 n/a 1 1 n 13 Possible EH,
stripped roots

Green staining on right ilium.
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

186 n y 1 4 n 1 1 n present Ca Hyperostosis frontalis interna.
194 n y 1 3 n 1 1 n 24 P, C Green staining on occipital and CV.

Hair preserved on left parietal. Pink
staining on cranium and long bones.

195 n n 1 5 n 1 1 n 0 - -
196 y n/a 2 3 n/a 2 2 n 0 - Green staining and hair on parietal.

Malleus found.
197 y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 8 - -
198 n y 1 3 n 2 2 n 4 P, amtl Green staining on left and right

temporal, occipital and left mandible.
199 y n/a 1 2 n/a 1 1 n 0 - -
200 y y 2 2 y 2 2 n 0 - Slight periostitis on left tibia. Green

staining on left ring finger and left
proximal tibia.

201 y n/a 1 3 n/a 2 2 n present - -
202 n n 1 2 n 1 1 n 0 - -
205 y y 4 2 y 4 4 y 15 Ca, P, C, EH,

atml
OA in right shoulder, large
enthesopathies on soleus attachment.
Pipe notch, left canines.

206 y n/a 4 1 y 4 4 n 32 P, C, EH Endocranial lesions, changes in
orbits, new bone formation on all
limb bones. Severe EH. Possible
scurvy??

207 y n/a 3 3 y 2 2 n 0 - A-P bending of both femora – rickets.
208 n n/a 1 3 n 1 1 n 0 - -
209 y n/a 1 2 n/a 2 1 n 0 - -
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Skeleton
Number

Age
Y/N

Sex
Y/N

Completeness
1-4

Condition
0-5+

Stature
Y/N

Metric
1-5

Non-
metric 1-5

Skull
complete?

No
Teeth

Dental
Pathology

Skeletal pathology and other notes
(preliminary observation)

210 n y 2 3 y 3 3 n 0 amtl New bone of right mandibular
condyle, severe OA in C4-C7, in two
TV, in both hips and in left shoulder;
atlas and axis fused together, new
bone on sagittal sulcus and both
orbits, new bone growth on a lot of
muscle attachments. All right carpals
fused together with metacarpals -
septic arthritis?

211 y n/a 2 2 n/a 2 2 n 0 - -
212 y n/a 1 3 n 1 2 n 11 - -
213 y n/a 1 3 y 2 1 n 0 - -
214 n n/a 1 3 n 1 1 n 0 - Only frontal.
215 y y 4 1 y 4 4 y 27 P,C, atml Cortical defects on both proximal

humerii.

Pathology Key:
Dental: CA – calculus; EH – enamel hypolplasia; C – caries; A – abscess; amtl – antemortem tooth loss, P – peridontal disease.
Skeletal: DJD – degenerative joint disease; LV – lumbar vertebra/e; TV – thoracic vertebra/e; A-P – anterio-posterior; V – vertebra/e; OA – osteoarthritis; M1/M2 –
molar; C2 – second cervical vertebrae; C4-7 – fourth to seventh cervical vertebrae; CV – cervical vertebra/e; TMJ – temporo-mandibular joint; L5 – fifth lumbar
vertebra.
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APPENDIX 5: SUMMARY OF FUNERARY FITTINGS ASSESSED
Grave
no

Nails
y/n

Grips
y/n

Grip
plates y/n

Other coffin
furniture

Preservation Fabric Preserved
wood

Notes

56 y y n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- small
fragment in
water

ring-type grip. Pattern
on plate on reverse,
slight visibility

58 y y n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- - ring-type grip

59 y n n possible
breast plate

highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

60 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

ring-type grip

61 y y n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- damp
wood

ring-type grip

63 n y n - corroded - - grip new type - needs
drawing

65 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

66 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

yes dried wood
attached

fabric adhered to
wood, interior lining?
Ring-type grip

67 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

68 y n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- - pattern indiscernible

73 y y n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

ring-type grip. Some
pattern discernible,
large amount remains.
Makers? Mark on one
piece ‘H cooks_’

75 y n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- - pattern indiscernible

76 n n n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- - pattern indiscernible

77 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- y very small fragment
dried wood

78 y n n - corroded - - -
79 y n n - corroded - - -
80 y y n Breast plate highly corroded and

fragmented
- dried wood ring-type grip

81 y n n possible
breast plate

highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

82 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

83 y -
two
very
large

n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - plate had pattern, but
not discernible

84 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

86 y y n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- dried
wood.
Depth
plank
20mm.
Damp
wood

two carver st grip
plate, 19 type. Held in
by screws. Two ring-
type grip
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Grave
no

Nails
y/n

Grips
y/n

Grip
plates y/n

Other coffin
furniture

Preservation Fabric Preserved
wood

Notes

87 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - some pattern
discernible. But
fragmented and in
reverse

88 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- wood
fragments

ring-type grip

89 y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

90 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

91 y n n breast plate corroded - - partial pattern visible
in reverse. Record
and cross-reference

92 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - two grip type carver
st plate 19. Ring-type
grip

93 y y breast plate.
Decorative
strip

corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip.
Decorative strip
needs record

95 y y - highly corroded and
fragmented

- - pattern indiscernible

96 y y n - corroded - dried wood ring-type grip
97 y n n - - - -
98 y y - highly corroded and

fragmented
- - pattern indiscernible

102 y y n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- damp
wood

ring-type grip

103 n y n possible
breast plate

highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

104 n y n - corroded - wet wood ring-type grip
108 y n n breast plate highly fragmented and

corroded
- damp

wood
-

110 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

-

111 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

112 y y possibly - highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

ring-type grip

113 y n n possible
breast plate

corroded and
fragmented

y dried wood shroud pin attached to
fabric

114 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

115 y y - highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

pattern indiscernible

116 - - wet wood -
117 y y y breast plate highly corroded and

fragmented
- - grip type (plate 19

Carver Street)
118 y y y - highly corroded and

fragmented
- - ring-type grip. Plate

heavily corroded
120 y y n breast plate highly fragmented and

corroded
- - ring-type grip. Pattern

indiscernible - large
plate.  Painted black

121 y n n possible
breast plate

highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

-

122 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

ring-type grip
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Grave
no

Nails
y/n

Grips
y/n

Grip
plates y/n

Other coffin
furniture

Preservation Fabric Preserved
wood

Notes

123 y y - - corroded - - ring-type grip
124 y y n possible

breast plate
highly fragmented and
corroded

- damp
wood

ring-type grip

128 y n n - highly corroded - - -
129 y y n breast plate highly corroded and

fragmented
- - ring-type grip

130 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - pattern indiscernible

131 y y n possible
breast plate

highly corroded and
fragmented

- dried wood ring-type grip

132 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

133 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

136 y y possibly - highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

ring-type grip. Glue
observed on fragment
of plate

137 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

-

138 n poss n - highly corroded - - ?Possible ring-type
grip - very heavy
corrosion and deposit

139 n n n breast plate corrosion and
fragmentation

- wet wood plate in large
fragments, some
pattern discernible
from reverse. Record
and cross-reference

140b y n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- dried
wood. Wet
wood

bits of wood and
string

141 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

142 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood -
with coffin
lace
adhered

large departum plate,
may be able to
establish pattern.
Ring-type grip

143 y n n plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- very dried.
Damp
wood

coffin lace with
‘gothic writing’

144 y -
very
large

y n breast plate corroded - - general shape and
type discernible. Grip
(type plate 16, Carver
Street). Need to
record and cross
reference

145 y n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- - -

146 y n n breast plate
fragment

highly corroded and
fragmented

y -
possible
coffin

interior

- shroud pin attached to
fabric

147 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -
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Grave
no

Nails
y/n

Grips
y/n

Grip
plates y/n

Other coffin
furniture

Preservation Fabric Preserved
wood

Notes

148 y y n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- - one large fragment of
plate surviving. Ring-
type grip

149 y y n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- damp
wood

ring-type grip

150 n n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- damp
wood

coffin lace

151 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- dried
wood.
Damp
wood

ring-type grip

153 y - - breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

155 y y n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- - some pattern
discernible on
reverse. Record and
cross-reference.
Painted black.
Rectangle *new*
type, ball grip, Carver
Street, plate 16, and
ring-type grip

156 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

157 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

158 n n n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- - some pattern
discernible, but
fragmented and in
reverse

159 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - plate pattern too
fragmented and
corroded to discern.
Lots of small nails

160 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

161 y n n - corroded - - -
162 n n n breast plate corroded and

fragmented
- - shield pattern

discernible - needs
drawing and cross-
referencing. NB it is
reverse only

163 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

164 y y n - highly corroded - - ring-type grip
165 y n n - corroded - - -
166 y y - breast plate highly corroded and

fragmented
- - breast plate pattern

barely visible. Grip
ring type

167 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

168 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip. Pattern
indiscernible
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Grave
no

Nails
y/n

Grips
y/n

Grip
plates y/n

Other coffin
furniture

Preservation Fabric Preserved
wood

Notes

169 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

ring-type grip

170 n n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- - -

171 y n n - corroded - dried wood
fragments

-

172 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- y dried.
Damp
wood

wood painted white ?
With decorative strip?

173 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

-

174 n n n breast plate corroded and
fragmented

- - some pattern
discernible. May be
worth reference and
record

175 n n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- wet wood.
Damp
wood

coffin lace

178 y y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - ring-type grip

179 y y n breast plate
and strip
decoration

corroded and some
fragmentation

- - seen on reverse-some
patterning. Needs
cross-referencing and
record. Beads found.
Ring-type grip

180 n y n - corroded - damp
wood

ring-type grip

181 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- wet wood -

182 y y n breast plate highly corroded - damp
wood

ring-type grip

183 1 –
very
large

y n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- dried wood plate had pattern, but
just discernible. Ring-
type grip

184 y y n - corroded - dried wood
adhering.
Wet wood

ring-type grip

186 n n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- - pattern indiscernible

194 y n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- wet wood bone attached to back

195 y y - breast plate corrosion and
fragmentation

- wet wood ring-type grip. Some
pattern discernible

196 y n n highly corroded - - -
197 n n n possible

breast plate
highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -

198 - - - - small damp
wood

199 y n n small
fragment
breast plate

corroded and
fragmented

- damp
wood

tiny nails

200 y n n breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- damp
wood

-

202 y n n breast plate highly corroded and
fragmented

- - -
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Grave
no

Nails
y/n

Grips
y/n

Grip
plates y/n

Other coffin
furniture

Preservation Fabric Preserved
wood

Notes

U/S n/a n/a n/a breast plate highly fragmented and
corroded

- - -

Key: Carver Street – McIntyre and Wilmott 2003
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APPENDIX 6: TIMETABLE FOR ANALYSIS, PUBLICATION AND
ARCHIVING

The timetable for each of the tasks listed in Table 9 and explained in Section 6 is
presented on the following gantt chart.
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish PredecessorsResource Names
1 Start 1 day? Tue 03/05/11 Tue 03/05/11 Start

2 6 Management 289 days Wed 04/05/11 Mon 10/09/12 1 Management

3 6.1 Management, liaison and review289 days Wed 04/05/11 Mon 10/09/12 SPR

4 6.1 Management, liaison and review1 day Wed 04/05/11 Wed 04/05/11 RMN

5 6.2 Project Briefing 1 day Wed 04/05/11 Wed 04/05/11 SPR

6 6.2 Project Briefing 1 day Wed 04/05/11 Wed 04/05/11 KB

7 6.2 Project Briefing 1 day Wed 04/05/11 Wed 04/05/11 RM

8 6.2 Project Briefing 1 day Wed 04/05/11 Wed 04/05/11 MG

9

10 7 Documentary Contextualisation5 days Thu 05/05/11 Thu 12/05/11 Documentary Contextualisation

11 7.1 Examine and collate sources relevant to Redearth between 1832-1861, including registers of baptisms, weddings and burials; and census returns2 days Thu 05/05/11 Fri 06/05/11 5 KB

12 7.2 Collate excavated and documentary data from identified comparative sites 5 days Thu 05/05/11 Thu 12/05/11 5 RM

13 7.3 Consult the identified general literature on nineteenth-century Darwen, primitive methodism, industrialised urban living and funerary practices (both in the North West and, if appropriate, more widely)3 days Mon 09/05/11 Thu 12/05/11 11 KB

14

15 8 Stratigraphical analysis 3 days Fri 13/05/11 Tue 17/05/11 Stratigraphical analysis

16 8.1 Assimilate spot dates and stratigraphy, etc2 days Fri 13/05/11 Mon 16/05/11 13 MG

17 8.2 Chapel comparative analysis1 day Tue 17/05/11 Tue 17/05/11 16 MG

18

19 9 Osteological analysis 128 days Thu 05/05/11 Fri 09/12/11 Osteological analysis

20 9.1 Undertake analysis of all articulated remains70 days Thu 05/05/11 Thu 01/09/11 5 RM

21 9.2 Undertake radiography of selected bones20 days Thu 08/09/11 Wed 12/10/11 27 RM

22 9.3 Undertake comparative analysis 10 days Thu 13/10/11 Fri 28/10/11 21 RM

23 9.4 Compile osteological report20 days Mon 31/10/11 Thu 01/12/11 22 RM

24 9.5 QA osteo report 5 days Fri 02/12/11 Fri 09/12/11 23 LL

25

26 10 Biochemical analysis 183 days Fri 02/09/11 Thu 12/07/12 Biochemical analysis

27 10.1 Select and remove samples3 days Fri 02/09/11 Wed 07/09/11 20 RM

28 10.2 Undertake DNA analysis180 days Thu 08/09/11 Thu 12/07/12 27 TB

29 10.3 Undertake C and N isotope analysis180 days Thu 08/09/11 Thu 12/07/12 27 Durham

30 10.3 Undertake Sr and O isotope analysis180 days Thu 08/09/11 Thu 12/07/12 27 Durham

31

32 11 Funerary fitting analysis 25 days Thu 19/05/11 Thu 30/06/11 Funerary fitting analysis

33 11.1 Describe, record and catalogue funerary fittings4 days Thu 19/05/11 Tue 24/05/11 17 SC

34 11.2 Undertake x-radiography of selected fittings20 days Wed 25/05/11 Wed 29/06/11 33 conservator

35 11.3 Illustrate unique fittings 1 day Thu 30/06/11 Thu 30/06/11 34 MER

36 11.4 Identify coffin timbers 3 days Wed 25/05/11 Mon 30/05/11 33 DD

37 11.5 Produce report 1 day Tue 31/05/11 Tue 31/05/11 36 SC

38

39 12 Artefactual analysis 12 days Thu 19/05/11 Tue 07/06/11 Artefactual analysis

40 12.1 Record and catalogue the finds2 days Thu 19/05/11 Fri 20/05/11 17 CHD

41 12.2 X-radiography 10 days Mon 23/05/11 Tue 07/06/11 40 JJ

42 12.3 Compile report 1 day Mon 23/05/11 Mon 23/05/11 40 CHD

43 12.4 Illustrate selected artefacts1 day Mon 23/05/11 Mon 23/05/11 40 MER

44

45 13 Integrated analysis 9 days Mon 12/12/11 Mon 26/12/11 Integrated analysis

46 13.1 Demographic distribution in burial ground2 days Mon 12/12/11 Wed 14/12/11 24 MG

47 13.2 Artefact and funerary fitting distribution2 days Thu 15/12/11 Fri 16/12/11 46 MG

48 13.3 Identification of family groups and any individuals2 days Mon 19/12/11 Tue 20/12/11 47 MG

49 13.4 Comparative analysis 3 days Thu 22/12/11 Mon 26/12/11 48 RM

50

51 14 Synthesis, presentation and archive deposition33 days Fri 13/07/12 Thu 06/09/12 Synthesis,presentation and archive deposition

52 14.1 Assembly and editing of specialist reports2 days Fri 13/07/12 Mon 16/07/12 30 SPR

53 14.2 Compilation of client report3 days Tue 17/07/12 Fri 20/07/12 52 MG

54 14.3 Preparation of illustrations for client report3 days Tue 17/07/12 Fri 20/07/12 52 MER

55 14.4 Editing of client report 5 days Mon 23/07/12 Mon 30/07/12 53 SPR

56 14.5 Corrections 1 day Tue 31/07/12 Tue 31/07/12 55 MG

57 14.5 Corrections made 1 day Wed 01/08/12 Wed 01/08/12 56 MER

58 14.6 Copy-editing 5 days Thu 02/08/12 Thu 09/08/12 57 LM

59 14.7 Submission of client report 1 day Fri 10/08/12 Fri 10/08/12 58 SPR

60 14.8 Preparation of a text for publication 4 days Mon 13/08/12 Fri 17/08/12 59 SPR

61 14.8 Preparation of a text for publication 6 days Mon 13/08/12 Tue 21/08/12 59 LL

62 14.9 Preparation of illustrations for publication4 days Mon 13/08/12 Fri 17/08/12 59 MER

63 14.10 Editing, correcting, and quality assurance5 days Thu 23/08/12 Wed 29/08/12 61 SPR

64 14.10 Editing, correcting, and quality assurance5 days Mon 20/08/12 Mon 27/08/12 62 RMN

65 14.11 Submission of publication text1 day Tue 28/08/12 Tue 28/08/12 64 SPR

66 14.12 Preparation of project document archive5 days Wed 29/08/12 Thu 06/09/12 65 JL

67 14.13 Preparation of non-funerary artefactual and ecofactual archive1 day Wed 29/08/12 Wed 29/08/12 65 SB

68 14.14 Submit archives 1 day Fri 31/08/12 Fri 31/08/12 67 SB

69 14.15 Submit archive report and summary of the archive to the LHER and LRO1 day Fri 31/08/12 Fri 31/08/12 67 JL

70 14.16 Liaison for deposition of human remains1 day Fri 31/08/12 Fri 31/08/12 67 SPR
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ILLUSTRATIONS

FIGURES

Figure 1: Site location

Figure 2: Plan of the excavated remains of the chapels

Figure 3: Plan of the excavated parts of the burial ground and the distribution of
burials

PLATES

Plate 1: The north-west wall (27) of the first chapel

Plate 2: Small basement 20 within the original chapel building

Plate 3: The south-east wall (7) of the extended first chapel; fireplace 12, the floor
joist voids and the infilled wall slots for the panel supports can be seen
clearly

Plate 4: The foundations of the original burial ground wall on Redearth Road

Plate 5: The levelled foundations of the exposed west corner of the second chapel

Plate 6: Gravestone ORN1, commemorating four children of Mark Townley

Plate 7: Gravestone ORN2, commemorating members of the Houghton family
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Plate 1: The north-west wall (27) of the first chapel

Plate 2: Small basement 20 within the original chapel building
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Plate 3: The south-east wall (7) of the extended first chapel; fireplace 12, the floor
joist voids and the infilled wall slots for the panel supports can be seen clearly

 Plate 4: The foundations of the original burial ground wall on Redearth Road
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Plate 5: The levelled foundations of the exposed west corner of the second chapel

Plate 6: Gravestone ORN1, commemorating four children of Mark Townley
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Plate 7: Gravestone ORN2, commemorating members of the Houghton family




